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Abstract 
 
“The Invention of Rhythm” dismantles the foundational myth of modern English 

verse. It considers its two protagonists, Thomas Wyatt and Henry Howard, Earl of 

Surrey, who together brought English poetry out of the middle ages: the latter taking the 

former’s experiments with Romance language verse forms and smoothing them into the 

first sustained examples of the iambic measures that would so strongly influence the 

Elizabethans, and in turn dominate English poetry until the coming of Modernism in the 

twentieth century. It considers their contrastively-oscillating critical reputations from the 

seventeenth century to the present day, focusing on how historically-contingent 

aesthetic and socio-political values have been continuously brought to bear on studies of 

their respective versification, in fact producing, and perpetuating the mythological 

narrative, with negligable study of the linguistic and rhythmical patterns of their poems 

themselves. 

 It reconsiders their writing, in context of their manuscripts and the anthology by 

which they were received for most of this time, Tottel’s Miscellany, and through 

statistically-driven orthographic and paleographic analyses of over a half-dozen early- 

to mid-sixteenth-century manuscripts, as well as extensive historical, philological and 

grammatical comparisons, exhaustive stemmatological and polygenous derivational 

models, and several newly-developed analytical techniques, argues against the 
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persistent Great Men narrative in favor of a democratic, collaborative picture of the 

invention of modern English versification.  

Finally, it presents a complete, transparent prosodic analysis of the over 3,200 

lines of Wyatt and Surrey's verse in Tottel’s, and through statistical and philological 

analyses, demonstrates the congeniality of their received verses, their structural 

differences invented and exaggerated by the extra-prosodic studies that imagined, 

adjusted to their own ends, and continue to perpetuate the myth. 
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1. Mythopoeia 
 
Literary prosody, as a subcategory of poetics, studies the physical composition of 

texts in order to theorize the means by which language is structured into verbal art. It 

considers poetry, or any written text, in terms of abstract patterns, as recurrent 

groupings of phonetic and graphic units, without necessary recourse to those units' 

semantic values. It is, in its ideal, a purely analytical discipline, assuming, with Paul 

Ricoeur and Frank Kermode, that “interpretation begins where structuralist analysis 

ends,” and proceeding uninfringed upon by the interpretation of specific texts, verse 

lines, words.1 

In practice, the lines are blurrier. At a very basic level, the analysis of lexical 

stress, and thus individual phonemes, regularly requires the interpretation of a word's 

syntactical category (e.g. the distinction between finite verb and noun; or, much more 

often exploited in English poetry, between participle and finite verb), which itself 

requires the interpretation (what the words mean, as opposed simply to their physical 

structure) of entire phrases or clauses, if not much larger units. At a basic level, it must 

be admitted that prosody, as an example of structural analysis par excellence, from the 

beginning complicates any neat distinction between analysis and interpretation, since at 

times the former only in fact can begin where the latter ends. At a more fundamental 

                                                        

1 Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979), 41. 
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level, however, prosody is interpretive to the same degree that all historical analysis of 

language (and verse especially) must be interpretive, as it requires deeply speculative 

claims about pronunciations in given periods and geographies (not to mention more 

individualized factors, such as the social class of the author), often based entirely on the 

evidence of the text itself, which invites the fundamentally circular problem of assuming 

pronunciations on the grounds of preconceived understandings of metrical patterns. 

Any prosodic analysis must, in the very first place, recognize and accept these 

limitations before proceeding inductively, by systematic and transparent comparison of 

a wide variety of linguistic element over large corpora of texts, in order to reduce the 

potential for uncritical impositions upon individual poems.  

The true challenge facing literary prosody as a discipline, however, is not the 

lack of recognition that textual linguistic analysis and textual interpretation, to some 

basic extent, are inseparable from one another, but is instead the overly-operative, yet 

largely unexamined and uncritical acceptance of this fact. That is to say, the challenge 

facing prosody, both historically and currently, is the failure to distinguish between the 

sorts of textual analyses and textual interpretations that can and must be kept separate 

from one another if prosody is to have any usefulness as a scholarly tool, or is indeed to 

be kept from having detrimental consequences to the study of poetry in general.  

The most recent example of this failure, extending back to the mid-twentieth 

century, has been a greater and greater effort among literary prosodists to incorporate, 
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alongside the traditional feature of word stress, additional suprasegmental linguistic 

features—in particular those of pitch and juncture (in this context referring mainly to 

pauses accompanying syntactical boundaries)–into the structural analysis of poetic texts. 

Proceeding from the work of linguistic prosody, which studies structures of spoken 

language, the attempt has been to establish a more comprehensive understanding of the 

structural features of verse rhythm, but through the application of the methods of 

linguistic prosody to literary prosody, the latter scholarship has disregarded the very 

real fact that the objects of analysis between the two fields are of a fundamentally 

different nature. Unlike lexical stress, which is inherent and conventional, and thus 

objectively analyzable in a text, pitch and juncture (as the concept is used) are 

paralinguistic features, serving rhetorical functions, inherent and measurable within a 

given performance of a text, but not within the text itself. The inclusion of these elements 

into the analysis of a poetic text must either rely on an individual, rhetorical reading 

positioning itself as a textual analysis, or, just as frequently, on generalizations about 

'normal' (which is to say probabilistic) pronunciations, which reduces poetry not only to 

conversational speech, but to the lowest common denominator of conversational speech. 

This move, though it relies on relatively recent linguistic scholarship, is not in itself 

especially new among literary prosodists, as it is in effect merely an updated version of 

the much older concept of 'rhetorical stress' as applied (necessarily) to the rhythmical 

analysis of monosyllabic words in a poem. Unjustifiable on any linguistic grounds, the 
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extremely common practice, in scansion, of placing a stress marker (and thus a 

structural, rhythmical marker) on a monosyllable that is felt to be rhetorically significant, 

regardless of its metrical position in a line, proceeds very obviously by entirely 

subjective criteria. But the treatment of 'rhetorical stress' as if it were a rhythmical fact of 

the text, rather than of an individual performance (which is to say the conflation of 

rhetorical stress and lexical stress, which is a rhythmical fact inhering demonstrably in 

polysyllables alone) allows an instance of pure rhetorical interpretation to masquerade 

as, and be explicitly posited as, an analytical move. Since, in poetry with a regular meter, 

it is always the case that a monosyllable receiving rhetorical stress is found in a 

metrically unstressed position (otherwise there would be no need for the concept), the 

technique becomes a way of creating metrical irregularities where none necessarily exist, 

of making a line metrically deviant in order to prove a rhetorical significance that was 

assumed from the beginning. In poetry without a regular meter, it is a way to force a 

verse to fall in line with the voice of a single interpreter. In either case, as it is commonly 

employed, it is a method for objectively fixing an impressionistic reading of a text, and 

as such obscures both the nature of the poetic text itself as well as prosody's role in 

understanding it. The structure of a poetic text must be understood not through its 

performance, but through its existence as a type of score for performance. As with the 

musical score, the poetic text includes instructions and contexts that must be grasped for 

a reading to be competent, though in the poetic score these elements are more 
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historically-circumscribed, and there are many more left to the performers discretion. 

Discretionary (and thus interpretive) elements such as pitch, loudness, duration, 

juncture, and rhetorical stress must be understood as irreducibly subjective, and thus 

excluded from prosodic analysis, which, if it is to have any value as an analytical tool, 

must limit its focus to the minimal parameters for the adequate historical understanding 

of the text's rhythmical structure. This is not, of course, to deny the subjective experience 

of poetic rhythm, but rather to insist upon it. That is to say, a focus on the limits of 

prosody as an analytical tool consequently concedes the openness of the text to an 

incredible multiplicity of actualizations, and the ability for each poetic instance to 

generate its own unique rhythm, even within the parameters established by the text 

itself. 

The degree to which prosody has been enlisted in the service of impressionistic 

reading strategies is perhaps most easily seen through the history of prosodic 

scholarship concerning a small group of similarly-constructed poetic texts. By 

considering the development of the way in which a group of texts has been analyzed 

over time, it will become clear that the misapplication of prosodic analysis has not been 

limited to the rhetorical objectification of individual texts, but that the very concept of 

poetic rhythm itself has been historically shaped by factors that are not only extra-

rhythmical in scope, but extra-aesthetic as well. Specifically, it will be seen that the 

notion of poetic structure has been adjusted to support dominant aesthetic ideologies, or 
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for the reinforcement of nationalistic and socio-political agendas, or sometimes, simply, 

for the sake of a good story. 

Writers of histories of English literature and kindred works are obliged to take 
notice of Sir Thomas Wyatt. In the history of English poetry and of English 
prosody he must be assigned his very important place as a reformer and an 
adventurer. Students must learn about the anarchy into which rhythms and 
metres had fallen, and how first Wyatt and then Surrey, learning mainly from 
Italian and a little from French, took firm hold on the broken rhythms of the 
fifteenth century and sternly and rather laboriously imposed order.2 
 
For nearly five hundred years, the origin story of modern English verse has been 

written as a successive Great Man narrative. Among prosodists and Renaissance 

scholars alike, the standard account has held Thomas Wyatt to be the great herald of 

modern English poetry, prodigious in his negotiation with Romance language verse 

forms and meters in English, and Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, as the great 

regularizer, who in the next generation took Wyatt’s somewhat unpolished rhythms and 

smoothed them into the first sustained examples of the iambic measures, and the 

pentameter especially, that would so strongly influence the Elizabethans, and in turn 

dominate English verse until the coming of Modernism in the twentieth century. 

Like most origin stories, this narrative has endured various permutations and 

value adjustments over time, but its basic terms have remained remarkably constant 

since the eighteenth century, when it first took its modern shape. In its nascent form, 

                                                        

2 "From an unsigned review of Tillyard's edition of Wyatt's poems, 1929,"  in Wyatt: The Critical Heritage, ed., 
Patricia Thomson (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974), 167. 
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however, it can be traced back to the first generation of English prosodists, and one of 

the earliest poetic treatises written in the English language. In 1589, George Puttenham 

laid the framework for the narrative: 

In the latter end of [Henry VIII’s] raigne sprong vp a new company of courtly 
makers, of whom Sir Thomas Wyat th’elder & Henry of Surrey were the two 
chieftaines, who hauing trauailed into Italie, and there tasted the sweete and 
stately measures and stile of the Italian Poesie, as nouices newly crept out of the 
schooles of Dante, Ariose, and Petrarch, they greatly pollished our rude & homely 
maner of vulgar Poesie from that it had bene before, and for that cause may 
iustly be sayd the first reformers of our English meetere and stile. . . . 

. . . Henry Earle of Surrey and Sir Thomas Wyat, betweene whom I finde very 
litle difference, I repute them (as before) for the two chief lanternes of light to all 
others that haue since employed their pennes vpon English Poesie: their conceits 
were loftie, their siles stately, their conueyance cleanely, their termes proper, 
their meetre sweete and well proportioned. . . .3   

 
The basic details of this story were not new with Puttenham, though he was the first to 

weave them into a full-scale, critical narrative. In a series of elegies written on the death 

of Wyatt, John Leland had some forty years prior extolled Wyatt as having been 

“Britain’s instructor” when " The English language was rough and its verses worthless," 

and had commended Surrey as Wyatt’s poetic heir.4 After Puttenham, however, the 

notion that Wyatt and Surrey had precipitated, or at least played a crucial role in a 

formal revolution in English verse between the early and mid-sixteenth century became 

common currency with poets and critics, echoed well into the seventeenth century by 

                                                        

3 George Puttenham, The Art of English Poetry, eds. Frank Whigham and Wayne A. Rebhorn (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2007), 62, 65. 
4 John Leland, "Leland's Elegies on Wyatt, 1542," in Wyatt: The Critical Heritage, ed. Patricia Thomson 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974), (g), (f), (c). 
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figures as prominent as Sir John Harington, Michael Drayton and Ben Jonson.5  By the 

end of the century, critical mention of the poets had tapered, as their poems had long 

fallen out of print. By the early eighteenth century, however, new editions began to 

appear, and Puttenham’s principle claim that  “very litle difference” was to be found 

between them was called sharply into question, as their once-intertwined critical 

fortunes began to diverge.  

The credit for this shift in attitudes has typically been ascribed to the Oxford don 

and Poet Laureate Thomas Warton, whose 1781 The History of English Poetry contained 

the most extensive critical assessment of Wyatt written to that point, finding him, in 

sometimes mocking tones, “confessedly inferior to Surrey.”6 The earliest detailed 

statement of what would become the nearly ubiquitous eighteenth and nineteenth 

century critical attitude toward Wyatt and Surrey, however, is found not with Warton, 

(nor with the son of a different Poet Laureate, Theophilus Cibber, as has also been 

suggested7), but with the much earlier eighteenth-century anthologist Elizabeth Cooper. 

Preceding Warton by over forty years, and prefiguring his assessment in nearly every 

                                                        

5 For a thorough account of sixteenth and seventeenth century critical responses to Wyatt and Surrey, see 
Hyder Edward Rollins, ed., Tottel’s Miscellany (1557-1587), vol 2 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1929), 107-123; and Patricia Thomson, ed., “Introduction,” in Wyatt: The Critical Heritage (London: Routledge 
& Kegan Paul, 1974), 1-20.  
6 Thomas Warton, The History of English Poetry, From the Twelfth to the Close of the Sixteenth Century, vol. 4 
(London: Reeves and Turner, 1871), 41. 
7 Patricia Thomson, ed., “Introduction,” in Wyatt: The Critical Heritage (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,  
1974), 9. 
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detail, Cooper opens her 1737 Muses Library with an origin story that would have been 

unrecognizable to Puttenham.  

After the time of Chaucer, she writes, “War, and Faction, immediately . . .  

restor’d Ignorance and Dulness almost to their antient Authority. Writers there were, 

but Tast, Judgment, and Manner were lost.” Before Barclay and Skelton, she continues, 

there was “scarce a Hope that Knowledge would ever favor us with a second Dawn,” 

but “soon after these, Lord Surrey, having tasted of the Italian delicacy, naturaliz’d it 

here, gave us an idea of refin’d Gallantry, and taught Love to polish us into Virtue.”8 She 

later takes the narrative up again in her introduction to Surrey's poems: “He was the 

first of the English Noblemen, who distinguish’d himself by a fellowship with the Muses; 

but, in Purity of Language, and Sweetness of Sound, far surpass’d his Contemporaries, 

and all that had preceded him.”9 "In a word,” she writes, “he broke thro the Fashion of 

Stanzas, and wrote so much in the Manner of the present Times, that many of his Lines 

would do Honour to the most Elegant of the Moderns.”10    

Cooper’s version of this narrative, in so far as it departs from Puttenham's, may 

itself be read as a small anthology of early critical misapprehensions regarding Wyatt 

and Surrey, the majority of which precede Cooper herself. Puttenham had also claimed, 

                                                        

8 Elizabeth Cooper, ed., The muses library, or, A series of English poetry : containing the lives and characters of all 
the known writers ... being a general collection of almost all the old valuable poetry extant (London: Printed for John 
Hodges, 1741), xi. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid., 56 
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wrongly, that Surrey travelled through Italy; and the frequent, anecdotal coupling of the 

two poets after Puttenham had often led to the belief that they were in fact 

contemporaries and collaborators, to the point that it was sometimes thought that Wyatt 

had learned the iambic measure from Surrey, an idea that wouldn’t finally be corrected 

until well into the nineteenth century (Cooper’s claim that Wyatt was among the poets 

“who have given their Testimony of [Surrey’s] Merits” does seem to be her own 

invention11). This misunderstanding was only further compounded by a peculiarity of 

the poets' publication history. With the exception of Surrey’s blank verse translations of 

Books II and IV of the Aeneid, from the sixteenth until the late eighteenth century both 

Wyatt and Surrey were known almost exclusively for their inclusion in the Tudor 

anthology Tottel’s Miscellany, whose title page (most likely for a combination of various 

political reasons, including Surrey's rank and the recent execution of Wyatt's son12) read 

simply  

SONGES AND SONNETTES, 
written by the ryght honorable Lorde 

Henry Haward late Earle of Sur= 
rey, and other. 

 
Although Wyatt’s poems in Tottel’s more than doubled Surrey’s, the latter's comprised 

the first forty of the anthology, with a rather inconspicuous separation between sections, 

and as early as the sixteenth century poets and critics had referred to the anthology as 
                                                        

11 Ibid. 
12 See Hyder Edward Rollins, ed., Tottel’s Miscellany (1557-1587), vol 2 (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1929),  65. 
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written entirely or chiefly by Surrey.13 Any of these factors may have contributed to the 

fact that Surrey was sometimes named alone, with Wyatt excluded, by the generally 

perfunctory, hagiographical histories of pre-Elizabethan verse in the centuries before 

Cooper, which she may be taken as simply echoing. In An Apologie for Poetrie, Sidney 

had written that aside from tragedy and comedy in England, “Other sorts of Poetry 

almost haue we none, but that Lyricall kind of Songs and Sonnets,” and that besides 

Chaucer, Surrey, and Spenser, he could “not remember to have seen but few . . . printed, 

that have poetical sinews in them.”14  

Cooper was not, however, simply echoing. In the final paragraph of her preface, 

she writes that she had “intended to add some Account of the Progress of criticism in 

England,” though was obliged to put it off to a later volume, naming Sidney, and 

(somewhat remarkably) Puttenham, Sir John Harington, and Ben Johnson, all three of 

whom had explicitly held Wyatt and Surrey as equal partners in the reform of sixteenth-

century English verse.15 Nor is Cooper silent on Wyatt. When she does come around to 

mentioning him, seventy pages into the anthology, it is with a severe, if implicit, 

challenge to all prior assessments: “In his Poetical Capacity, he does not appear to have 

much Imagination; neither are his verses so musical or well polish’d as Lord Surrey’s. 

                                                        

13 Ibid., 120-121 
14 Sir Philip Sidney, "An Apologie for Poetrie," in Elizabethan Critical Essays, vol. 1, ed. G. Gregory Smith 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1904), 196. 
15 Elizabeth Cooper, ed., The muses library, or, A series of English poetry : containing the lives and characters of all 
the known writers ... being a general collection of almost all the old valuable poetry extant (London: Printed for John 
Hodges, 1741), xvi. 
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Those of Gallantry, in particular, seem to me too artificial for a Lover, and too negligent 

for a poet; for which Reason I have quoted but very few of them.”16 This reassessment of 

Wyatt’s poetry and its relationship to Surrey’s is as unprecedented as it is terse, but it is 

probably best understood within the context of Cooper’s claim that Surrey introduced 

the ‘Fashion of Stanzas’, writing ‘so much in the Manner of the present Times’ that his 

lines would do ‘Honour to the most Elegant of the Moderns’—a claim that is itself 

almost certainly a byproduct of an Augustan predilection for the closed heroic couplet, 

which comprises a large part of Surrey’s verse in Tottel’s17. Despite Cooper’s intimate, 

even esoteric, familiarity with early English verse and criticism, she is very much a 

writer of her time, quoting Dryden in her opening pages and infusing her prose with a 

distinctively Augustan language of ‘Judgment’, ‘Nature’, ‘Tast’, ‘Ignorance’, ‘Dulness’. 

This last term, in particular, perhaps gestures towards a more specific authority for 

Cooper’s exuberant praise of Surrey, and subsequent devaluation of Wyatt in context, as 

it does a further peculiarity of the poets’ publication history.  

Out of print since its ninth edition of 1587, Tottel’s Miscellany was republished in 

two separate editions in 1717, in a transparently opportunistic attempt to profit from the 

reputation of  Alexander Pope, whose recent poem Windsor Forest had compared Pope’s 

patron Lord Granville to “noble Surrey,” the “Granville of a former age.” The first of 

                                                        

16 Ibid., 69-70. 
17 This is Thomas Warton’s understanding of Cooper’s point as well, though Warton strangely contradicts 
the point, claiming that “all Surrey’s poems are in the alternate rhyme,” thus incorrectly denying that Surrey 
wrote couplets at all (30).   
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these editions, published by Edmund Curll (a printer notorious for his unauthorized 

publications of Pope and others, including a pirated edition of the Dunciad, in which he 

himself had been viciously ridiculed) included a preliminary page advertising  “Mr. 

POPE’s/ CHARACTER/ OF THE/ AUTHOR,” from “His Poem intituled, Windsor Forest,” 

and quoted the eight lines of the poem in which Pope had drawn the comparison to  

“Matchless” Surrey.18 This edition reproduced the title page of the sixteenth-century 

publications of Tottel’s, though it disposed with the phrase ‘and other’, as it reprinted 

only Surrey’s poems. The second 1717 edition, published just months later by a rival 

publisher, reprinted Tottel’s in its entirety, and without direct reference to Pope, but in 

1728 the earlier Curll edition was reissued to include Wyatt’s poems, with a new title 

page advertising, over ten lines, “the celebrated/ LOVE POEMS” of “the most noble” 

Surrey, and referring to Wyatt’s poems, somewhat obliquely, as “POETICAL 

RECREATIONS,” perhaps in reference to the fact that many were translations or 

adaptations of Italian poems. This edition also reproduced the preliminary page quoting 

from Windsor Forest, though now it foregrounded, at the bottom of its title page, that it 

was “Recommended by Mr. Pope.”19 As Cooper herself refers to Pope’s praise of Surrey, 

in her introduction to his selections in her anthology, and almost certainly relies on 

Curll’s as one of the apparently several editions of Tottel’s she uses as copy text for the 

                                                        

18 Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany, 291. 
19 Ibid., 37-42. 
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Muses Library, it is not implausible to imagine that her high valuation of Surrey itself at 

least partly reflects, in addition to the poets’ formal qualities, this well-advertised 

recommendation of one of ‘the most Elegant of the Moderns’.20  

Whatever the larger context for Cooper’s reassessment of Wyatt and Surrey, and 

whatever authority the eighteenth and nineteenth-century critical opinion of the two 

may ultimately owe to the laureate Warton, the ground had clearly been broken by the 

time Warton wrote his own version of the narrative, which more so than Cooper’s may 

be read as a direct rebuke of Puttenham, though in language, and even sentence 

structure, strikingly similar to Cooper’s own: 

We must agree . . . that Wyat co-operated with Surrey, in having corrected the 
roughness of our poetic style. But Wyat, although sufficiently distinguished from 
the common versifiers of his age, is confessedly inferior to Surrey in harmony of 
numbers, perspicuity of expression, and facility of phraseology. Nor is he equal 
to Surrey in elegance of sentiment, in nature and sensibility. His feelings are 
disguised by affectation, and obscured by conceit. His declarations of passion are 
embarrassed by wit and fancy; and his style is not intelligible, in proportion as it 
is careless and unadorned. His compliments, like the modes of behaviour in that 
age, are ceremonious and strained. He has too much art as a lover, and too little 
as a poet. His gallantries are laboured, and his versification negligent.21   
 

The Wyatt scholar Patricia Thomson has written, in reference to this passage, that 

Warton is “the first genuinely to identify convincing qualitative differences,” between 

Wyatt and Surrey, though most of these differences, it should be noted, are simply 

                                                        

20 Cooper, Muses Library, 56. 
21 Warton, History of English Poetry, 41. 
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different ways of making the same general complaint—namely that Wyatt’s poetic 

diction is overly elaborate.22 This fact becomes even clearer over the course of Warton’s 

essay, as his repeated criticism of Wyatt, and the singular ‘qualitative difference’ he 

attempts to identify by reference to Wyatt and Surrey’s poetry, concerns Wyatt’s use of 

figurative language. Following Cooper, who found Wyatt’s ‘verses of Gallantry’ (his 

sonnets, as opposed to his satirical poems23) ‘too artificial for a lover’, Warton finds that 

Wyatt “mistook his talents when, in compliance with the mode, he became a 

sonnetteer,” utilizing “an impracticable mass of forced reflections, hyperbolical 

metaphors.”24 He goes on at length to criticize the variety and complexity of Wyatt’s 

conceits, noting that it was from “the capricious and over-strained invention of the 

Italian poets, that Wyat was taught to torture the passion of love by prolix and intricate 

comparisons, and unnatural allusions.”25 Thomson notes that “Puttenham’s opinion” of 

Wyatt’s diction “is thus, within two centuries, totally reversed,” though by this point 

Warton’s critique is itself merely a belated echo of well-worn Augustan platitudes 

regarding the use of figurative language and the proper subordination of the analogical 

                                                        

22 Ibid., 10. 
23In quoting Warton’s praise of Wyatt’s satires—“The truth is, his genius was of the moral and didactic 
species: and his poems abound more in good sense, satire, and observations on life, than in pathos or 
imagination;” “Wyatt may justly be deemed the first polished English satirist”—Thomson also argues that 
Warton’s “recognition of  the historical and intrinsic value of Wyatt’s satires fully earns him his place as the 
first modern critic of early Tudor poetry” (10); though Cooper had herself written that Wyatt’s satires 
“deserve more Notice; They argue him a Man of great Sense, and Honour, a critical Observer of Manners, 
and very well qualified for an elegant, and genteel Satirist” (70). Cooper’s statement about Wyatt’s lack of 
'Imagination' might also be noted, in the context of Warton's argument. 
24 Ibid., 45, 43. 
25 Ibid., 43. 
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faculty of 'wit' to the logical faculty of 'judgment'. “Wit is a Qualification of the Mind, 

that raises and enlivens cold Sentiments and plain Propositions, by giving them an 

elegant and surprizing Turn,” wrote the poet Richard Blackmore two decades before 

Cooper found Wyatt’s sonnets ‘too artificial’,  

which active Principle is however under the Direction of a regular Judgment, 
that takes care of the Choice of just and suitable Materials, prescribes to the 
lighter faculties the due Bounds of their Sport and Activity, and assists and 
guides them, while they imprint on the Conceptions of the Mind their peculiar 
and delightful Figures.26 
 

And Pope, a decade before Blackmore: 

First follow Nature, and your judgment frame 
By her just standard, which is still the same: 
............................................................................ 
Some to conceit alone their taste confine, 
And glittering thoughts struck out at every line;  
Pleased with a work where nothing's just or fit;  
One glaring Chaos and wild heap of wit.27  
 

As opposed to Surrey, who is “for the most part natural and unaffected,” and 

“unembarrassed by learned allusions or elaborate conceits,” Wyatt, for his elaborately 

figurative language, becomes for Warton an archetype of the untamed wit, allowing his 

ornamental faculties to overrun their proper boundaries, and in turn ‘disguise’, 

‘obscure’, ‘embarrass’, ‘strain’, and ‘labour’ his verse.    

                                                        

26 Sir Richard Blackmore, "An Essay upon Wit," in The Norton Anthology of English Literature, vol. 1, eds. M.H. 
Abrams, et al. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1968), 1296. 
27 Alexander Pope, "An Essay on Criticism," in Alexander Pope: The Major Works, ed. Pat Rogers (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2008), I 68-71, II 289-292. 
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It is not surprising, given Cooper and Warton’s appeal to Augustan shorthand, 

that they would hold this particular deficiency of Wyatt’s poetry to be nearly (and in 

Warton’s case, risibly) self-evident. Their attack on Wyatt’s ‘negligent’ versification, 

however, is less explicable, given that this complaint—in the context of Surrey’s 

‘polished’ iambic meters, and unlike Wyatt’s use of figurative language—is less a matter 

of intellectual preference than it is a simple technical issue. That they present his 

metrical deficiencies to be equally, if not more, self-evident than his metaphors is 

curious given the longstanding critical tradition, of which both were well aware, holding 

the poets’ versification in equally high esteem, dating to Puttenham’s repeated 

quotations from both Wyatt and Surrey to illustrate his points about ‘well-proportioned’ 

verse. There is no accompanying shift in the conception of iambic meter between the 

sixteenth and eighteenth centuries to help explain their sharp break from this tradition, 

as there is with figurative language, and while Surrey’s heavy use of the closed couplet 

may inform their preference for his versification28, it does not explain their contempt for 

Wyatt’s. Without any apparent contextual explanation for this attack, and as neither 

Cooper nor Warton make any attempt to substantiate it, it is finally difficult to know the 

extent to which either writer is truly committed to the argument—whether, that is, it did 

in fact seem self-evident, at a purely technical level, that Wyatt’s versification was 

deficient, or whether they were unable or unwilling to disassociate Wyatt’s belabored 

                                                        

28 Though as Warton denies Surrey’s use of the couplet, even this wouldn’t explain his preference.  
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semantic constructions from his phonetic rhythms, or finally whether this was merely an 

instance of piling-on, by which to further elevate Surrey in context. As may be expected, 

Warton and Cooper’s critique of Wyatt’s diction, even as it was echoed into the 

twentieth century, began to slowly lose its force as critics moved further away from 

Augustan attitudes toward figurative language. By the middle of the nineteenth century, 

the anthologist Robert Bell was already attempting to defuse this attack with an appeal 

to Wyatt’s literary-historical context: “He is said to be overcharged with conceits; but, 

taking into consideration the sources from which he borrowed, and the age in which he 

wrote, it would be more just to say that he is singularly free from conceits.”29 

Throughout this gradual shift in attitudes, however, Cooper and Warton’s lasting 

impact proved to reside in their more opaque observation of Wyatt’s relative metrical 

incompetency vis-à-vis Surrey, echoed and amplified by nineteenth century editors, 

critics and prosodists, and inherited intact by the twentieth century, though the 

argument would be refined, and the values attached to it readjusted to reflect a very 

different rhythmical sensibility.  

If there is a twentieth century critic that holds a position analogous to Warton’s 

in the eighteenth—both for his somewhat belated aesthetic formulations, as well as his 

rhetorically and conceptually severe reassessment of Wyatt and Surrey, at once 

                                                        

29 Robert Bell, "Bell on Wyatt, 1854," in Wyatt: The Critical Heritage, ed., Patricia Thomson (London: Routledge 
& Kegan Paul, 1974), 94. 
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derivative and highly influential—it is the Wyatt scholar Raymond Southall. Borrowing 

the title The Courtly Maker, with some irony, from Puttenham’s statement that Wyatt and 

Surrey were the ‘two chieftaines’ of the ‘courtly makers’ to refine English verse, 

Southall’s book-length study of Wyatt was published several decades after twentieth-

century scholarship had begun to rehabilitate Wyatt’s reputation by contextualizing his 

verse backward rather than forward, emphasizing its link to a medieval English 

tradition rather than its relationship to Surrey and the Elizabethans. Unlike many critics 

before him, however, Southall attempts not only to identify a wider historical context for 

Wyatt’s verse, but to historicize the eighteenth and nineteenth-century invectives against 

it. He does so by way of Samuel Johnson: “Wyatt’s use of the conceit has been criticized 

in much the same spirit as that of the metaphysical poets, which is not surprising since 

this criticism of Wyatt appears to be substantially derived from Dr. Johnson’s Life of 

Cowley,” in which, two years prior to Warton’s History, Johnson famously defined wit 

“as a kind of discordia concors" pervasive in the poetry of the early seventeenth century, 

in which the “most heterogeneous ideas are yoked by violence together; nature and art 

are ransacked for illustrations, comparisons, and allusions,” preventing these poets from 

“representing or moving the affections.”30 Southall finds that it “was obviously the 

                                                        

30 Raymond Southall, The Courtly Maker: An Essay on the Poetry of Wyatt and his Contemporaries (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1964), 108; Samuel Johnson, The Lives of the Most Eminent English Poets; With Critical Observations 
on their Works, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2006), 200. 
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opinions of Dr. Johnson” that influenced Warton’s similar critique of Wyatt’s conceits, 

and places both critics in historical perspective : 

The fact that Dr. Johnson was unable to appreciate the manner in which the 
conceit created an intricate pattern of relationships is notorious. This lack of 
appreciation . . . is that of an ordinary common-sense rationalist faced with a 
device for making connections in experience of a kind that appeared to flout 
eighteenth-century common sense. Dr. Johnson’s principle limitation is, 
therefore, an historical one, 
 

as is Warton’s “essentially a limited, eighteenth-century comment.”31  

Southall’s narrow focus on Johnson is itself an essentially limited, twentieth-

century critical move, though one that brings into relief a curious parallel between 

Wyatt scholarship of the eighteenth and twentieth centuries. Southall’s invocation of the 

‘metaphysical’ poets is a response to some forty years worth of close critical association 

between Wyatt and John Donne, which was itself a direct consequence of an earlier 

twentieth-century rehabilitation of the latter poet, due in large part to the work of T.S. 

Eliot. Eliot’s 1921 essay “The Metaphysical Poets,” a review of Herbert Grierson’s 

anthology of Metaphysical Lyrics and Poems of the Seventeenth Century, had challenged 

Johnson’s critique of the heavily analogical constructions of early seventeenth-century 

poetry, arguing that “the use of heterogeneous material,” or the “telescoping of images 

and multiplied associations,” serves in these poets to do precisely the thing that Johnson 

argues it does not, which is to join the apparently or logically disparate into a new unity:  

                                                        

31 Southall, Courtly Maker, 109, 108, 110. 
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A thought to Donne was an experience; it modified his sensibility. When a poet’s 
mind is perfectly equipped for its work, it is constantly amalgamating disparate 
experience; the ordinary man’s experience is chaotic, irregular, fragmentary; . . . 
in the mind of the poet these experiences are always forming new wholes.32 
 

Turning the tables on Johnson, and eighteenth-century notions of ‘judgment’ in general, 

Eliot argues that through their analogical structures these poets are “engaged in the task 

of trying to find the verbal equivalent for states of mind and feeling," and that their 

poetry is “intellectual” precisely because it resists the “disassociation of sensibility” that 

divorces reason from affective experience.33 It is, moreover, a method of composition 

necessary for contemporary poetry: 

We can only say that it appears likely that poets in our civilization, as it exists at 
present, must be difficult. Our civilization comprehends great variety and 
complexity, and this variety and complexity, playing upon a refined sensibility, 
must produce various and complex results. The poet must become more and 
more comprehensive, more allusive, more indirect, in order to force, to dislocate 
if necessary, language into his meaning.34 
 

And so the “school of Donne” is enlisted in the service of what is essentially Eliot’s own 

post-symbolist brand of modernism. Southall’s focus on Johnson as the source of the 

argument against Wyatt’s conceits, as well as his criticism of Johnson's 

misunderstanding of 'a device for making connections in experience of a kind that 

appeared to flout eighteenth-century common sense' seems substantially derived from 

the influence of Eliot, and, as a critical move, hardly different than what he accuses 

                                                        

32 T.S. Eliot, "The Metaphysical Poets," in Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot, ed. Frank Kermode (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 1975), 64. 
33 Ibid., 64-65. 
34 Ibid., 65. 
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Warton of having done with Johnson. But while the contextualization is historically 

limited, it does point to the very real fact that Wyatt’s critical reputation, in and after the 

1920’s, was firmly linked to the resurgence of the metaphysical poets, and Donne in 

particular; and that once again the major poet of the century, in championing a poetry 

that had fallen somewhat out of favor, played a substantial, if indirect role in shifting the 

balance of critical opinion regarding Wyatt's poetry.  

Southall's more fundamental reason, however, for bringing up what is by this 

point essentially a dead argument is to link the critique of Wyatt's conceits and 

versification to the same source: 

It has already been seen that [Johnson’s] criticism of the metaphysical conceit 
was later generalized and applied to Wyatt and, as might be expected, writers 
who turned to Wyatt with the voice of Johnson ringing in their ears echoed not 
only his criticism of the metaphysical conceit but also his criticism of 
metaphysical verse.35  
 

This criticism 

can be reduced to three principle charges: (1) that ‘instead of writing poetry they 
[the metaphysical poets] only wrote verses’; (2) that these were ‘such verses as 
stood the trial  of the finger better than of the ear’; and (3) that they ‘were only 
found to be verses by  counting the syllables’.36  
 

Southall's presentation of these 'charges', it should be noted, badly misrepresents 

Johnson's actual criticism of metaphysical verse. The first 'charge', though an intellectual 

critique, far from being a criticism of their versification is actually a confirmation of it, 

                                                        

35 Southall, Courtly Maker, 116. 
36 Ibid., 116. 
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and the 'third' charge is redundant (in Johnson, it is actually an explanatory clause, 

following the second), merely reiterating the point that their verse is often syllabic, but 

not accentual-syllabic, having a constant number of syllables per line, without regularly 

alternating word stress. Though it is this point—that the verse of the metaphysicals only 

meets one half of the requirements for iambic meter—that Southall argues was 

extrapolated from Johnson and applied to Wyatt by “the students of classical prosody” 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, leading to the incorrect characterization of 

Wyatt’s verse, alongside that of the metaphysicals, as negligent or “rough”:   

In other words, ‘rough’ refers to the state of a piece or body of verse that the 
students of classical prosody have been unable to reduce to the standard 
permutation required or prescribed by that one particular form of prosody. The 
fact that classical prosody is incompetent to deal with all verse does not imply 
that the verse with which it cannot deal is bad,   
 

and the “term ‘rough’, therefore, when applied to the verse of Wyatt and Donne simply 

denotes a limitation in the range of one particular form of prosody,” rather than a failure 

of Wyatt or Donne’s verse itself.37 Again here, Southall’s identification of the critique of 

Wyatt’s versification with Johnson is strangely limited, not only because the argument 

precedes Johnson by forty years, but because Johnson’s ‘criticism’ of metaphysical verse 

hardly merits the term. It is obvious, even from Southall’s ungainly handling of the 

passage, that even as Johnson privileges accentual-syllabic meter, he recognizes syllabic 

meter as an objectively valid form of versification (a form, it should be mentioned, that 

                                                        

37 Ibid., 115, 116. 
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does not exist in any ‘classical’ prosody). Yet again, however, Southall’s critical move 

serves: his intuition that the eighteenth and nineteenth century argument against 

Wyatt’s meter is intimately, even inextricably, linked to a general critical disfavor, of 

which the primary cause was Wyatt’s figurative language (and the conceit, though only 

one manifestation of it, the most common target), is the most plausible explanation for 

the origin of this criticism. And though his understanding of Johnson’s prosody is 

cursory, his portrayal of the nineteenth century’s less forgiving response to Wyatt’s 

‘rough’ meter is exact. His answer to this response, however, is not that it was wrong, 

but that it was precisely right, though prejudiced by a misconception about the actual 

rhythmical structure of Wyatt’s verse. Wyatt’s verse is ‘irregular’, argues Southall, 

because he never attempted an iambic meter at all.  

Southall’s provocatively new vision of an non-iambic Wyatt is presented, 

ostensibly, as a response to an equally provocative reaction against nineteenth century 

criticism of Wyatt’s meter, begun in 1913 by the Wyatt editor A.K. Foxwell, and carried 

to further extremes by Frederick Morgan Padelford’s prosodic study of Wyatt’s sonnets 

in 1923.38 Both Foxwell and Padelford begin with the assumption that Wyatt did in fact 

compose regular iambic pentameters, and then, in a brazenly circular move (though not 

one not historically uncommon among prosodists) prove the point by cataloguing 

                                                        

38 A.K. Foxwell, ed., The Poems of Sir Thomas Wiat. Edited from the MSS and early editions (London: University 
of London Press, 1913); Frederick Morgan Padelford, "The Scansion of Wyatt's Early Sonnets," Studies in 
Philology 20, no. 2 (1923) 137-152. 
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metrical irregularities in Wyatt’s verse and affirming them as instances of ‘allowable’ 

iambic variation—so that deviations from the iambic meter, far from calling into 

question Wyatt’s adherence to it, are taken as a means of further theorizing the meter 

itself. Expanding upon Foxwell’s already unwieldy account of Wyatt’s ‘rule-bound’ 

variations, Padelford asserts nearly twenty categories and subcategories of allowable 

prosodic variants, which, taken altogether, allow for ‘iambic pentameter’ lines that 

would be hardly recognizable as verse lines at all, much less iambic pentameters. 

Southall, rightly, makes short work of this position, though his reason for invoking it at 

all seems to have been as a rhetorical dodge. By 1964, this approach to Wyatt’s verse had 

been thoroughly criticized by a newer, subtler movement in Wyatt scholarship—one 

with which Southall was less explicitly, though much more directly engaged. The 

Foxwell/Padelford argument simply provided a convenient foil for a move, instigated by 

the newer scholarship, toward an opposite extreme:    

it is essential to an understanding of Wyatt’s conception of verse construction to 
concentrate not upon the linear quantities of the verses, their syllables and feet, 
but upon their rhythmical phrasing. Because the effect of phrasal verse is created 
by the use of  heavy internal pauses, the line dissolves into two or more 
rhythmical units and it is these and not the conception of a verse line which 
governs the construction of the verse. . . . 
. . . This principle is not peculiar to Wyatt, and anyone fairly competent at 
reading Donne, Shakespeare or Hopkins will have little difficulty in reading 
Wyatt. In each of these poets, as in speech, the pause, marking the completion of 
one intonation pattern or ‘tune’, is of extreme rhythmical importance. . . .   
. . . In order to read such verse successfully it is only necessary to remember that 
it should be read phrase by phrase and not line by line. . . .  
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     It is the possibility of constructing a line out of two or more phrases that leads 
to confusion in the scansion of the poems.39  

 
Southall’s answer to the eighteenth and nineteenth century criticism of Wyatt’s meter is 

to posit a Wyatt whose architectural unit is the not the syllable, iamb, or the iambic line, 

but the syntactical phrase, and whose rhythmical composition relies not upon the 

succession of feet or verse lines, but the juxtaposition, with accompanying pauses, of 

syntactical units, the line itself being no rhythmical entity at all. That any of Wyatt’s 

verses might appear to be accentual-syllabic, then, is merely an accident of the actual, 

governing phrasal arrangement, as in the lines  

I FYNDE no peace and all my warr is done;  
I fere and hope, I burne and freise like yse; 
 

which Southall scans (with a virgule indicating a rhythmical pause), 

I FYNDE no peace / and all my warr is done / 
I fere and hope / I burne and freise like yse /    

 

in order to demonstrate the underlying phrasal rhythm of the lines.40 While Southall’s 

phrasalist approach to Wyatt’s ‘rough’ verse marks a radical departure from the 

antagonistic prosodies of the nineteenth century, as well as the substitution-driven 

prosody of Foxwell and Padelford, it is only for his insistence that Wyatt’s apparently 

iambic verse is constructed upon an entirely different, more general rhythmical principle 

                                                        

39 Southall, Courtly Maker, 134, 126-127, 137 
40 Ibid., 130. 
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than the iambic measure that Southall holds lasting interest to Wyatt and Surrey 

scholarship, as the latest in a line of metrical sanitizers.    

Southall’s conception of Wyatt’s rhythm is the culmination of a movement that 

had begun, as early as the previous century, to posit that Wyatt’s verse, rather than 

being merely negligent, combined regular iambic lines with lines that seemed to be 

based on a non-accentual-syllabic principle, the two types being utilized 

indiscriminately across the entire corpus of his poetry. Of this scholarship, Southall’s 

immediate influence was the work of D.W. Harding, who, in an often-referenced 1946 

essay, claimed to be the first critic to challenge the assumption that Wyatt’s sole 

intention “was to write the flowing, metrical verse which established itself as the 

standard for English poetry in the Elizabethan period,” with its corollary judgment that 

Wyatt “marred his work with rather frequent bungling.”41 Harding’s claim, if taken 

seriously, would reveal a somewhat basic lack of familiarity with Wyatt scholarship in 

general, as the notion that Wyatt had worked in two separate meters had been explicitly 

stated by several of the most important critics of the nineteenth century, including 

Robert Bell (who had defended Wyatt’s conceits), and G.F. Nott, the first editor to work 

from Wyatt’s manuscripts rather than Tottel’s Miscellany, as early as 1816.42 While the 

nineteenth century scholarship was dismissive of Wyatt’s ‘alternative’ meter, holding his 

                                                        

41 D.W. Harding "The Rhythmical Intention in Wyatt's Poetry," Scrutiny 14, no. 2 (1946), 90-93.     
42 Bell, "Bell on Wyatt, 1854," 93; G.F. Nott, "Nott on Wyatt, 1816," in Wyatt: The Critical Heritage, ed., Patricia 
Thomson (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974), 60. 
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entire corpus to the privileged iambic standard, neither was Harding the first to consider 

it on its own terms, without the shadow of the iambic measure looming over it. Just 

eight years after Eliot praised “the massive music of Donne,” the Wyatt editor E.M.W. 

Tillyard, (whom Harding seems to willfully misread on this matter) had attempted to 

reverse the value attached to Wyatt’s non-iambic lines, forcefully praising his 

“deliberate” and “refined irregularity,” comparing it to the “highly expressive” and 

“cultured . . . roughness of Donne.”43 Despite Harding’s general mischaracterization of 

the scholarship preceding him, however, he is the first scholar to attempt to explain, in 

positive terms, the specific rhythmical principle upon which Wyatt’s non-iambic line 

was founded. Much as Cooper and Warton had been influenced by Augustan 

rhythmical norms, Harding’s answer, which would be taken up and simplified by 

Southall, is written against the backdrop of a fully ascendant modernist verse libre: “In 

completely metrical44 verse there is equally a continuous flowing from one rhythmical 

unit to the next,” against which “the writer introduces deviations for special effects,” but 

“a characteristic of free verse, and many of Wyatt’s irregular rhythms, is that the 

rhythmical units will not flow continuously from one to another.”45 When  

we try to make them flow continuously we are tripped up with surplus syllables 
or unexpected accents. Each separate section of the lines forms a satisfying 
rhythmical unit by itself, but because each is of different rhythmical structure 

                                                        

43 Eliot, "Metaphysical Poets," 67; E.M.W. Tillyard, "Tillyard on Wyatt, 1929," in Wyatt: The Critical Heritage, 
ed., Patricia Thomson (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974), 149, 148.  
44 Harding regularly uses ‘metrical’ to mean  ‘accentual-syllabic’.  
45 Harding, "Rhythmical Intention," 96.  
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there is no smooth flow either from one section of the line to the other or from 
one line to the next. It is verse that depends on a pause between successive 
rhythmical units.46   
 

The idea of a verse line that relied on an internal pause to complete its rhythm was not 

in itself new with Harding (the voluminous prosodist George Saintsbury, as Harding 

notes, had at the turn of century referred to such lines as ‘broken-backed’47), but what is 

unique about Harding’s account is that Wyatt’s ‘pausing verse’ is not thought of as a 

variation or approximation of an accentual-syllabic line—i.e., a line that may be made to 

fit an accentual syllabic rhythm through the observance of a pause, as with Wyatt’s line 

“And the reward little trust for ever,” which might be read as a ‘broken-backed’ 

hendecasyllabic, with a pause between ‘reward’ and ‘trust’; nor is it thought of in terms 

of medieval accentual meter, with that form’s fixed range of stressed syllables and heavy 

medial caesura, as Harding’s own reading of the above line— 

And the reward     little trust     for ever    

—indicates that Wyatt’s rhythmical pause in a single line of verse need neither be 

medial nor singular.48 Harding’s notion of a verse line composed not of continuous, but 

discrete rhythmical units is a proposal “that we have in the tradition of our language a 

positively different mode of rhythmical organization,” one intuited and made apparent 

by “the free verse movement and all its derivatives, the appearance of Hopkins’ poems, 
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[and] a new appreciation of Donne,” all of which have “led away from the assumption 

that smoothly flowing metrical verse is the standard for all poetry.”49 Wyatt is of 

particular historical interest because he walks the boundary between these two modes: 

“He was at home in both kinds of rhythmical organization and came at a turning point 

when the flowing metrical style gained a supreme place in English verse, but not such 

exclusive control of it as some prosodists have thought;” in “much of his verse, of 

course, units of similar structure are brought together and then the line flows, becoming 

regular and metrical. But it seems evident that Wyatt had no conception that the pausing 

rhythm was in any way incorrect or unsatisfactory.”50  

Southall’s argument is both an adoption and a purification of this essentially 

hybridist position, as Southall directly rejects Harding’s ‘classical’ accession that in 

much of Wyatt’s verse ‘units of similar structure are brought together and then the line 

flows’, asserting, from the opposite direction,  that ‘it is the possibility of constructing a 

line out of two or more phrases that leads to confusion in the scansion of the poems’ as 

‘classically’ metered.51 Southall’s ultimate position, however, is not only a doctrinaire 

                                                        

49 Ibid., 101.  
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into longer units, though this is really no argument against the general point, as the very fact that successive 
phrases were able to be combined into lines of equal syllable number would still suggest a more 
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application of Harding’s non-iambic argument, as it would at first seem to be, but it is 

also, problematically, an attempted purification, or objectification, of the non-iambic 

argument itself, by means of a subtle, but consequential terminological shift, as Southall 

first borrows, then replaces Harding’s ‘rhythmical unit’ with the seemingly more 

concrete term ‘phrase’.  

One of the most essential elements of Harding’s account (and one of the most 

unusual, for a prosodist) is that he remains purposefully vague as to what might 

constitute a rhythmical unit, or how, in practice, one rhythmical unit may be 

differentiated from another. In considering the “just perceptible pauses” between “the 

rhythmical units which underlie ordinary speech and prose,” he makes it clear that, in 

the first place, they are not conceived of as corresponding to predictable syntactical 

divisions.52 Giving what he considers to be “the most natural grouping” of a sentence of 

Henry James’ prose, he remarks that the phrase ‘The ambiguous appeal he had felt as a 

child’ consists of “two rhythmical nuclei—one, ‘The ambiguous appeal’, the other ‘as a 

child’—and the phrase ‘he had felt’ will attach itself with equal ease to either,” so that, 

evidently, the verbal element is less rhythmically definitional than the adverbial phrase 
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that modifies it.53 Likewise “the phrase ‘from the dark detail of its banks’ has the two 

nuclei ‘from the dark’ and ‘of its banks’ and the word ‘detail’ can attach itself to either 

nucleus,” so that the noun of the noun phrase is less a rhythmical anchor than the two 

prepositional phrases it hovers between.54 Nor is there (unlike with the classical foot) 

any particular, inherent phonetic structure by which a rhythm unit may be recognized: 

“all that matters is that the component impressions of the rhythm unit are in fact 

perceived as different from one another, so that a pattern is apparent in the unit.”55  The 

rhythm unit itself is produced, simply, by the “mental unifying activity” of 

“rhythmization,” through which a number of sounds may “be perceived as an 

organized whole,” and he gives the example of the ‘rhythmization’ of “ the regular and 

equal sounds of a clock as ‘tick-tock’ ” to show that the formation of rhythm units may 

proceed both subjectively and independently of semantic content.56 When Harding 

writes of Wyatt’s meter, 

Where we have no fixed metrical scheme to guide us, it seems that the simplest 
alternative is to follow speech rhythms, and to group the words into rhythm 
units suggested partly by the sense and partly by convenience in forming the 
sounds of the words, 
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it is clear from his description of both speech rhythms and rhythm units that these 

groupings are conceived of as both subjective and fluid.57 This is shifty ground, of 

course, to build an analytical theory of rhythm on, and Harding, perhaps recognizing 

this, hedges by saying that a characteristic ‘of many of Wyatt’s irregular rhythms is that 

the rhythmical units will not flow continuously from one to another’, but aside from 

following this claim with the tautological explanation that “sometimes the structure of 

the successive rhythmical units is itself enough to prevent any flowing of one into the 

other,” he makes no attempt to explain why this may be, or to move beyond his 

provisional account of the rhythm unit to demonstrate how, in practice, one is conceived 

or isolated, either by himself or by Wyatt.58 Southall’s shift, then, from ‘rhythm unit’ to 

‘phrase’ is, on the surface, a movement toward a more concrete unit of analysis, founded 

upon a more objective linguistic principle: “English speech rhythms are phrasal and 

consequently Wyatt’s ‘English verse’ tends to fall into phrasal units separated by pauses, 

the values of which depend upon the general significance of the communication.”59 In 

reality, however, Southall’s unit is merely Harding’s by another name, wrapped in a 

guise of linguistic objectivity. The term ‘phrase’ itself, of course, is perhaps the most 

elastic of all syntactical terms, as even in its strictest formulation it only implies a 

syntactically unified group of words smaller than a clause, and all but the simplest of 
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clauses, composed only of a subject and intransitive verb, once divided into noun and 

verb phrases will be susceptible to further, smaller phrase divisions. A sentence as 

simple as ‘the man walked into the room’ may be read as having four phrases, its verb 

phrase containing a prepositional phrase, which itself contains another noun phrase. 

Nor does Southall seem to mean anything more specific by the term, and in application 

actually seems to mean something even looser by it, as the ‘phrases’ he isolates are 

frequently themselves clauses. Though he uses the term ‘phrase’ as if it referred to a 

clearly isolable, self-evident linguistic unit, the exceptional elasticity of the concept, 

applied even beyond its already loose definitional boundaries, allows him the same 

license claimed by Harding in determining what constitutes a rhythmically discrete unit, 

without the nuanced admission of subjectivity contained in Harding’s account. It is 

possible (if not evident) that Southall does not intend the syntactical meaning of the 

term, but rather uses ‘phrase’ in a more general sense, to mean something like ‘a small 

group of words’, but in either case his absolutist argument for Wyatt’s ‘phrasalist’ 

versification—that it is a consequence of ‘English speech rhythms’ being ‘phrasal’—is 

tantamount to saying that Wyatt wrote in English. Not only might this argument be 

applied with equal ease to any verse form at all, but it willfully erases any distinction 

between verse and speech, or the linguistic structure of a text and its individual 

performance, even as it opens the latter to normative renderings, or the text itself to 

rhetorical interpretations masquerading as linguistic analyses. It would be cynical to say 
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that this is Southall’s actual intent, it is an unavoidable fact of his argument that his neat 

view of Wyatt’s versification is inextricably tied to a neat view of the rhetorical 

dimensions of Wyatt’s poetry. For Southall, moving further away from Harding, Wyatt’s 

‘phrasalist’ verse is not merely an abstract, alternative mode of rhythmical organization, 

but is purposive: “Wyatt is not fumbling with metrics, but using rhythm to express the 

conflicts with which he is preoccupied and to resolve them into a steadier utterance;” the 

“significance of Wyatt’s verse construction is to be found in the hesitations, perplexities 

and antitheses which it enables his poetry to express.”60 Specifically, the conflicts and 

perplexities the rhythm is used to express are social and political: “generally in Wyatt’s 

poems, the actual structure of the poem is directly related to what it is ‘about’, and what 

the poems are generally about is the doubt, perplexity and insecurity which arises out of 

his experiences of court life;” the “movements of Wyatt’s verse express what, as a court 

poet, he felt to be the most significant quality of contemporary life, namely its 

instability.”61 Not only, however, does the phrasalist rhythm enable the expression of a 

theme of insecurity within contemporary society, it is actually itself the primary 

expression of this theme: “Wyatt’s psychological drama . . . is almost entirely dependent 

upon his sense of movement and his trepidation and insecurity are realized far more in 

his rhythm than in statement or image.”62 It is, of course, entirely natural that the way in 
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which words are said may express meaning quite independent of the words themselves, 

and that ‘heavy internal pauses’ in speech might express something like doubt, 

perplexity or trepidation. This point, however, confuses the actual issue, as Southall’s 

argument does not proceed from an analysis of the way in which words are being said, 

but from an irreducibly subjective assumption of the way in which, even despite other 

appearance, they are to be said. To argue that words whose semantic content does not 

express X are yet to be read with a rhythm that does express X is to very obviously 

presuppose the expression of X, content notwithstanding. That is to say, in lines such as 

these at least, a favored rhetorical interpretation produces a rhythm which is then used 

as an analytical tool to justify the interpretation itself. That the general theme of Wyatt’s 

trepidation and insecurity is ‘realized far more’ in rhythm than in statement only speaks 

to the degree to which the interpretive reading informs the sweeping view of Wyatt’s 

versification.  

Finally, and most significantly in the present context, both Harding's hybridist 

and Southall's absolutist rereadings of Wyatt's prosody, much as with with the 

eighteenth-century revisions of Wyatt, invokes the language of an aesthetic ideology 

risen to prominence in the preceding several decades to disrupt the previous two 

centuries’ comparison between Wyatt and Surrey. If Warton had been a half-century late 

to write for The Spectator, then Southall was a half-century late for Blast: “The vulgar 
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equation between gracefulness and smoothness,” that arose in the sixteenth century, 

alongside 

the increasing pressure of bourgeois influence was at work debasing the 
currency of good taste with an upstart demand for ‘refinement’. As the century 
progressed, as the upstarts  multiplied in power and number, this demand 
became increasingly important, its  satisfaction being sought in Italianate and 
classical imitations, preached by Elizabethan critics and affected by the poets 
themselves . . . and finally culminated in that ‘revolution in the prosodic 
apprehension of English metres’ that effected the standards of appreciation of 
Warton, Nott, Saintsbury, Foxwell and Padelford. And yet, for all the artful 
cultivation of the Elizabethans, poets such as Shakespeare and Donne could 
break away from the patterns of mechanical regularity and renew contact with 
the energetic rhythms of the vernacular.63 
 

In “view of what Wyatt and the metaphysical poets—and the Jacobean Shakespeare!—

do with their verse it would be truer to say that the verse of Surrey and the Elizabethans 

is facile than to say that that of Wyatt and the metaphysicals is rough.”64 On the one 

hand, this revaluation of the relative merits of Wyatt and Surrey’s versification is merely 

a twentieth-century analogue, under the aegis of free verse, to what Cooper and Warton 

had less explicitly, though no less forcefully done under the aegis of the heroic couplet 

and Augustan ‘wit’. In this, Southall was once again echoing and amplifying Harding, 

who had declaimed against the "mechanical" and "insipid regularity of much early 

Elizabethan verse," in comparison with "the vigour of writing which allows its 

rhythmical units some of the diversity of structure that marks both speech and pausing 
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verse."65 On the other hand, however, Southall's revision introduces and depends upon 

an evaluation that is neither properly metrical nor even aesthetic, but nationalistic and 

socio-political, as the phrasalist rhythm is seen not only as more expressive or energetic 

than accentual-syllabic meter, but is cast as the remnant of a specifically English high-

cultural heritage, which through the encroachment of a Mediterranean aesthetic, moving 

from the desire for standardized, easily consumed aesthetic products on the part a 

newly emergent socio-economic class, is enervated to the point of conceptual 

misapprehension, and through twentieth-century revitalization efforts brought once 

again into focus. In this aspect of his argument, as well, Southall had been preceded by 

twentieth-century scholarship uncomfortable with the Italian influence on Wyatt's 

poetry, in particular the work of E.M.W. Tillyard (whom Harding had failed to 

recognize as a hybridist precursor), which had attempted to recast Wyatt within a 

specifically nationalistic English tradition:  

But if Wyatt approached an ideal common to the western countries of Europe he 
is yet most transparently English. He was no Italianate Englishman; his 
familiarity with foreign ways and tongues implied no surrender of nationality. . .  

In many of Wyatt's lyrics there is no breach with the English medieval 
tradition. He may choose Italian themes; some of his lyrics may be mere 
exercises: but lyric spontaneity and the intimate connection of words and tune 
are inherited not from Italy but from England. . . .   

If it was patriotic to write well in the English tongue, it was doubly patriotic 
to write in an Italian or French form, to show that an English poet could compete 
with the foreigner on his own ground.66 
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It is only from this final point that Southall forcefully departs in his own telling of the 

story, as he defers the moment of metrical influence and transition until just after Wyatt 

(despite the fact that Wyatt had at least, and without question, introduced Italian stanza 

forms to English), thus recasting Wyatt 's verse as the sixteenth century's last holdout of 

a native high culture, making Donne and Shakespeare Wyatt's rhythmical successors, 

and suggesting, via each side's relationship to Donne, a link between an ascendant 

modernist free verse and the older, nationalistic English tradition. Once again, it would 

be cynical to assume that the political argument immediately informs Southall's 

absolutist reading of Wyatt's meter, rather than vice versa, but it is unavoidable that 

Southall's metrical and political arguments are mutually-dependent and inextricable 

from one another, within the framework of his history, and, more importantly, that the 

political, nationalistic element above all is at work in the revaluation of the relative 

merits of Wyatt and Surrey's versification.  

Ultimately, however, for all the conceptual and polemical differences between 

Southall and Harding's re-readings of Wyatt, in relation to those of the preceding two 

centuries', the basic terms of the long-established comparison between the poets are 

inherited and reproduced completely intact. Contextual factors are brought to bear to 

reverse the value judgments attached to the comparison, but the idea, seen first in 

Cooper and Warton, that Wyatt wrote a less accentually 'regular' meter than Surrey, 

who after him devised the smooth iambic line of the Elizabethans, is essential to both 
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Harding and Southall's positions. If anything, the eighteenth-century origin story—for 

its susceptibility to revaluation—is endorsed more loudly and less critically in the 

twentieth century than it was by nineteenth-century critics, and with a strength fully 

equal to that of Cooper and Warton.  

This has remained more or less the case with contemporary scholarship. If there 

can be said to have been any significant development in the way this origin story has 

been told over the past half-century, it has once again been a development of the values 

attached to the established comparison, as critics have begun to reweigh the terms of the 

argument, and reconsider the poets in a more equitable light. As early as 1970, taking 

the conventional stance that Surrey "wrote all of [his poems] metrically by modern 

standards, and wrote them with an elegance and balance which seem almost Augustan," 

while "Wyatt, though far more inventive and experimental in lyric forms . . . sometimes 

wrote metrically and sometimes did not," Alicia Ostriker was already attempting to 

combine rhetorical and metrical analyses in such a way as to dismantle the valuations of 

both the eighteenth and twentieth centuries: 

But suppose we assume that neither Wyatt nor Surrey is the pale shadow of the 
other? I would like to demonstrate that the greater degree of formal regularity in 
Surrey’s verse, compared to Wyatt’s, does not make him either a better poet, as 
most critics up through the nineteenth century seemed to believe, or a worse one, 
as most twentieth-century critics tend to assert, but first of all a different kind of 
poet. In Surrey, formal organization is a thing to be achieved, as a way of 
representing rational and emotional order, control, and grace. In Wyatt, formal 
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organization is a thing to be tampered with, as a way of representing the 
peculiarities of private temperament.67  
 

Ostriker's essay not only attempts to establish Wyatt and Surrey as involved with very 

different emotional-metrical projects, but in "distinguish[ing] between the two kinds of 

approaches to lyric form" represented by either, "to make clear that they are equally 

valid in themselves, and equally fertile for the poetry of subsequent centuries":     

Smooth lyric poets exist whose music tends to control and contain their meaning, 
and rough lyric poets exist who make form obey matter. One might label the two 
types of poets, for convenience, 'harmonious' and 'dissonant'; one might suggest 
that the first type means to convey a sense of the world as essentially organized 
and beautiful, and the second to convey mistrust or contempt for this view, or to 
emphasize the unique personal experience of the poet as more significant than 
any generalizations about the cosmos; and one would expect a correlation 
between 'harmony' and a thematic tendency to embody and glorify the ideals 
and conventions of the age (or of a past age whose ideals are supposed still to be 
in force,), as well as a correlation between 'dissonance' and a tendency to attack 
or disparage social and literary ideals and conventions.68 
 

More recently, the prosodist Susanne Woods has echoed Ostriker's rhetorical 

interpretation of the poets' versification, arguing that “Wyatt’s phrases are those of the 

heightened speaking voice and of the developing Humanist appreciation for elegant 

rhetoric, though his lyrics remain tied to the personal rather than the public voice,"  

whereas "Surrey's poetry is from the outset more public in tone, even though several of 

his poems have a more explicit autobiographical reference than anything of Wyatt's," 

and his "appreciation for the conventions of a public voice may be partly what enables 
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him to design a meter less dependent on the specific skills or idiosyncracies of the 

individual poet."69 In comparison with Ostriker, who is professedly in a line from 

Harding, Woods' argument owes more to the influence of Southall (though she is not as 

doctrinaire as Southall), both in claiming that Wyatt's rhythm, though "roughly syllabic 

throughout," at times "depends entirely on the phrasal movement established by line 

endings and major mid-line pauses," as well as in deferring the moment of conscious 

metrical transition until just after Wyatt: “Wyatt was an experimenter, Surrey an 

inventor. The evidence suggests that Wyatt was not attempting to found a secure meter 

for English verse; his poetic interests lay elsewhere. Surrey did make such an attempt, 

and did in fact succeed.”70 Both Woods and Ostriker, however, in juxtaposing a Wyatt of 

the private, individual expression against a Surrey of public convention, are inheritors of 

Southall's rhetorical and political arguments concerning the poets' versification. But as 

did Ostriker, Woods uses this very formulation to dismantle the value judgment 

Southall had attached to it:  

From the eighteenth century forward the tendency has been to see Wyatt as a 
pioneer and Surrey as a refiner of versification in Early Modern English, with 
Surrey given precedence until this century when the freeing of forms has 
allowed Wyatt’s ascendency. Although the relative historical positions of the two 
have in the main been rightly perceived, the polemical attitudes necessary for 
asserting the preeminence of one or the other poet have obscured or distorted 
most critical perceptions of what each poet contributed to the development of 
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English verse. It is more useful to assume the differing excellences of these poets 
and simply to describe what each contributed to English versification.71  
 

With this, we have very nearly returned to where we started. The late twentieth-

century's contribution to the comparison of Wyatt and Surrey, for its deep suspicions of 

the type of nationalistic, culturally-elitist aesthetic undergirding Southall's comparison, 

has been to return to the sixteenth century's equal valuation of the poets' 'excellences', 

reclaiming their proportionate contribution to the history of English verse, within the 

framework of the metrical argument perpetuated since the eighteenth century.  

And yet, over the five centuries of scholarship that I have attempted to gesture at 

here, there has never been a systematic, methodological comparison of the poets' 

respective versification. On the one hand, this is because large-scale, statistical analyses 

of verse are a relatively recent phenomenon in the history of prosodic scholarship. But 

more importantly, it is because no comparison of what the poets' actually wrote can be 

made. In the first place, Tottel's Miscellany, which until the nineteenth century provided 

the basis of comparison between the two, is a notoriously unreliable text, well-known 

for its systematic editorial revisions, including the addition, deletion, and rearrangement 

of words to make its manuscript texts adhere to a consistent iambic rhythm. In the 

nineteenth century, with the editor G.F. Nott, a holograph source for much of Wyatt's 

poetry was rediscovered and used as the basis for subsequent editions of Wyatt's work. 
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No such source, however, has been discovered for Surrey's poems. The issue of Surrey's 

manuscript transmission will be taken up in much greater detail in the next chapter, but 

it is worth introducing here by way of Hyder Rollins, the excellent twentieth-century 

editor of Tottel's Miscellany, as Rollins' discussion of the issue reveals a fundamental 

problem in the way in which Wyatt and Surrey's meters have been compared, and a 

formulation that has been repeated, without serious challenge, by practically every 

prosodist and textual scholar to consider the issue from the nineteenth century onward: 

No autograph copies of Surrey's poems are known to exist; the manuscripts that 
do survive are later in date than Tottel's Miscellany (except for Nos. 17 and 29) 
and no doubt like it contain many revisions or corruptions of the poet's original 
lines. Accordingly, there can be little certainty as to Surrey's text.72  

 
Yet seven pages later: 

[Surrey's] special importance comes from the improvements he made on the 
models set by Wyatt; for his admiration of his master, attested by four poems in 
the miscellany, did not blind him to the elder writer's defects. It seems likely that 
Surrey consciously attempted to make his metrical accents fall in general upon 
words that were accented because of their importance, and upon the accented 
syllables of those words. . . .  The great advance of Surrey over Wyatt can 
perhaps best be seen by a comparison of the manuscript copies of Nos. 6 and 37, 
poems translated from the same sonnet of Petrarch.73 
 

The two translations to which Rollins refers have provided an exceptionally common 

basis of metrical comparison between the two poets, though as Rollins has just pointed 
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out, the manuscript sources for Surrey's text are an insecure basis on which to make a 

convincing metrical comparison. He later makes the same point, in more detail:  

A glance through the collations of the [Tottel's] poems by Surrey . . . suggest that 
exactly the same tactics were used in editing them as in the case of Wyatt. But, 
while some of  Wyatt's poems are extant in his holograph, no such texts by 
Surrey . . . remain. Indeed, only two of Surrey's poems (Nos. 17, 29) are, if his 
most recent editor can be trusted, preserved in manuscripts earlier than the reign 
of Elizabeth—and even for those two that editor followed the texts given in the 
miscellany and in a late sixteenth-century manuscript. Of the seven manuscripts 
used by Mr. Padelford, none was written by Surrey, almost none agrees with 
another or with the printed editions; and so it is impossible to tell exactly what 
Surrey wrote. But a comparison of the various manuscripts indicates that in 
many cases they have been subjected to much the same sort of editing as 
[Tottel's] was.74 

 
And yet again, Rollins falls back on the old dichotomy:  
 

Many hard sayings, too, have been directed at [Wyatt's] inability to write 
smoothly flowing lines and at his 'carelessness' about accents; . . . The uncertain 
accents, the strange pronunciations, the rough movement of his lines, are due to 
the practice of his time. He is no worse, he is indeed better, than his immediate 
contemporaries; but in any case he was the pioneer who fumbled in the linguistic 
difficulties that beset him and prepared the way for Surrey's smoother lines and 
more pleasing accentuation. Surrey, to be sure, improved on his model, but the 
importance of the model is only intensified by that fact.75  
 

Once again, that the sheer strength of the established narrative leads Rollins away from 

the otherwise acknowledged textual difficulties posed to it by Surrey's manuscripts. 

Not only, however, does the problem rest entirely with Surrey's texts. The 

holograph source for Wyatt's poetry (BL Egerton 2711), it has been repeatedly shown, 
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contains verse in various stages of composition, from transcribed fair copies to poems 

that Wyatt was in the process of composing by hand, with numerous stages of revision. 

Thus the holograph, as a whole, provides an incredibly inconsistent basis for metrical 

comparison, though this has regularly been ignored by prosodists who have used in-

progress poems to make arguments about Wyatt's versification. The result has been that 

unfinished poems of Wyatt's have often been compared with over-finished poems of 

Surrey's, reinforcing assumptions about their relative degrees of metrical regularity.  

While, once again, the specific difficulties posed by each poets' manuscripts must 

be considered in much greater detail, any significant comparison between Wyatt and 

Surrey must ultimately begin with Tottel's Miscellany. In the first place, the eighteenth-

century comparison between the poets, as it precedes the rediscovery of Wyatt's 

manuscript poems, is based entirely on Tottel's text, and so a methodical analysis of the 

poetry in Tottel's will allow us to interrogate the origin story of modern English verse 

from its source texts. But also, as the verse in Tottel's is arranged according to a definite, 

known rhythmical principle, it stands, on the basis of its relationship to Wyatt's 

holograph poems, and in particular for the important changes it does not make to those 

poems, as a sort of prosody study in itself, providing the very earliest interpretation of 

the 'roughness' of Wyatt's meter, and a baseline for understanding elements of his 

versification that have become controversial only hundreds of years later.  
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Through the comparison of their verse in Tottel's, and in their respective 

manuscripts, it will be seen that both Surrey's 'regularity' and Wyatt's 'irregularity' have 

been greatly exaggerated. 
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2. The Invention of Surrey 
 
Like the Homeric epics, the sayings of Jesus, or the plays of Shakespeare, the 

poems of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, are less the product of a single genius than 

they are a cultural, collaborative ideal. Unlike Homer, Jesus or Shakespeare, however, 

Surrey has never inspired a religious enough following to produce heretics, and so when 

his textual scholars have approached this realization, as they have repeatedly over the 

last century, they have generally reconciled their work, with greater and lesser feats of 

ingenuity, to a received, mythological narrative. If the major achievement of modern 

textual scholarship has been to sunder, multiply, scatter the authorial figures 'Homer', 

'Jesus' and 'Shakespeare', then it is fair to say that there have been no very modern 

Surrey scholars.   

And yet, Surrey is devoutly regarded as the first modern English language 

versifier: the inventor of both blank verse and the English sonnet: forms refined and 

made seminal by one of the major voices in the language; a sort of English Alcaeus, 

twice-over. And moreover, one who grasped a poetic disruption at the dawn of the 

modern era––a foreign revolution transmuted by the modern tongue––and 

democratized it: a sort of English Dante to Thomas Wyatt's Cavalcanti; or, depending on 

one's poetic denomination, a sort of Amy Lowell to Wyatt's Ezra Pound. In any case, an 

engine of poetic reform; and if the analogies abstractly hold, still their terms must be 
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exploded, since ‘Surrey’ is merely shorthand for the work of generations of co-operative 

editor-poets, made incarnate, iconic, by literary convention.  

It is a persistent, though universally under-acknowledged difficulty for Surrey's 

editors and scholars that there are no extant holograph versions of his poems. For the 

vast majority of his verse, editors have been forced to rely on the text of the Tudor 

anthology Tottel’s Miscellany––notorious for its systematic adulteration of its source 

texts––and on two mid-sixteenth century manuscript miscellanies compiled by John 

Harington of Stepney and the Harington family of Kelston, both of which are known to 

have altered their sources in ways similar to Tottel's.1 Thus nearly the entire Surrey 

canon has been editorially-adduced as a composite of more or less unreliable sources, 

themselves editorial productions––making it all but "impossible to tell exactly what 

Surrey wrote."2 Despite the general opacity of his canon, however, there are three Surrey 

                                                        

1 For the most detailed textual description and comparison of the Harington miscellanies (BL Add. MS 36529 
and the Arundel Harington MS, held by the Duke of Norfolk at Arundel Castle), as well as their relationship 
to Tottel's, see Ruth Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript of Tudor Poetry (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 
1960), 1:40-44. Hughey's transcription of the Arundel MS is considered standard, but to date the only 
published transcription of Surrey's poems from BL Add. MS 36529 is the heavily-edited, idiosyncratic 
version in Frederick Morgan Padelford, "The Manuscript Poems of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey," Anglia 
29 (1906): 273-338. On the editorial practices of Tottel's, see Hyder Edward Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany (1557-
1587), (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1929), 2:85-101; and Joost Daalder, "Wyatt and Tottel: A Textual 
Comparison," Southern Review 5 (1972): 3-12. 
2  Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany, 2:96. The major exception within the Surrey canon, contained neither in Tottel's 
nor the Harington MSS, is Surrey's translation of Books 2 and 4 of the Aeneid. Book 4, which is also found in 
a scribal copy c. 1568 (BL Hargrave MS 205, ff. 1-8) was published in 1554 by John Day, and in a very 
different version, along with Book 2, in 1557 by Tottel. For a description of the wide degree of textual 
variation between these versions, and the "very potent modifying influences between the present texts" and 
what Surrey might have written, see Gladys D. Willcock, "A Hitherto Uncollated Version of Surrey's 
Translation of the Fourth Book of the 'Aeneid'," The Modern Language Review 17, no. 2 (April 1922): 131-149. 
For a recent discussion of Surrey poems found in mid- to late-sixteenth and seventeenth-century MSS not 
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lyrics contained separately in manuscripts known to pre-date both Tottel’s and the 

Harington miscellanies, and over the past half-century scholars have made arguments 

for the authority of textual variants contained in two of these poems.3 The third, found 

in British Library MS Egerton 2711 (E)––originally Thomas Wyatt's personal notebook––

has generated no such argument, as either directly or indirectly it has been reproduced 

in each of the three major editions of Surrey's poems since the turn of the nineteenth 

century,4 when G.F. Nott, drawing from the Harington miscellanies and E, in addition to 

                                                        

 

associated with the Harington family, see A.S.G. Edwards, "Manuscripts of the Verse of Henry Howard, 
Earl of Surrey," Huntington Library Quarterly 67, no 2 (2004): 283-293. See also Peter Beale, "Henry Howard, 
Earl of Surrey," in Index of English Literary Manuscripts, Vol 1, part 2 (New York: R.R. Bowker Company, 
1980), 533-42. Both sources are essential to the study of Surrey's manuscripts, as each corrects omissions or 
mistakes made by the other. For example, Edwards lists Surrey's epitaph for Wyatt, "W. resteth here," found 
in the late-16th c. BL Harley MS 78, f. 15v, which is omitted by Beale, while Edwards omits the poem "Laid 
in my quiet bed, in study as I were" from his catalogue of BL Cotton MS Titus A. XXIV (f. 83), incorrectly 
substituting it with "Such wayward ways hath love," both of which are listed correctly by Beale. Edwards 
also includes a previously uncollected poem, “The longer lyfe the more offence,” attributed to Surrey in 
Bodleian Library, Rawlinson. poet. 85, f. 115v, but makes mistakes about the number of Surrey poems in 
both Harington miscellanies (p 286). As there are no published facsimile editions of Surrey’s manuscript 
poems, the extraordinary difficulties posed to the initial study of Surrey’s manuscripts by the necessary 
reliance on the several, often contradictory, sources listed in this and the prior note should be clear. For the 
first synoptic chart of Surrey’s currently-known sixteenth-century manuscript poems, see Appendix A.  
3 See Raymond Southall, "Mary Fitzroy and 'O Happy Dames' in the Devonshire Manuscript," The Review of 
English Studies 45, no. 179 (August 1994): 316-317; and Kenneth Muir, "Surrey Poems in the Blage 
Manuscript," Notes and Queries 7 (1960): 368-370. Muir attributes three poems in the Blage MS to Surrey, 
though two of these poems are now generally attributed to John Harington of Stepney. For the evidence 
supporting this attribution, see Ruth Hughey, John Harington of Stepney: Tudor Gentleman (Columbus: Ohio 
State UP, 1971), 256-7. 
4 The most recent critical edition of Surrey's poems, Emrys Jones' of 1964, claims to take the Egerton as its 
source text (xxviii). Frederick Morgan Padelford's 1928 revised edition prints its text from BL Add. MS 
36529, though Padelford claims in his textual notes that the Egerton text is "without variants" (200). G.F. 
Nott's 1815 edition alone makes no explicit claim to have reproduced the Egerton text, though in his own 
critical notes, Nott lists and comments on the lexical disagreements between the Egerton version and the 
version found in Tottel's Miscellany, failing only to mention the lexical variant with which this essay is 
concerned.   
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several other manuscript sources, became the first scholar "to attempt to integrate 

knowledge of Surrey manuscripts into a consideration of his oeuvre."5 Despite its 

longstanding, firmly-established place in the Surrey canon, however, E’s version of the 

poem contains an unusually provocative textual variant, which through willful 

misreading, silent omission, or simple lack of attention has gone unacknowledged in 

any edition of Surrey's verse. Though disagreeing by only a single letter from all extant 

                                                        

5 Edwards, "Manuscripts of the Verse of Henry Howard," 284. Edwards' statement, while technically 
accurate, may suggest a greater role in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century recovery and 
publication of Surrey's manuscript poems than Nott can actually claim. In the early 1790s, Thomas Percy, 
Bishop of Dromore (editor of the Reliques of Ancient English Poetry) was the first scholar to gather Surrey's 
major manuscript texts, borrowing the Arundel Harington and Egerton MSS from the Harington family, as 
well as BL Add. MS 36529, which had passed out of the Haringtons' possession, from Rev. William Sayle of 
Stowey, for use in his unpublished two volume edition of Tottel's Songes and Sonnettes and Poems in Blank 
Verse (not Dramatique) prior to Milton’s Paradise Lost, the entire impression of which was destroyed in a 
warehouse fire in 1808 (see Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 17; and Rollins, 2.44-6). Some twelve 
or thirteen years after Percy, Thomas Park, who had purchased BL Add. MS 36529 from Sayle, became the 
first modern editor to publish from the manuscript, printing its twelve poems not contained in Tottel's in his 
1804 edition of Henry Harington's eighteenth-century miscellany Nugae Antiquae (on these twelve poems, 
see note 15). Finally, in 1810, Alexander Chalmers borrowed the manuscript, purchased from Park by 
Thomas Hill, for use in his second volume of The Works of the English Poets. Like Park, Chalmers printed only 
non-Tottel's poems from the manuscript (and only printed eleven of the twelve, omitting the lyric 'Yf he that 
erst the fourme so lively drewe'); but whereas Park, for "typographical convenience and uniformity," had 
broken Surrey's metrical paraphrases of Ecclesiastes and Psalms into short measure, from their original 
Poulter's measure, Chalmers reconstituted them from the manuscript (Park, 340). By the time of Nott's 1815 
edition, then, knowledge of the major manuscript sources for Surrey's verse was already well-established 
among Surrey's editors, and the 'attempt to integrate' them with Surrey's centuries-old print texts was 
already well underway. But for both Park and Chalmers the manuscript texts were used only to supplement 
the poems already found in Tottel's, as they were the only Surrey poems printed by Park, and followed a 
complete reproduction of the Surrey section of Tottel's in Chalmers. Nott is the first editor, however, to 
publish manuscript readings for Surrey's Tottel's poems; and whereas Park and Chalmers had worked 
exclusively from Add MS. 36529, Nott is the first of Surrey's editors, after Percy, to draw from both 
Harington miscellanies, and the first to publish extensively from the Arundel Harington MS. Moreover, he 
is the first editor to attempt to compile all the known print and manuscript sources for Surrey's verse into a 
single collected volume, and the first to recover and publish readings from manuscripts not associated with 
the Harington family. Without question, this makes Nott the first editor to integrate Surrey’s manuscripts 
‘into a consideration of his oeuvre’, though his efforts, rather than marking the beginning of modern Surrey 
scholarship (as the scholarship itself frequently suggests), mark the culmination of a process pursued 
incrementally by several editors over several decades.   
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manuscript and print versions of the poem, the variant has implications not only for the 

poem in which it occurs, but for the Surrey canon as a whole—for the textual 

assumptions that have guided its formation and have worked to occlude the 

collaborative reality of Surrey’s poetry.  

The poem in question is a sonnet written in commendation of Thomas Wyatt’s 

metrical paraphrases of the Penitential Psalms, copied into a blank page of E 

immediately preceding Wyatt's handwritten composition of the Psalms themselves. The 

sonnet begins by recalling a consummate act of Western literary history––how 

Alexander, having defeated the Persian king Darius, in a public spectacle repurposed 

one of the most precious spoils of the battle, Darius’ coffer, as a “riche arke” for Homer’s 

Iliad, a poem in which “fayned gestes of hethen prynces” were sung. The fifth line 

realizes the point of the invocation, asking, 

What holly grave, what wourthy sepulture 
To Wyates Psalmes shulde Christians then purchase? 
Wher he dothe paynte the lyvely faythe and pure,  
The stedfast hope, the swete return to grace 
Of just Davyd by parfite penytence, 

 
and turns, over the next three lines, to the story with which the Penitential Psalms are 

associated: David’s seduction of Bathsheba, and subsequent arrangement for the death 

of her husband Uriah— 

Where Rewlers may se in a myrrour clere  
The bitter frewte of false concupiscense,  
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How Jewry bought Uryas death full dere.6 
 

For over four and a half centuries, since it was first printed in Tottel's, ‘Jewry’ has been 

the agent of Uriah’s death in every print version of this sonnet—in the editions of 

Surrey's verse that have claimed to reproduce the Egerton text, and the anthologies and 

scholarly works that have used them as sources. The word also appears in the Harington 

miscellany BL Add. MS 36529 (P),7 the only other extant sixteenth-century manuscript 

version of the poem. There are only two known sources, in fact, in which the word does 

not appear. One is a nineteenth-century British Museum transcript of E. The other is E 

itself.  

In the Egerton text (Figure 1), the initial letter of the word in question is drawn 

with a thin, but visible clockwise-curving head, whereas the capital I in the text, typical 

of a sixteenth-century italic hand, is formed with a near-opposite pen stroke, the letter's 

head drawn with a leftward-moving horizontal line and counterclockwise finishing 

curve, twice visible in the word 'In', at lines three and thirteen. It is similarly evident that 

the letter is not a miniscule i, capitalized by Surrey's editors, as the normal italic 

miniscule in the word 'just', in line nine, shows clearly. The letter is very obviously not 

an italic I, and neither is it similar to, nor its editorial confusion explained by, differing 

forms of the I in any of the contemporaneous handwriting styles of the sixteenth  

                                                        

 6 "The great Macedon that out of Perse chasyd," Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey: Poems, ed. Emrys Jones 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964), 29.  
7 The contemporary siglum, for the manuscript’s early association with Thomas Park (see note 5). Nott, 
however, refers to it as the “Hill MS,” after Thomas Hill, who bought the manuscript from Park. 
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Figure 1: BL Add. MS 36529, f. 85v 

century. The Egerton I, with its leftward-drawn head, is typical of all classes of 

sixteenth-century handwriting in England—a basic familiarity with which would be 

requisite for a manuscript editor—to include the most common style, the secretary hand, 

in which the vast majority of Surrey's verse is transcribed.8 As the everyday working 

                                                        

8 On sixteenth-century handwriting, and the secretary hand in particular, see Giles E. Dawson and Laetitia 
Kennedy-Skipton, Elizabethan Handwriting, 1500-1650: A Manual (New York: W.W. Norton & Company Inc, 
1966). The formation of the I in the Egerton is also typical of the more specialized sixteenth-century court 
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hand of the sixteenth century, the secretary hand admits a high degree of idiosyncratic 

variation in its lettering, but in even the most extreme instances, in which a writer's 

formation of the I can be found in a form most closely resembling that of the Egerton 

letter, it is still easily differentiated from it. An example of the secretary hand from P 

shows the capital I in the word 'Joily' drawn, like the Egerton letter, with a clockwise-

curving head— 

 

Figure 2: BL Add MS 36529, f. 55, line 21. 

—though as is necessary for the letter to be legible as an I, the line crosses the stem to 

terminate with normal counterclockwise movement on the left side of the letter. Or, in a 

more extreme example, from a Surrey lyric found in a mid-late sixteenth-century 

manuscript, in which the head of the I is twice formed almost entirely on the right side 

of the stem— 

 

Figure 3: BL Harley MS 78, f. 30v, line 13. 

                                                        

 

and legal hands, as shown by Plates 47-50, as well as the secretary hand's 'immediate forebear', the so-called 
bastard hand, shown in Plate 1B.   
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—it is still drawn in a counterclockwise direction, forming, basically, a mirror image 

with the head of the letter in E. These examples will suffice to make the general point. 

Put simply, it is not only clear that the letter in the Egerton MS is not an I, but it is nearly 

inconceivable that anyone at all familiar with sixteenth-century handwriting might ever 

have confused it with one.  

Evidence that at least one reader of E did not read the letter as an I can be found 

in a copy of the manuscript made by the British Museum at the request of G.F. Nott, ca. 

1810. In the Museum's transcript of the poem, the scribe has taken the head of the letter 

to be the bowl of a k, producing the nonce word 'kewry'.  

 

Figure 4: BL Add. MS 28636, f. 71v 

Again, however, a simple comparison within the Egerton text—against 'arke' and 

'awake' in lines three and fourteen—shows that the letter is obviously not a k, as the 

bowl of the k is not only quite distinct from its curving ascender, typical of both italic 

and secretary hands, but so too is its oblique leg, rising from the base line to form a 

ligature with a following e. Despite its idiosyncratic reading, however, the transcript is 

historically significant, not only as the single existing text, aside from the Egerton itself, 

that does not implicate ‘Jewry’ in Uriah’s death, but as one that might have alerted 

Surrey’s editors to the discrepancy between the text of E and its later iterations. As the 

transcript was made at Nott’s request, it may be reasonable to assume that he at least 
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consulted it, and that it might have drawn his attention to the problem letter, though as 

he had access to the original manuscript, this can't be said with certainty. Frederick 

Morgan Padelford does reference it, though in an exemplary piece of bad advice for 

textual scholars, writes that it “is a good copy of E, but as the Museum now has the 

original, we need not consider this ms."9 Emrys Jones, perhaps following Padelford's 

lead, doesn’t reference it at all. 

Despite the trouble, or lack of trouble, this letter has given to readers of E, it is 

really only within a literary-historical context that it can be called a ‘problem letter’. 

From a paleographical standpoint, it is hardly problematic, as it seems strangely obvious 

that the letter is a miniscule f, and the word not ‘Jewry’, or ‘kewry’, but 'fewry'—a 

variant spelling of fury, which in its broad sense of 'fierce passion, disorder or tumult of 

mind approaching madness’ would be an entirely appropriate agent in the killing of 

Uriah.  

If any paleographical reason may be offered for the failure of Surrey's editors to 

print a miniscule f, it could only be that the letter is also dissimilar from other instances 

of the f in the poem. Generally, the Egerton f is formed with a long, tapering descender, 

and the head of the letter with a separate pen stroke, whereas the head in 'fewry' seems 

to have been formed by retracing the descender upward from its base, producing a 

slightly thicker line at the bottom of the stem. But while the f created by such a pen 

                                                        

9 Padelford, "The Manuscript Poems of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey," 274.  
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movement is locally atypical, it is not, however, inconsistent with the hand of the text as 

a whole. In keeping with previous scholarship, I have referred to this hand as italic,10 

though it may be more accurately described as a sort of hybrid, or intermediate hand, as 

it casually blends both italic and secretary lettering styles. The text consistently prefers 

certain letters in their characteristic secretary forms (e.g. initial and medial ‘tall’ s), 

frequently alternates between forms typical of either style (e.g. h and c, the terminal e of 

lines nine and ten), and, in the case of the terminal italic s of 'Darius', in line two, at least 

once contains only a single instance of a form particular to one of the two styles. The f of 

‘fewry’ belongs to this latter category as well, though its specific form requires an 

additional comment. In the secretary hand, the miniscule f is also commonly drawn with 

a long descender, and its head with a second pen stroke, making for a close resemblance 

between the typical italic and secretary forms. But as Giles Dawson and Laetitia 

Kennedy-Skipton make a point of noting in their manual on Elizabethan handwriting, 

“[s]ome writers, instead of actually lifting the pen to add the head, reversed the pen 

direction at the bottom of the shaft stroke," retracing the stem to form the head of the 

letter.11 As might be expected from a more informal style, and an example of which 

Dawson and Kennedy-Skipton provide, some writers, in a single text, can be found to 

form the letter “in both ways.”12 The specific hand of the Surrey poem is unique within 

                                                        

10 Richard Harrier, The Canon of Sir Thomas Wyatt's Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1975), 8. 
11 Dawson and Kennedy-Skipton, Elizabethan Handwriting, 15. 
12 ibid. 
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the Egerton manuscript, but it has sometimes been ascribed, based on the initials "IH" in 

the right-hand margin of the page, to John Harington of Stepney.13 There are no other 

known examples of Harington's italic hand, but an example of his secretary hand shows 

that he also forms the letter both ways, 

 

Figure 5: Secretary hand of John Harington the Elder, from Cecil Papers 150, no. 75 

with a high degree of variation in his lettering.14 Again, however, this variation is not 

unique to Harington, and even without recourse to his secretary hand, it is finally 

difficult to provide any reasonable paleographic explanation for the failure of an 

experienced reader of sixteenth-century manuscripts to recognize the letter as an f.  

                                                        

13 Harrier, The Canon of Sir Thomas Wyatt's Poetry, 8; Edwards, "Manuscripts of the Verse of Henry Howard, 
Earl of Surrey," 286.  
14 It should be noted, however, that there is scholarly disagreement regarding Harington's handwriting. 
Ruth Hughey, in John Harington of Stepney: Tudor Gentleman (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1971), 256, attributes 
two transcriptions in the Blage MS to Harington's secretary hand that Harrier includes among thirty-five 
poems attributed to an unidentified "hand C" (66-71). Conversely, in The Arundel Harington Manuscript, as 
well as in her preliminary article "The Harington Manuscript at Arundel Castle and Related Documents," 
both of which deal extensively with the Egerton MS, Hughey is silent on the handwriting of Surrey's poem, 
though in the former, written twenty-five years before Kenneth Muir's recovery of the Blage MS (see note 3 
above), she writes, "As far as I have been able to discover, specimens of [Harington's] hand are known to 
exist only among the Cecil Papers," thus implicitly disagreeing with Harrier’s attribution of the hand of the 
Egerton sonnet (421). Edwards also attributes the two Blage transcriptions to Harington, alongside the 
Egerton sonnet, but as Hughey is the first, and to my knowledge the only scholar to attribute the Blage 
poems to Harington's secretary hand, it seems that Edwards has merely summed the disagreeing 
attributions.   
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The question that remains, then, is what to do with this variant, now recovered. 

Since G.F. Nott first compiled Surrey's diversely printed poems into a single volume at 

the turn of the nineteenth century, incorporating readings from unpublished manuscript 

sources and adding several previously unattributed poems to Surrey's scattered body of 

work15—in effect constructing the canon that remains largely unaltered to this day—the 

general tendency among Surrey scholars has been to suggest emendations to the poems 

with variants from the earliest-known manuscript sources. This tendency, in fact, may 

be thought of as the operating, if not the sole, editorial principle behind Surrey's two 

twentieth-century critical editions. Padelford's revised 1928 edition—generally 

"considered standard chiefly because it is complete”16—differs by only three poems from 

                                                        

15 Of the sixty poems in Nott's edition, all but five had been attributed in print to Surrey. Forty had appeared 
in the ‘Surrey’ section of each edition of Tottel's Miscellany since its first printing in 1557, and twelve were 
printed from P by Thomas Park in his 1804 edition of Nugae Antiquae (the satire “London! hast thow accused 
me;” Surrey's metrical paraphrases of Ecclesiastes 1-5 and Psalms 55, 88 and 73; proems to Psalms 88 and 73; 
and the short lyric 'If he that erst the form so lively drew'). A single poem had been printed in William 
Camden's 1605 Remains concerning Britain ("Norfolk sprung thee, Lambeth holds thee dead"), although Nott 
has apparently adapted his text from John Aubrey’s The Natural History and Antiquities of the County of 
Surrey, vol. V, 1719. Finally, Surrey's translations of Books 2 and 4 of the Aeneid had been published in 1557 
by Tottel, with Book 4 having been first published by John Day in 1554. 
     Of the remaining five poems in Nott's edition, there are only three that Nott himself attributes to Surrey, 
two others included as companion pieces to Surrey lyrics ('My fearful hope from me is fled', printed from “a 
very curious MS. . . . belonging to the Duke of Devonshire,” currently BL Add. MS 17492, f. 7v, and 
attributed by Nott to Wyatt; and 'Girt in my guiltless gown', from the 'Uncertain Authors' section of Tottel's 
Miscellany, no. 243, attributed "perhaps to the very rival alluded to” in the Surrey poem to which it is a 
reply). Of the three unprecedented attributions, one is taken from Tottel's 'Uncertain Authors' (no. 278, 'The 
sun, when he hath spread his rays'), and two are published for the first time from manuscript (Surrey's 
metrical paraphrase of Psalm 8, from the Arundel MS; and 'Your fearful hope cannot prevail', from the same 
Devonshire manuscript as Wyatt's companion poem, f. 8.) In total, then, Nott attempts to enlarge the 
number of known Surrey poems by three, only two of which had never been published.  
16 Ellen C. Caldwell, “Recent Studies in Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey (1970-1989),”  English Literary 
Renaissance 19, no. 3 (1989): 400. 
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those attributed to Surrey by Nott, just one of which is an addition to Nott's collection.17 

Padelford’s lasting contribution to the canon, however, lay in replacing Nott's heavily-

collated texts—which cobbled together readings from various manuscript and print 

sources, along with ‘corrections’ of his own invention—with texts supplied in their 

entirety from the two manuscript miscellanies compiled by the Haringtons of Stepney 
                                                        

17 Padelford’s single addition, “I that Vlysses yeres haue spent,” included in Tottel's ‘Uncertain Authors’ (no. 
282), had been suggested by Nott as potentially belonging to Surrey in the critical notes to his 1815 edition, 
as he observed that the poem is “ascribed to Surrey” in “one of the Harleian MSS” (367). Padelford is 
himself, however, exceptionally hesitant about its attribution: "It is very doubtful if this poem is to be 
assigned to Surrey, despite the fact that it is so assigned in Ms. Harl. 78." (215). It may be fairly said, then, 
that Padelford’s ‘complete’ edition attempts, at least conclusively, to add nothing to the canon as 
constructed by Nott.  
     Padelford does, however, include, and strongly suggest attribution for a poem Nott had printed merely 
as a companion piece in his edition (Padelford no. 27, ‘Girt in my guiltless gown’), based on partially-
obscured textual evidence. Padelford notes, as had Nott, that the poem is assigned by Tottel to an 'Uncertain 
Author' (no. 243), though in the second and subsequent editions "it is transposed from its original position at 
page 198, and is placed,” in the Surrey section, “immediately after the poem, ‘Wrapt in my careless cloke’, 
with the title, ‘An answer in the behalfe of a woman’.” Padelford fails, however, to note that “the title in [the 
second and subsequent] editions carefully assigns the poem to an ‘uncertain author’ ” (Rollins 2.298-99). 
Based, evidently, on Tottel’s (non)attribution, Padelford claims, circularly, that the poem “is given as the 
first of a group of Surrey poems” in the Arundel MS, but in that manuscript the poem, no. 72, is not ascribed 
to Surrey, is followed immediately by another poem from Tottel’s ‘Uncertain Authors’, which is followed in 
turn by eleven missing folio pages before the first poem otherwise attributed to Surrey (see Hughey The 
Arundel Harington Manuscript, 30-31). Hughey and Rollins both note the fact, of which Padelford was 
evidently unaware, that the poem had been “attributed to Surrey by Sir Richard Barckley in A Discourse of 
the Felicitie of Man, 1598” (Hughey 31). Rollins, however, strongly dismisses the attribution: “It seems to me 
almost certain that Barckley mentioned Surrey, not from any knowledge of the authorship of [the poem], 
but purely because Surrey’s name came to his mind (as it does to that of a modern reader) when he referred 
to the Songs and Sonnets” (299). Such reference to Tottel’s was exceptionally common in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, and Nott also notes that frequently “pieces taken from Tottel's Songs and Sonnets 
bear the name of Surrey, as if he were the author of them, whereas nothing more is intended than a general 
reference to the volume in which the pieces cited were to be found” (366). In any case, Padelford ultimately 
hedges on the attribution, allowing that the poem may have been written by “another, [who] has succeeded 
in hitting off the style of Surrey to a nicety,” and so again adds nothing conclusive to Nott’s canon. The 
strength of his suggestion, however, has led Emrys Jones to include the poem in his edition, without any 
hesitation in attribution, thereby contributing to a version of the Surrey canon that is probably overly 
‘complete’.  
     To his credit, Padelford does omit two poems first attributed to Surrey by Nott, both of which, Nott 
concedes, were based on unusually slight textual evidence: ‘Your fearful hope cannot prevail’ (with its 
companion piece ‘My fearful hope from me is fled’), from the Devonshire MS, and ‘The sun, when he hath 
spread his rays’, from Tottel’s ‘Uncertain Authors’ (on this poem see Rollins 2.321). 
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and Kelston, used frequently, but eclectically by Nott. Padelford had argued his 

preference for the Harington miscellanies as source texts fourteen years prior to his own 

edition, in his publication of the first full transcript of Surrey’s poems from P, alongside 

non-redundant poems from its companion miscellany, the Arundel-Harington MS (A).18 

In an essay prefacing the transcript, he introduced a position that would become 

standard among later Surrey scholars, explicitly challenging the longstanding, central 

role of Tottel’s Miscellany within the Surrey canon.   

With the exception of Surrey’s translations of books two and four of the Aeneid, 

prior to Padelford’s transcriptions, nearly the entire body of Surrey’s published verse 

depended on Tottel’s (T). Although early manuscript sources, and the Harington 

miscellanies in particular, had been used by several anthologists at the turn of the 

nineteenth century, before Nott’s edition they were published from only to supplement 

the major body of poems in T, but never to provide alternate versions of an established 

Tottel’s poem.19 Even Nott’s edition, which first published manuscript readings for 

poems found also in T, was heavily dependent on T in its collations, essentially treating 

the manuscripts as a sort of spare-parts supply for Tottel’s texts, and vice versa. 

Padelford, however, moved to establish the general priority of the Harington texts over 

                                                        

18 Frederick Morgan Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey,” Anglia 29 (1906): 
273-338. For the Arundel MS poems, Padelford prints from a British Museum transcript made for Nott ca. 
1810 (BL Add. MS 28635), the original manuscript having been subsequently lost, and only rediscovered by 
Ruth Hughey in 1933. In addition to the poems from P and A, Padelford also prints two poems from BL MS 
Harley 78, and one poem from the Devonshire MS (BL Add. MS 17429).   
19 See note 5 above.   
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Tottel’s by way of analogy, comparing the poems of Thomas Wyatt contained in all three 

miscellanies against Wyatt’s holograph texts in the Egerton MS. Through textual 

comparison, Padelford argued that “[o]n the whole, A shows itself to be tolerably 

faithful to the original. In fact, next to E it is the most trustworthy of the Wyatt mss.,” 

and “[i]n the Wyatt poems, the versions of P are found to be tolerably faithful, by no 

means unaltered, but not taking those daring liberties that one finds in T.”20 On the basis 

of the “twelve of Surrey’s poems in common” between P and A, Padelford moved to 

“determine [the manuscripts’] relative trustworthiness,” arguing, over several pages of 

textual comparison, that “[t]he two mss. prove to be much alike, and to [be] about 

equally trustworthy, with the balance slightly in favor of A.”21 Finally, through textual 

comparison of the MSS to Tottel’s, he found that “[T] is shown to be as unreliable for 

Surrey’s poems as . . . for Wyatt’s. There is scarcely a poem that is left unchanged,” 

concluding that “we have in P [and] A . . . mss. which furnish the larger part of Surrey’s 

poems, in fairly correct versions, that are much more reliable than Tottel’s Miscellany.”22 

Accordingly, in his own edition, Padelford prints the P versions of all twenty-eight 

Surrey poems contained in that manuscript, and five poems from A not found in P, 

relying on Tottel's only for its twenty-one poems contained in neither Harington 

                                                        

20 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 284, 282. 
21 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 278, 281-2. There are actually thirteen poems in common between A 
and P. See note 23.  
22 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 284, 286. 
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miscellany, and for cases in which Tottel's prints lines that are absent in the 

manuscripts.23 

With the exception of Surrey’s Egerton poem, Emrys Jones’ 1968 edition follows 

Padelford’s use of the Harington miscellanies exactly. Jones’ edition, which many Surrey 

scholars "prefer and often cite as standard," seems only to exist, in fact, to more 

accurately reproduce these manuscript texts, in response to the longstanding complaint 

that Padelford's edition was "disfigured by many misprints and inexact readings, some 

of which work disaster with the text of the poems."24 Jones corrects many of Padelford’s 

errors, and reconstitutes from manuscript several poems for which Padelford did not 

scruple to produce his own eclectic versions.25 Jones also, however, suspiciously 

reproduces many of Padelford’s mistakes, evidently relying on his edition as a crib, 

rather than exclusively on the manuscripts themselves.26 Curiously, he also omits eight 

poems printed by Padelford, on no apparent philological grounds, but merely for some 

                                                        

23 One might say 'almost accordingly'. It is a curiosity of Padelford's edition that he privileges the P readings 
for the thirteen poems contained in both A and P (his nos. 11, 22, 32, 35-6, 48-52, 54-6), having argued in 1906 
that the "two mss. prove to be . . . about equally trustworthy, with the balance slightly in favor of A” (282). 
Additionally, he prints a single poem from T that is also found in A, though the poem (his no. 7) is found 
nearly a hundred and sixty folio pages after the Surrey section of the MS.  
24 Caldwell, “Recent Studies in Henry Howard,” 400; Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany, 2.63. 
25 e.g. Padelford no. 31 (Jones no. 27; P f. 51v), line 49. P reads “Eache alas that dothe my sorowe rewe,” 
whereas Padelford replaces ‘Eache’ with Tottel's 'Eccho', apparently to secure the decasyllabic line. Jones 
prints the P reading.  
26 e.g. Padelford no. 4 (Jones no. 4; P f. 55v), line 7. P reads “With shamfast clooke to shadoo and refrayne.” 
Padelford misreads ‘clooke’ as ‘looke’, and Jones reproduces the error (Tottel's has 'cloke'). Similarly, in 
Padelford no. 41 (Jones no. 40, P f. 54v), line 13, Padelford misreads P’s “the chast wise wyfe without 
debate,” printing ‘wife wyse’, which Jones follows. Jones’ misreading of ‘Jewry’ in E might also, of course, 
fall into this category.  
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vague dislike of the poems themselves.27 Whatever its shortcomings, or shortcuts, Jones' 

edition does, however, demonstrate a further shift toward emendation of the canon with 

early manuscript variants, and this is nowhere more evident than in Jones’ choice of E as 

the source text for Surrey's dedicatory sonnet. Whereas Padelford found the texts of E 

and P to be "without variants," and thus found no conflict in printing the "Elizabethan" 

text while referring to E as the "earliest version" of the poem, Jones' use of E—as his 

single departure from Padelford's reliance on the Harington miscellanies—reflects a 

conceptual broadening of the term ‘variant’ itself.28 Padelford’s concern for the relative 

‘trustworthiness’ of the early manuscripts was principally a concern for their assumed 

lexical and structural proximity to “the original versions of Surrey’s poems,” his 

‘variant’ primarily a bearer of semantic or syntactic (and thus also prosodic) difference. 29 

Jones, like Padelford, finds no lexical differences between E and P, but his choice to print 

from the ‘earliest’ text recognizes, and foregrounds, the extensive orthographic 

differences between the versions, treating textual variation not only as a matter of 

semantic or syntactic difference, but as a graphic, philological matter as well, and, 

                                                        

27 Jones, xxvii. In addition to “one poem in poulter’s measure of 76 lines (‘Eache beste can chuse his feere’), 
and the paraphrase of the fifth chapter of Ecclesiastes,” Jones claims to have omitted “five short lyrics of 
small merit,” though he actually omits six lyrics printed by Padelford (nos. 7, 12, 14, 15, 17 and 20).  
28 Padelford, The Poems of Henry Howard, 200; Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 282. 
29 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 284. This is reflected in the textual notes to Padelford’s edition, 
wherein he provides extensive lists of the syntactical, lexical and inflectional variants between extant 
versions of the poems, but with the exception of instances in which he has ‘corrected’ a spelling (e.g. no. 4, 
line 6, ‘doubful’), or in which a manuscript has itself been potentially altered (e.g. no. 14, line 19, ‘straynith 
altered from (?) straynneth’), he almost categorically disregards the many hundreds of orthographical 
differences between versions. 
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through the reproduction of the ‘earliest’ orthography, attempts to print the text most 

lexically- and physically-proximate to Surrey’s original version. With this, then, the 

editorial principle underlying Surrey's editions may be seen to have progressed along a 

relatively straightforward line. While none of the three are entirely consistent, from one 

to the next they display a deepening concern and sensitivity to what constitutes 

significant difference between the early manuscript texts and the canon as received, and 

as a group they move, if not systematically, then at least linearly toward the wholesale 

reinscription of the canon with the earliest variants—a process that has been taken up 

and pressed further in turn by subsequent Surrey scholarship.  

This process, on the surface, might seem innocuous. After all, it simply replaces 

one potentially adulterated text with another, potentially less-adulterated text. In the 

case of 'Jewry', however, a simple reinscription of 'fury' (or ‘fewry’) into the canon, 

rather than merely reclaiming a text hypothetically closer to Surrey's 'original', would 

necessarily obscure the deeply problematic cultural and technical contexts of the poem's 

historical production and reception, brought only into focus by a synoptic consideration 

of the variants. Under the most generous of lenses, 'Jewry' would stand as an especially 

stark cautionary example of the way in which preconceived textual expectations might 

influence, to cultural consequence, the act of manuscript reading itself. Under a less 

generous lens, it might demonstrate the willful preference for an inflammatory 

misreading, perpetuated through two centuries of editorial oversight. The fact probably 
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lies somewhere between the two perspectives, though either, as a starting point, is viable 

and valuable to a critical discussion of the history and culture of textual scholarship. 

Within a narrower discussion of the Surrey canon, however, the variant may have a 

more immediate, demonstrable value, as its unavoidable cultural implications, and 

consequent, heightened incentive for drawing firm conclusions about the relative 

standing of the sixteenth-century versions of the poem, might force a heightened 

scrutiny of the editorial principles underlying the construction of the canon itself. To 

draw conclusions about the priority of a single text among a group of extant versions 

(which is essentially a conclusion as to which text represents a version—though not 

necessarily the specific source text––altered by the others, either actively or by passively 

following an intermediate source), it is necessary to consider both the chronological and 

textual relationships between versions. The difficulty here, despite suggestions to the 

contrary, is that the relationship between the E and P texts of Surrey's poem, as well as 

both manuscripts' chronological and textual relationship to Tottel's Miscellany, insofar as 

Surrey's poetry is concerned, is almost entirely ambiguous. A more critical evaluation of 

these relationships will show that each of the versions may be the chronologically- or 

textually-earliest or latest of the three, and that any of the three may conceivably be a 

source, either directly or through an intermediate text, for one or both of the others. Put 

simply, not only are there strong contextual reasons to resist a simple reinscription of 

‘fury’ into the text of the poem, there are no conclusive, or even very compelling, textual 
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or circumstantial reasons to assume that either variant is, or any version closer to, what 

Surrey actually wrote. An elucidation of the irresolvably obscure relationships between 

the versions will not only disrupt the editorial self-identity of the sonnet, but, as it 

undermines constructive assumptions regarding the categorical priority of the early 

manuscripts, will have similar repercussions throughout the Surrey canon.  

Of the three sixteenth-century texts of Surrey's sonnet (E, P, T), the version in the 

Egerton MS has received the least critical attention, as Padelford’s claim that it 

represents the ‘earliest’ iteration of the poem has been largely taken for granted by 

Surrey scholars. The version's claim to priority, however, seems to rest entirely on the 

fact that the Egerton MS is itself the oldest physical source in which the poem is found. 

As noted previously, E was originally Thomas Wyatt’s personal notebook, begun as a 

collection of fair copies of Wyatt’s poems by an amanuensis, with later entries and 

revisions in Wyatt’s own hand, and several poems, including the Penitential Psalms, 

composed directly into the manuscript itself.30 As the only extant manuscript containing 

Wyatt's poems in holograph, it is the foundational document of the Wyatt canon, and 

was likely in his possession until his death in 1542, at some point after which it passed to 

John Harington the elder, becoming, “in all probability,” the first “of the Harington 

                                                        

30 For the most thorough history and description of E, see Richard Harrier, The Canon of Sir Thomas Wyatt’s 
Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1975): 1-15. See also Raymond Southall, The Courtly Maker: An Essay on the 
Poetry of Wyatt and His Contemporaries (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1964), 160-170; and Ruth Hughey, The 
Arundel Harington Manuscript of Tudor Poetry (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1960), 1:44-58.  
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collection of literary manuscripts.”31 Neither the exact date, nor the chain of transmission 

by which E arrived in Harington’s hands is known, but there is scholarly agreement that 

the notebook was likely given to Harington by Wyatt’s eldest son just prior to execution 

in 1554, when the two were imprisoned together in the Tower, three years prior to the 

publication of Tottel’s Miscellany.32 There is wide agreement that at the time of Wyatt’s 

death the manuscript contained the hands of no more than four amanuenses, in addition 

to Wyatt’s own, and material solely of Wyatt’s composition,33 after which time there was 

a proliferation of hands, introducing ‘corrections’ to Wyatt’s poems, various marginal 

ascriptions and classificatory notations, and material ancillary to Wyatt’s poetry, 

including Surrey’s dedicatory sonnet. The only pre-Elizabethan hand to be positively 

identified in E, first noted by Ruth Hughey in 1935, is that of the poet Nicholas Grimald, 

who at an early date made significant orthographic and punctuational-metrical 

emendations to the first nine poems in the manuscript, many of which were later 

incorporated into the text of Tottel’s, making it clear that the manuscript was being 

worked on by no later than 1557.34 Beyond Grimald, however, there is remarkable 

scholarly disagreement regarding both the attribution and the number of hands 

                                                        

31 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:44. 
32 Harrier, 5; Southall, 161.  
33 There is significant disagreement, however, in the attribution of amanuenses’ hands to entries, as well as 
minor disagreements regarding the specific Wyatt material entered into the manuscript before his death. See 
Harrier 5, 9; Southall, 163-7; and Joost Daalder, “The Significance of the ‘Tho’ Signs in Wyatt’s Egerton 
Manuscript,” Studies in Bibliography 40 (1987) 88-90. 
 34 Ruth Hughey, “The Harington Manuscript at Arundel Castle and Related Documents,” Library 15, no. 4 
(March 1935), 415-6, 427-8. 
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contributing Wyatt-related material to E, ranging somewhere between a half-dozen and 

a dozen, as well as to the order and general time frame in which the entries were made, 

their terminus ante quem ranging sometime between the publication of Tottel's and the 

early seventeenth century.35 This latter disagreement, relying as it does on the art of 

paleographical dating, is largely irreconcilable, but the later limit is at least 

circumstantially supported by the fact that the concluding leaves of E were used by 

members of the Harington family throughout the late sixteenth century for the collection 

of miscellaneous literary material, including Sir John Harington's transcription of his 

own Penitential Psalms, and various verses and epigrams in French, Latin and English, 

in several hands, and there is no clear indication in E of a chronological boundary 

between this material and the completion of the Wyatt-related entries.36 As the 

                                                        

35 Southall identifies no fewer than eight contributing hands––aside from those of Wyatt himself, his four 
amanuenses (as opposed to the three recognized by Harrier and Daalder), and Grimald's––six of which, 
Southall argues, worked on the manuscript before it came into Grimald's possession, the remaining two 
making single marginal ascriptions to separate poems at some point afterward (166-7). As Grimald's specific 
emendations to the first nine poems in E have long been recognized, decades prior to Southall's study, as 
having been reproduced in the text of Tottel's Miscellany, this would mean that all of the significant Wyatt-
related additions to E, including Surrey’s sonnet, were completed prior to Tottel's publication in 1557. 
Alternately, Harrier recognizes no more than five hands, aside from Grimald's, to have contributed to E 
after Wyatt’s death, consolidating several that Southall took to be distinct into a smaller group of major 
hands, and reorganizing several other of his attributions among this group. Additionally, Harrier attributes 
a group of marginal ascriptions, classificatory notations, and an ancillary poem, inserted beneath the Wyatt 
poem to which it is a reply, to a single hand "from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century" (12). 
Unlike Southall, Harrier declines to suggest any order or approximate dates of entry for the remaining 
Wyatt-related material in E, aside from stating that "in most cases the heading Psal: plus a number was 
added" to Wyatt's Penitential Psalms by Sir John Harington (b. 1561), and suggesting that Surrey's sonnet 
was probably inserted by John Harington the elder (d. 1582).  
36 Harrier notes, rightly I think, that the absence of any material unrelated to Wyatt within the nearly one 
hundred folio pages containing his poems, prior to a major defacement of the MS in the mid-seventeenth 
century, together with the large number of Wyatt-related entries within these pages, “is implicit 
confirmation that the Tudor possessors of the volume knew it to be the album of Wyatt’s poems entirely and 
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manuscript was being used by the Harington family during approximately the same 

period in which the Harington miscellanies were being transcribed and edited—

themselves heavily concerned with Wyatt’s poetry—it is entirely possible that both 

types of material were added intermittently by members of the family over an extended 

period of time, many years after the publication of Tottel’s.37 In any case, all that can be 

said with certainty is that the manuscript was circulated, and that "a certain amount of 

co-operative editing was being done on Wyatt’s poetry," and on the manuscript as a 

Wyatt document, during an indeterminate period beginning sometime prior to Tottel’s 

and extending perhaps into the early seventeenth century.38 The particular features of 

Surrey's poem give little help for narrowing its approximate date of entry within this 

period. The hand that copied the sonnet, as mentioned previously, is unique within E, 

nor is it known to exist in any other manuscript, by which it might be relatively dated. 

The handwriting itself, with its idiosyncratic blend of secretary and italic lettering styles, 

is not dateable with any meaningful degree of precision, as such a hand may have 

existed prior to 1557 or for some time afterward, as the use of both styles was current in 

                                                        

 

thus added their own poems only in the unfilled concluding portions of the volume” (10). Thus the 
concluding pages would only mark a textual, not necessarily a chronological boundary between Wyatt-
related and unrelated material in E. 
37 Harrier, in fact, attributes all the hands in E, after Wyatt's death, to "members of the [Harington] family or 
their friends," which, if true (and also true, as Harrier suggests, that the manuscript passed directly from 
Wyatt's son to John Harington the elder), would give a terminus post quem of 1554 for the entry of Surrey's 
sonnet (7). But this conclusion is based on the unnecessary assumption that the manuscript would not have 
been circulated by Wyatt’s son prior to Harington’s possession of it.  
38 Ruth Hughey, “The Harington Manuscript at Arundel Castle,” 430. 
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the mid-sixteenth century, an early transitional period between widespread use of the 

former and the latter. Finally, even if the hand could be proven to belong, as Harrier 

suggests, to John Harington the elder, this would only give an upper limit of 1582 to its 

transcription. The placement of the poem within the manuscript is even less indication 

of its date, as it immediately precedes Wyatt’s holograph Psalms, and is preceded by 

twelve leaves—left blank at the time of Wyatt's death, as part of a major separation in 

the notebook between Wyatt’s lyric poems and the Psalms themselves—filled with 

sermons and notes in two hands, both added during a period in which the manuscript 

was used by the Haringtons merely for its paper, the earlier of which has elsewhere 

dated an entry 'May 1639'.39 Taking all of the physical and contextual evidence into 

account, it is finally impossible to say anything very definite about the sonnet’s date of 

entry into E, and any claim for E’s version as the earliest iteration of Surrey's poem can 

only proceed from the uncritical identification of E's Wyatt-related interpolations as a 

whole with their earliest dateable part (i.e. Grimald's entries; if not the notebook as a 

whole with its early physical age), which is itself motivated, actively or passively, but 

almost certainly, by the critical convenience of possessing a Surrey text prior to, and thus 

unaffected by, the editorial procedures of Tottel's and the Harington miscellanies. Yet 

even still, the Haringtons' intimate relationship to E would make any definite 

                                                        

39 On the mid-seventeenth-century defacement of E, see Harrier, 8. 
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assumption of the version's transparency in relation to Surrey's original poem 

unwarranted.  

Early attempts at dating the Surrey poems in P relied on a similar extrapolation 

from the parts to the whole, though from the opposite direction. As the major 

manuscript source for Surrey's poetry, P contains twenty-eight Surrey poems copied in 

three hands, fifteen of which are not found in A,40 and twelve of which are not found in 

Tottel's.41 Although P had been used by Surrey's editors since the late eighteenth century, 

Padelford was the first to attach, in print, an approximate date to the miscellany, 

reproducing in full its catalogue entry from the British Museum, which upon acquiring 

the MS in 1900 had dated it “Late XVI cent.”42 The sole justification for the Museum's 

date, however, as well as for Padelford's own reference to the manuscript as 

‘Elizabethan’, is that “on f. 29b are the names ‘ffrancis Haryngton’ and ‘Ellina 

Haryngton’,” the “signatures of two daughters of Sir John, d. 1636 and 1638 

respectively,” both of whom made numerous entries in P, including eleven of Surrey’s 

twenty-eight poems.43 The remaining seventeen Surrey poems, contained in a separate 

section preceding the main body of Ellina and Francis’ transcriptions, with two blank 
                                                        

40 Padelford nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 14, 15, 29, 30, 31, 38, 40, 41, 44, 45, corresponding to P ff. 55v, 55v, 56, 57, 56v, 
53v, 54, 55, 55, 51-v, 56, 56v, 54v, 56v, 57. 
41 Padelford nos. 10, 32, 35, 36, 48-52, 54, 55, 56, corresponding to P ff. 56v, 52-v, 63, 63v, 58v-62v, 65-v, 63-v, 
64-v. 
42 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 277 
43 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 277. The Museum catalogue allows that “perhaps the former 
signature is that of [Sir John’s] younger brother, d. 1639,” but based on known examples of this Francis 
Harington’s hand, Ruth Hughey has argued against this attribution. See Hughey, The Arundel Harington MS, 
41n51. 
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sides between, are copied in a single, unidentified hand, which I will refer to as Hand P. 

By both number of entries and number of pages on which it occurs, Hand P is by far the 

predominant hand in the miscellany. In the early 1790’s, Bishop Percy made a note in P 

remarking that the MS “exhibits in many pages the same Hand-writing as in [A],” 

identifying Hand P with the hand responsible for the majority of entries in A, including 

the entirety of A’s Surrey poems.44 It was not until 1935, however, after Ruth Hughey 

rediscovered A, which had disappeared after its use by Nott in the early nineteenth 

century, that any detailed comparison of these hands was attempted. On both 

paleographic and orthographic grounds, Hughey rejected Percy’s identification:  

It is true that the main hands in the two manuscripts have a striking superficial 
 resemblance, but there are enough differences in the actual script and in tricks of  

spelling to make this identity impossible, unless, as Dr. Robin Flower suggests is 
conceivable, it is the hand of the same person at two different dates, the earlier 
being that of the main hand in the Arundel MS.45  
 

In a footnote, she elaborates on the orthographic differences between the two: "Hand A 

does not use abbreviations, except in rare instances, when the matter of space is 

important; the main hand in [P] uses many abbreviations and consistently;" and on this 

formal basis, she states unequivocally that "the copy of the Surrey poems in [P] is later 

                                                        

44 f. 4r.  
45 Hughey "The Harington Manuscript at Arundel Castle," 413. It is only made clear in the preface to 
Hughey's later book, The Arundel Harington MS, that Dr. Robin Flower was among "the Trustees and officials 
of the British Museum" whom Hughey consulted "with numerous research problems" in her study of A, and 
that this suggestion must have been given in consultation, upon Hughey's rediscovery of the manuscript 
(viii).  
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than that in [A]."46 Twenty-five years later, in her book-length study and transcript of A, 

she further elaborates on the differences between the hands: "Hand A is a clear, regular 

secretary. It may be further described as showing more nearly characteristics of the 

simpler mid-sixteenth-century handwriting than of the more flourishing, or careless, late 

Elizabethan hands. . . . There are few abbreviations and contractions and very little 

punctuation," whereas Hand P "uses frequent abbreviations and contractions, . . . and is 

more ornate, with more striking capitals."47 Hughey's historical and textual studies of the 

Harington miscellanies are the most careful, exhaustive work to have been done on 

these manuscripts, and although Surrey's poems are not her primary focus, the value of 

her work to Surrey studies can hardly be overstated. Her points about the subtle 

differences in spelling and letter formation between the major hands of A and P are well 

founded, and there can be no question that the two are different hands. However, her 

arguments about the use of abbreviation and contraction in P, the relative ornateness of 

the two hands, and the degree to which these characteristics may be used to determine 

the relative dates of their Surrey transcriptions are unfortunately exaggerated. Her 

formal comparison mischaracterizes Hand P within the larger context of mid-sixteenth 

century secretary hands, and in turn simplifies the deeply ambiguous chronological 

                                                        

46 Hughey "The Harington Manuscript at Arundel Castle," 413n2, 414. 
47 Ruth Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:37, 40-1. 
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relationship between the Harington miscellanies, and by extension, P's chronological 

and textual relationship to Tottel's.   

The seventeen Surrey poems transcribed by Hand P—comprising four hundred 

and thirty-six verse lines, and a representative sample of Hand P's orthographic and 

paleographic tendencies—contain, in total, eight types of contraction (strictly speaking, 

there are no abbreviations). Several of these are used no more than three times each, and 

only two could be said to occur with any real frequency. Before considering each of 

these, however, it should be noted that in comparing the use of contraction among 

manuscripts, the relative frequency with which a given contraction occurs is not 

especially meaningful, since frequency of occurrence is obviously limited by frequency 

of opportunity, which naturally varies widely between texts, for a variety of 

orthographical, paleographical, grammatical and rhetorical reasons. Whatever the 

difference in raw number of occurrences, the significant comparison is between ratios of 

contracted to uncontracted forms––or, to use Hughey's terms, the 'consistency' of 

contraction. In Hand P's Surrey transcriptions, it so happens that the two contractions 

that occur frequently are also the only two that are used with any consistency. The more 

consistent of the two is the contraction for the word with, as wt or wth, used both for the 

standalone preposition and in compound prepositions and adverbs (e.g. 'without', 

'forthwith'). In Hand P's Surrey section, with occurs alone or in a compound seventy-
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four times: fifty-eight times contracted and sixteen times uncontracted.48 To put this in a 

larger context, in the first twenty-one poems of the Egerton MS—comprising four 

hundred and thirty-four verse lines—E’s original amanuensis, whom I will refer to as 

Hand E, uses with alone or in a compound thirty-two times: twelve times contracted and 

twenty times uncontracted, for a rate of contraction of 37.5% to Hand P’s 78%, seemingly 

corroborating Hughey’s description of Hand P.49 However, in the final section of E’s 

original Wyatt material, in the first eight Penitential Psalms—comprising four hundred 

and fifty-three verse lines50—composed in Wyatt’s hand at a later date than Hand E’s 

                                                        

48 These numbers, and the numbers that follow, have necessarily been counted by hand. They have been 
triple-checked, but still it would be surprising if there were not oversights in either direction. The relative 
rates of contraction, however, are far enough apart that, barring some catastrophic oversight, the 
comparisons will hold. In any case, complete mechanical precision is perhaps less important at this juncture 
than the straightforward attempt to provide verifiable numbers against the impressionistic statements that 
have traditionally passed for analysis in the field. 
     The number of occurrences of with in Hand P's Surrey poems (P ff. 50r-57r), with contracted and 
uncontracted forms given in parentheses: 1 (7/0); 2 (16/3); 3 (4/3); 4 (10/1); 5 (2/0); 6 (2/1); 7 (5/0); 8 (2/0); 9 
(3/1); 10 (2/0); 11 (1/2); 12 (2/0); 13 (0/0); 14 (0/0); 15 (1/1); 16 (1/0); 18 (0/4).  
     For ease of reference, poem numbers are taken from Bishop Percy’s marginal numeration in P, and are 
also listed in Appendix A. Percy’s numbers terminate after no. 18, prior to the main body of Ellina and 
Francis’ transcriptions, which are not numbered in P. No. 17, however, at the top of f. 57, is in Ellina’s hand. 
The remaining seventeen numbered poems, including no. 18, at the bottom of f. 57, are in Hand P. This 
textual arrangement must either mean that Hand P left an empty space atop f. 57, perhaps to be filled in 
with another poem, that was later copied into by Ellina, or that Ellina copied a single lyric poem outside the 
main body of her and Francis’ transcriptions of Ecclesiastes, Psalms and Psalm proems, beginning two blank 
sides later, on f. 58v. I see no definitive reason to take either position.   
49 The number of occurrences of with in Hand E’s first twenty-one poems (E ff.4r-17r), with contracted and 
uncontracted forms given in parentheses: 1 (1/1); 2 (2/0); 3 (1/0); 4 (0/4); 5 (0/1); 6 (0/1); 7 (0/1); 8 (2/6); 9 (0/1); 
10 (0/1); 11 (2/0); 12 (1/0); 13 (0/1); 14 (0/0); 15 (0/0); 16 (1/0); 17 (0/0); 18 (0/0); 19 (1/1); 20 (1/2); 21 (0/0). 
50 Admittedly, these sample sizes are perhaps only superficially similar. Hand P's Surrey poems are 
primarily pentameters, with several heptameter poems of greatly varying lengths, including the longest of 
the group at sixty-eight lines, and a single poem in Poulter's measure, the fourth longest, at forty-eight lines. 
Hand E's transcriptions are primarily decasyllabic, though intermixed with many potentially octosyllabic, 
nonosyllabic and hendecasyllabic lines––depending on one's understanding of Wyatt's meter, which is 
historically contentious––as well as more than a dozen hemistich refrains. Wyatt's Penitential Psalms are 
highly decasyllabic, though again they are susceptible to longstanding prosodic disagreements. Between the 
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transcriptions, with is used alone or in a compound seventy-four times (the same 

number as in Hand P), but occurs exclusively in contracted form.51 So over a roughly 

equal number of lines, Hand P’s rate of contraction falls between that of the two Egerton 

hands, and even if the two were averaged together, E’s rate of contraction, at 81%, 

would still be higher than Hand P’s. No argument has ever been made, and indeed no 

plausible argument could be made, that E is not the earlier of these two MSS, by 

probably at least a decade, yet the relationship of P to E, in this instance, is the same as 

that of A to P, which Hughey uses to claim A as the earlier text. To broaden the 

comparison with readily available facsimile MSS, Dawson and Kennedy-Skipton’s 

Elizabethan Handwriting manual contains four plates, selected primarily for paleographic 

variation, dated between 1525 and 1555, or roughly the period between the beginning of 

E and the publication of Tottel’s. Over the four plates, which constitute a much smaller 

                                                        

 

three, there is a potential difference of scores of syllables, which may or may not represent a difference of 
scores of words. The important point here, however, is that there really is no perfect, or unobjectionable way 
to compare the use of contraction among texts. Even measuring out to the same number of words would be 
falsely precise, since it would be extremely rare for two texts to use a given contraction the same number of 
times over the same number of words. It might be better to measure samples out to an identical number of 
occurrences of the target word, though this will not always be possible or practical (as it would require 
different amounts of text for each contraction considered), and in cases like that of Hand E above––or, more 
problematically still, with manuscripts composed in holograph––it may require such a large amount of text 
that contraction preferences over time would become an unavoidable problem, already only abstractly 
simplified by measuring samples to a roughly equal number of lines in consecutively completed poems. The 
attempt here, then, is not to compare perfectly equal samples, which can't be done anyway, but only to 
compare, synchronically, large samples of text against impressionistic statements about the period as a 
whole.   
51 The number of occurrences of with in Wyatt’s first eight Penitential Psalms (E ff. 86r-94r), with contracted 
and uncontracted forms given in parenthesis: 1 (18/0); 2 (7/0); 3 (7/0); 4 (13/0); 5 (10/0); 6 (9/0); 7 (4/0); 8 (6/0). 
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sample size than P or E, but a much wider range of dates and document types, with 

occurs alone or in a compound twelve times, a roughly equal number of times in each 

plate, and exclusively in contracted form, demonstrating how consistently the 

contraction was used during the period.52  

The second contraction used consistently by Hand P is the common, secretary 

hand symbol for terminal es (see Figure 1, line 4, ‘gestes’), used in the context of an 

inflectional suffix, but not for lexical items ending in es.53 In Hand P, a word ending with 

the suffix (either as es, or as s added to a word that would already typically end in e, e.g. 

fance) occurs one hundred and ninety times: ninety-three times contracted and ninety-

seven times uncontracted; in the Hand E sample, the suffix occurs fifty-nine times: 

twenty-six times contracted and thirty-three times uncontracted; and in the Wyatt 

sample, it occurs one hundred and twelve times: eighty-six times contracted and twenty-

six times uncontracted.54 As with with, Hand P’s rate of contraction, at 49%, falls between 

Hand E and Wyatt’s, at 44% and 77%, respectively. For es, however, these raw 

                                                        

52 Dawson and Kennedy-Skipton, Elizabethan Handwriting, 34-41. Occurrences of 'with' in Plates 4-7, with line 
numbers given in parentheses: Plate 4 (lines 3,7); Plate 5 (lines 5, 9, 12); Plate 6 (lines 5, 7, 15); Plate 7 (8, 10, 
13). 
53 There is a single exception to this statement. Twice Hand P uses the word elles (else) with a contracted es 
(1.52, 6.27). Curiously, Wyatt also contracts the word, three times (1.26, 4.26, 7.23). No other lexical item 
ending in es is contracted in any of the sample texts. The five instances noted here have been included in the 
following comparisons. 
54 The number of occurrences of the es suffix in Hand P, with contracted and uncontracted forms in 
parentheses: 1 (4/7); 2 (17/25); 3 (14/11); 4 (16/10); 5 (3/5); 6 (7/9); 7 (1/2); 8 (6/2); 9 (4/7); 10 (2/1); 11 (1/1); 12 
(4/1); 13 (4/4); 14 (3/3); 15 (5/3); 16 (1/0); 18 (1/6). In Hand E: 1 (1/0); 2 (0/0); 3 (0/1); 4 (1/0); 5 (1/5); 6 (1/0); 7 
(1/1); 8 (13/11); 9 (0/2); 10 (0/0); 11 (0/1); 12 (0/0); 13 (3/2); 14 (0/0); 15 (1/2); 16 (0/2); 17 (0/0); 18 (0/1); 19 (2/0); 
20 (0/3); 21 (2/2). In Wyatt: 1 (22/7); 2 (4/2); 3 (4/3); 4 (9/3); 5 (6/5); 6 (11/3); 7 (16/1); 8 (14/2). 
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percentages do not give the clearest indication of each writer’s actual use of the 

contraction. This is because, as a bound morpheme in connected writing, the suffix is 

affected by its graphic context in a way that a lexical item is not. Because the symbol for 

es typically connects to its preceding letter mid-line, it may be incentivized or 

disincentivized by the pen movement involved in the formation of the letter preceding 

it, leading—depending on the consistency of the writer—to fairly natural, predictable 

patterns of occurrence. Such patterns occur in all three hands, but while Hand P has a 

higher non-contextualized rate of contraction than Hand E, in its actual implementation 

it is less consistent than either of the two Egerton hands. Demonstrating this requires a 

somewhat finer comparison between the texts, but as the only serious argument for the 

chronological standing of Hand P relies precisely on a formal comparison, it is worth 

briefly pursuing. The following table shows the distribution of the suffix by preceding 

letter in all three hands, isolating contracted and uncontracted forms, with number of 

occurrences given in subscript (e.g. there are twenty occurrences of a contracted es 

following the letter d in Hand P).  

Table 1: Rates of ‘es’ contraction in Hands P, E and Wyatt’s holograph 

Preceding Letter b c d e f g h i k l m 
Contracted ‘es’  P3 

 
 

P20 

E8 

W30 

P1 P1 

 
W2 

P6 

E2 

W12 

P1 

 
W5 

 P17 

E3 

W4 

P7 

E1 

W7 

 

Uncontracted ‘es’ P1 

E1 

 

P2 

E1 
P2 

 
P1 

E2 

W4 

  P4 

E9 

 

P2 

 
 

 P6 
E2 

W3 

P17 

E7 

W3 

Preceding Letter n o p r s t u v w y TOTAL 
Contracted ‘es’   P1 P8  P28 

E12 

W26 

    P93 

E26 

W86 

Uncontracted ‘es’ P14 

E7 

P2 

E1 

W1 

P2 P12 

E5 

W2 

P1 P3 

 
W1 

P2 

E1 

P2 

 
W2 

P7 

E1 

 

P17 

E1 

W10 

P97 

E33 

W26 
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The first thing to notice about the table is that of the twenty-one letters occurring before 

the suffix, thirteen exclusively precede either the contraction (f, g, k) or an uncontracted 

es (b, i, m, n, o, p, u, v, w, y). Some of these letters predictably occur in very small 

numbers, though they can generally be combined into larger categories based on the pen 

movement required to complete them. For example, the letter f occurs before the suffix 

only three times in more than thirteen hundred lines, but as with the letter t, its crossbar 

easily extends into the contraction symbol’s counterclockwise loop, incentivizing the 

symbol in a way that may be expected to consistently produce following contractions 

over a much larger sample. The same pen movement explains the large number of 

contractions following the letters k and g, as in all three hands the leg of the k is formed 

not with an oblique line, but, like a crossbar, with a horizontal stroke mid-line, a not 

uncommon secretary hand formation (and one that may, incidentally, inform the scribe’s 

transcription of ‘kewry’), and the g is completed not at the descender, but with a 

horizontal stroke enclosing its bowl. Conversely, u precedes the suffix only three times, 

but as with m, n, and i, concludes with a down stroke at the baseline, connecting at an 

acute angle to the following letter, making the contraction symbol more awkward to 

draw than the connected e. This is also the case with s, which concludes with a sharp 

down stroke from the ascender line, and y, with its long descender. Finally, whereas the 

contraction symbol is typically found in connected writing, in all three hands v and w 
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are drawn with long finishing curves, often enclosing their vertex, and are never 

connected to the following letter, just as b and o, also drawn with leftward moving pens, 

frequently are unconnected. This correlation between preceding pen movement and the 

form of the suffix is reflected, to a lesser degree, in the eight letters preceding both 

contracted and uncontracted es (c, d, e, h, l, p, r, t), but there is a noticeable difference in 

internal consistency between the three hands. Of these eight letters, Hand E is associated 

with two (h, l), Wyatt with three (h, l, t), and Hand P with all eight. Wyatt and Hand E, 

however, are both internally consistent in their use of the suffix with h; and Wyatt’s l 

occurs in a meaningful complementary distribution, with double l preceding the 

contraction and single l preceding es, attributable to Wyatt’s strong tendency to draw the 

double l with a crossbar (Hands P and E do this at times, but not to the same extent as 

Wyatt). Thus in both Wyatt and Hand E there is only a single letter not followed 

exclusively by the contracted or the uncontracted form of the suffix. In Hand P, d and t 

are weighted so heavily toward the contraction that they may as well be counted as 

exclusive (though this is also true of Wyatt’s t), but the remaining letters resist any 

pattern. That the superficial comparison of rates of contraction between the three hands 

mirrors their use of with, then, is more an incidental function of the specific letters 

preceding the suffix in each text than it is explanatory of their actual usage patterns, in 

which Wyatt and Hand E are noticeably more consistent than Hand P. It is true that this 

structural comparison is open to possible objections about sample sizes, as the es suffix 
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occurs fewer than a third as many times in Hand E as in Hand P (largely because Hand 

E prefers the -eth third person singular ending), and only three-fifths as many times in 

Wyatt (though combined, the Egerton texts use the suffix 90% as many times as Hand 

P). Moreover, because several of Hand P's inconsistent letters occur in such small 

numbers, and with few if any examples in the Egerton hands, it may be that given a 

large enough sample of each letter in each hand the usage patterns would fall closer in 

line with one another (though the opposite may also be true). Given these facts, the more 

interesting point here may be just how similar Hand P turns out to be to the two Egerton 

hands, even with many more opportunities for variation over equal amounts of text, 

demonstrating the persistence of an orthographic pattern throughout differences of 

script and decade. The basic point remains, however, that by no measure or 

interpretation of ‘consistency’ can Hand P be judged anything but less consistent than 

the unquestionably earlier Egerton MS. The remaining six contractions used in Hand P’s 

Surrey section need very little comment. They are all used extremely infrequently and 

inconsistently, and all occur in one or more of the manuscripts considered above, 

including A’s own Surrey section, making them as equally an unreliable gauge of Hand 

P’s lateness relative to Hand A as the two consistently used contractions.55  

                                                        

55 In Hand P’s Surrey poems, an ampersand occurs seventeen times (1.12; 1.15; 1.27; 1.42; 2.2; 2.11; 2.20; 2.26; 
3.36; 3.56; 3.57; 4.7; 4.9; 4.40; 4.42; 4.45; 11.6), and also occurs in Hand E, Wyatt, Hand A and in Plate 5. A 
contraction of ur occurs eleven times (1.49; 1.52; 2.2; 2.15; 2.26; 3.8; 4.2; 4.2; 4.36; 15.12; 18.11), and in Hand E, 
Wyatt, Hand A and in Plates 4, 5 and 7. A contraction of er occurs three times (3.34; 4.46; 6.9), in Hand E, 
Wyatt and in Plate 5. The symbol ϼ used for per/par occurs three times (1.49; 3.39; 4.1), in Hand E, Wyatt and 
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Hughey's comparison between the scripts of Hands A and P also needs relatively 

little comment. Her claim that Hand P 'is more ornate, with more striking capitals', is 

less an exaggeration than it is a misrepresentation of the scripts. Although Hands A and 

P perform certain letters in slightly different ways, there is nothing about Hand P's 

lettering, in miniscule or majuscule, that is strikingly ornate in comparison to Hand A's. 

Figure 6 provides the first published facsimile examples of Hand P, including P’s  

version of Surrey’s dedicatory sonnet, which may be compared with facsimiles of Hand 

A in Hughey’s 1935 and 1960 studies. As Bishop Percy’s note suggests, their lettering is  

similar enough that without very careful comparison—of orthography as well as 

handwriting—they may easily pass for the same hand, and there is certainly nothing in 

Hand P that could be used to categorically differentiate it from A's 'clear, regular 

secretary . . . showing more nearly characteristics of the simpler mid-sixteenth-century 

handwriting than of the more flourishing, or careless, late Elizabethan hands'. It is 

hazardous enough to attempt to date manuscripts to anything more specific than broad 

time periods on the basis of lettering alone (attempts to date the Egerton hands provide 

a convenient example); in the case of such distinctly similar hands, it is simply not  

                                                        

 

in Plate 7; and of the six, it is the only one not heavily outweighed by its uncontracted form, as there are 
only three other occurrences of the syllable (1.8; 13.1, 13.9). Wch, for which, occurs once (4.4), and in Plates 5 
and 7. Finally, an apostrophe is used five times in place of a non-vocalic e (5.19; 7.10; 8.12; 9.4; 10.4), and is 
the only contraction in Hand P found neither in the Egerton hands nor the plates. It is, however, found in A. 
In fact, a single Surrey poem in A, no. 84, contains as many apostrophes as Hand P’s entire Surrey section.  
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Figure 6: BL Add. MS 36529, f. 56 
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possible to draw meaningful conclusions about their relative ages. Apart from lettering, 

if there is anything about Hand P's script that may be considered more ornate than 

Hand A's, it is only, possibly, Hand P's use of the tilde. Although tildes occur 

throughout Hand A, no section of similar length in A contains as many tildes as the 

Surrey section of Hand P. With the exception of two instances in which Hand P puts the 

tilde to its early scribal use, indicating the omission of an n within a word (7.8; 9.3), it is 

used exclusively as a flourishing mark, in a wide number of contexts (over m, n, double  

l, gh, th), and seems to be arbitrarily applied. Once again, however, there is nothing here 

that marks Hand P’s script as later than Hand A’s. Hand E uses the flourish far more 

often than Hand P, in all these contexts and more, as does the writer of Dawson and 

Kennedy-Skipton’s Plate Four, dated 1525. In A’s Surrey section, Hand A uses the tilde 

in nearly as many contexts (over m, n, double p, gh, and to indicate the contraction of -

tion to -con); and although, over similar amounts of text, Hand P uses the tilde more 

frequently, there they are curiously, tightly concentrated within poems five and seven 

through thirteen, which together comprise less than a third of the Surrey section, giving 

the impression of a writer who has, for whatever reason, become momentarily disposed 

to a more flourishing script, but who is overall less consistent in the distribution of the 

tilde than is Hand A.56 

                                                        

56 There is a similar point to be made about Hand P’s six infrequent contractions. Both on the whole and 
individually they are fairly tightly grouped within a small number of adjacent or nearly-adjacent poems, 
with very few outliers.  
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Taking all of this into account, Hughey’s claim for the chronological priority of 

Hand A does not stand. There is simply no reason, on orthographic or paleographic 

grounds, to conclude, or even to speculate, that Hand P’s text is later than Hand A’s. Yet 

this conclusion has persisted after Hughey, and whether the responsibility lies with 

Hughey or Padelford, has metastasized over time, as one of the more recent studies of 

Surrey’s variants in P has peremptorily, inexplicably, and without controversy stated 

that P “post-dates [Tottel’s] miscellany by at least a quarter of a century,” pushing P’s 

terminus post quem to 1582, even later than Padelford’s ‘Late XVI cent.’ designation 

would suggest.57 

The ambiguous chronological relationship between Hands A and P has direct 

relevance to P’s textual relationship to Tottel’s Miscellany, as it has been argued as far 

back as Nott that A is a source text for Tottel’s. This argument has proceeded through 

comparisons of Wyatt’s E texts to versions occurring in A and T, but because both Wyatt 

and Surrey’s A poems are written throughout in Hand A, certain inferences may be 

tentatively drawn back to Surrey’s poems in the two Harington miscellanies as well.58 As 

is normally true of things involving the Harington family, Hughey has given the most 

thorough and subtle rendition of this argument, moving through several stages of 

historical and textual comparison that are not possible to reproduce here, but her 

                                                        

57 J.M. Evans, “The Text of Surrey’s ‘The Means to Attain Happy Life’,” Notes and Queries 30 (October 1983): 
410. 
58 There is a single Wyatt poem, A no. 6, written in a different, ‘late secretary’ hand. See Hughey, The Arundel 
Harington Manuscript, 29.  
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general points are as follows. First, as A reproduces corrections made directly into the E 

MS by Wyatt, Grimald and others, “it evident that the E MS. was at hand for the 

preparation of the Wyatt section of [A],” a conclusion naturally, if circumstantially 

supported by the Harington family's possession of E during or after “the time of co-

operative editing of Wyatt’s manuscript.”59 Secondly, although Tottel's "makes many 

additional changes for purposes of meter and neutralization of the sense, far more so 

than in the [A] text," there are also instances of "exceptional agreement between [A] and 

[T]" against E, including both metrical and "striking sense alterations," and on the whole 

"too many peculiarly significant passages common to [A] and [T] for them to be 

regarded as accidental.”60 This additional level of revision in T, coupled with the 

agreements of A and T against E, led Nott to conjecture that A, "altered by [Tottel's] 

editor to reduce as much as possible the lines to the Iambic measurement of five equal 

feet, supplied the text for Tottel’s publication.”61 In response to this hypothesis, however, 

Hughey demonstrates that Tottel's also "sometimes shows definite dependence upon E 

against A."62 Although the "versions in [T], like those of [A], incorporate some of the 

added revisions of E" by later hands, there are "other instances of [T's] reversion to the 

uncorrected E," as well as "agreement with E against independent readings in [A],” both 

                                                        

59 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:46, 52. 
60 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:57, 56, 56, 58. 
61 G.F. Nott, ed., The works of Henry Howard, earl of Surrey and of Sir Thomas Wyatt the elder (London: Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1816), 2:537. 
62 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:58. 
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of which would require more immediate access to the Egerton than through A alone.63 

Finally, there are eight poems usually attributed to Wyatt in A not found in E, five of 

which are included in T, and nearly twenty Wyatt poems in T found neither in A nor E.64 

Drawing from Hughey's work for his study of the Egerton, Harrier used these points to 

conclude that "T is based heavily on A, . . . which emerges as the only extant manuscript 

likely to stand in direct descent between E and T,” but also that "[i]t is evident that the 

editor of T had in hand both A and other manuscript sources" in constructing the Wyatt 

section of the Miscellany.65 This multi-source derivational model for Tottel's Wyatt poems 

had been suggested by Hughey herself in her earlier study:   

It is evident . . . that the Wyatt texts in [A] do in general show a position 
somewhat median between E and [T]. . . . In view of the evidences of co-
operative editing revealed by the pages of the E MS., I think it reasonable to 
suppose that such common revising was continued. A certain amount of 
progressive continuity in editorial principle is evident in E itself, in [A], and in 
[T]. . . . In other words, the Tottel text may have emerged by a kind of 
evolutionary process, representing the work of a school, or group, with the 
revisions of the [A] text contributing.66 
 

She also, however, was careful to allow for another possibility:  
 
I do not maintain that the versions of Wyatt’s poems in [A] were necessarily 
copied into the Manuscript before Tottel’s publication, although they may have 
been. . . . If the [A] MS. itself, altered further, served as the basis for [T], there is 
no doubt that for Wyatt’s poems some readings were re-altered to conform with 
the E text.”67 

                                                        

63 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:57, 53, 53. 
64 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:45. 
65 Harrier, The Canon of Sir Thomas Wyatt's Poetry, 19, 20. 
66 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1: 58. 
67 Ruth Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript of Tudor Poetry (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1960), 1: 58. 
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Whereas Harrier’s simpler model assumes that A's textual position between E and T 

indicates a corresponding chronological position, and moreover indicates A itself as a 

site of textual transmission, Hughey is careful to acknowledge that there is no conclusive 

historical basis for assuming that A is the chronologically median text. While fully 

allowing for the scenario imagined by Harrier, Hughey’s qualified account concedes an 

equally plausible, equally irrefutable scenario in which Tottel's Wyatt section, rather 

than being derived directly, if partially from A, derives wholly or partially from a 

manuscript or group of manuscripts produced by a 'school' of Wyatt editors––which 

may include members of the Harington family––only later collected and reproduced, in 

whole or in part, by the Haringtons for their private family miscellany. Hughey does not 

pursue the point, but her qualification allows for multiple scenarios in which T is not 

derived from A, each of which proceed from an unarticulated, but logically necessary 

premise. If A is not itself a source for T, then to account for A and T's 'exceptional 

agreement' against E, the two must ultimately share derivation from a MS (or group of 

MSS) X, which would itself ultimately derive from E and present the emendations to E 

common to both A and T. 68 If Harrier's reductionist model may be represented as 

                                                        

68 This premise is of course contradicted by Hughey's earlier claim that ‘it is evident that the 'E MS. was at 
hand for the preparation of the Wyatt section of [A]'. Rather than invalidating the current point, however, 
this contradiction demonstrates a weakness of her earlier claim. Similar to Harrier's assumptions about 
Tottel's, Hughey's original conclusion about A's source text is unnecessarily reductive. Even if A is 
unquestionably derived from E, there is no reason to assume that it is immediately derived. It only requires 
this slight adjustment, borrowed from Hughey's own qualification of Tottel's sources, to make her earlier 
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E>A>T, Hughey's qualified model may be represented as E>X>A/T. This model is 

incomplete, however, insofar as it does not account for the Wyatt poems in A and T that 

are not found within E. To account for these, there are two equally possible derivational 

scenarios. In the first, both A and T would also derive from at least one source 

unassociated with X. This scenario is analogous to Harrier's multi-source model of T, 

which may be elaborated as E>A>T + Y>T. Correspondingly, the model that proceeds 

from Hughey's chronology, taking into account A's multiple sources, may be elaborated 

as E>X>A/T + Y>T + Z>A, with the understanding that both Y and Z may represent single 

or multiple Wyatt MSS, and that Z may be among Y. Finally, T's agreement with original 

readings in E requires that Y include either E itself or a MS ultimately derived from E 

that omits at least some of X's emendations, allowing for T's 'reversion' to the 

uncorrected E against A. A second, somewhat neater scenario would have X as a sort of 

master Wyatt MS, derived from E and other sources, incorporating all of the Wyatt 

poems found in both A and T. This scenario would allow for a single source of 

derivation for A, though it would still require T to have access to E or a MS derived from 

E that omitted some of X's emendations. It would also inexplicably require A to omit a 

                                                        

 

conclusion accord with her latter, subtler suggestion. As much as anything, then, this contradiction 
foregrounds the eagerness, or impatience, of Wyatt's most prominent textual scholars to find the simplest 
hypotheses 'evident'.  
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large number of available Wyatt poems, despite the wide-ranging interest in Wyatt's 

poetry demonstrated in that manuscript. For this reason alone, it seems that the more 

complex model is the more plausible, although both are entirely possible, as is, of 

course, the simpler, more chronologically presumptuous model assumed by Harrier.  

For all practical purposes, the precise location of A within Wyatt’s editorial chain 

of transmission is largely an academic issue, which is perhaps why Hughey doesn’t 

pursue it, and Harrier stalls at the point of minimal resistance. From the collations, it is 

clear that A represents, for the most part at least, a mediate textual stage between E and 

T, and it is more or less possible to determine the relative stages at which textual 

emendations were introduced into Wyatt’s poems.69 Moreover, the Egerton itself 

provides a large foundation of unemended texts for editors and scholars to work from, 

making the later readings of A and T more relevant to a study of those collections, or to 

Wyatt’s reception history prior to nineteenth and twentieth-century transcriptions of E, 

than to the study of Wyatt's poetry in general. In the absence of original manuscripts for 

Surrey's poems, however, there is no certain way of determining, for points at which A 

and T disagree, which text represents the earlier reading, and one might only speculate 

as to the priority of individual variants—even if the response from Surrey's editors has 

been to forego speculation, and categorically presume the priority of the MS readings. 

                                                        

 69 This is obviously not possible for situations in which all three texts disagree. In these instances, it is 
possible that both A and T may have made independent changes to X (which may or may not itself have 
made a prior change to E), or, alternately, that one of the two follows an emendation made by X, with the 
other introducing an independent reading.    
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Nevertheless, Surrey's poems in A, as well as in P, do on the whole show signs of being 

textually prior to Tottel's. As Hughey points out, the relationship between Surrey's 

Harington poems and Tottel's is analogous to that of Wyatt's A poems and Tottel's, with 

the MSS, in general, presenting texts with "a rhythm less wooden, and with better 

readings in sense," but also "probably revised, . . . with some regularization in meter, . . . 

with some modernization in language, and with some changes in diction and sense.”70 In 

view of the fact that Wyatt and Surrey's A poems, transcribed in the same early hand, 

display a similar textual relationship relative to Tottel's, there is very strong reason to 

allow that A may have likewise served as a source text for the Surrey section of T. In fact, 

there would need to be some unusual reason to disallow this possibility, although, so far 

as I know, it has never been suggested by any Surrey scholar. However, as with Tottel’s 

Wyatt poems, A cannot be the only source for Tottel's Surrey, as only five of the 

seventeen poems in the Surrey section of A are printed in T.71 Considering P’s 

                                                        

70 Ruth Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1: 43. 
71 T nos. 1, 4, 19, 33, 264 (corresponding to A nos. 74, 77, 85, 76, 78). T no. 9 is also found in A (f. 212v), but 
much later in the MS, and there ascribed to Lord Vaux. T no. 19, although included among Surrey’s poems 
in A, is actually ascribed in the MS to ‘Preston’. T no 243, though included as a Surrey poem by Padelford, is 
found prior to the Surrey section of A, and included in Tottel’s ‘Uncertain Authors’ (see note 17 above). 
     This relatively small number of poems shared between A and T does not, on its own, throw doubt on A 
as source for T. Of the seventeen poems in A’s Surrey section, nine are metrical paraphrases of Ecclesiastes 
and Psalms, and two are Psalm proems, all of which are outside the scope of the Miscellany (as are Wyatt’s 
Penitential Psalms, likewise omitted). T omits only one of the remaining six poems, a number comparable to 
the ratio of Wyatt poems in Hand A, excluding the Penitential Psalms, included in T (for a list of Wyatt’s 
poems in A and T see Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 31-4, 71-3).  It must furthermore be 
acknowledged that there are currently eleven original folios missing from A just prior to its first Surrey 
poem. Thus there is no way to know if, or how many, additional Surrey poems were once included in the 
MS. Hughey notes that A’s original paper "is ruled with thirty-eight lines to the page" (11), leaving room for 
836 lines of verse in these eleven missing folios. Of Tottel’s forty Surrey poems, the remaining thirty-four 
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provenance as a companion volume to A—and having dismissed any reason to 

speculate that the texts of Hand P are necessarily later than those of Hand A—P is a 

natural candidate to have been among these additional sources, as fifteen of Hand P’s 

seventeen Surrey poems are also included in T.72 The textual basis for testing this 

conclusion is unfortunately slender, but what evidence exists supports the argument 

that both A and P may have been source texts for Tottel's Surrey section. 
                                                        

 

(excluding the five from A’s Surrey section and T no. 9) contain 805 lines, making it theoretically possible 
that A once contained all of the poems printed in T, although this would be extraordinarily unlikely, as the 
remaining 31 lines would not be enough to leave even a single blank line between each poem. 
     There is, however, some historical evidence concerning the poems that may have once been included in 
these folios. On the original cover of A, Bishop Percy left a note recording that the MS had been used as a 
copy text for the first edition of the Nugae Antiquae, edited by Henry Harington in 1769, for which “the 
Printer made use of the original leaves, instead of Transcripts properly copied,” with the copy-text leaves 
subsequently destroyed (Hughey 18). In Harington’s Nugae Antiquae, there are forty-two sixteenth-century 
poems, nine of which still occur in A, but all nine, Hughey notes, “show such different versions in the NA 
and the Arundel MS. that it is evident that the printed copies were not set up from the pages of that 
Manuscript,” making it clear that “Harington evidently had at his disposal other sources besides the 
Arundel MS. for his poetic selections” (20-21). Nevertheless, Hughey attempts, “partially and tentatively” 
(25), to assign the remaining thirty-three NA poems to the eighty-three original folios currently missing from 
A, including four poems to the eleven missing folios preceding the current Surrey group, three of which are 
ascribed to Surrey in P (‘As ofte as I beholde’, ‘When youth had led me’, ‘So crewell pryson’), and all four of 
which are found in Tottel’s Surrey section (nos. 24, 3, 15 and ‘O Happie dames’, T no. 17). While allowing for 
the possibility that Harington took these poems from one of his additional sources, it does seem likely that A 
once included these (and perhaps more) Surrey poems, extracted in the process of constructing the Nugae 
Antiquae. However, the fact that there are so few Surrey poems in that volume may in itself suggest that only 
a small number of poems were removed from A for this purpose. If the four NA poems were, in fact, once 
included in A, it is possible that they were transcribed non-consecutively in the folios preceding the current 
Surrey group, and that additional poems found on the pages used by the printer were destroyed along with 
them; but in even the most extreme scenario, with no poem immediately following another, and each 
beginning at the bottom of a verso page, the NA poems––at 21, 32, 54 and 32 lines––could not account for all 
eleven missing folios, and it would be strange if other folios containing poems unintended for publication, 
and unused by the printer, were also destroyed in this process. Of course additional folios may have been 
damaged, or removed for any number of reasons prior to or following the publication of the NA, but beyond 
the four NA poems, it is impossible to speculate any further as to which or whose poems may have been 
included in these missing folios.  
72 T nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 24, 27, 29, 30, 32, 263 (corresponding to P nos. 1, 6, 4, 11, 12, 8, 9, 10, 2, 5, 7, 
13, 18, 15, 14).  
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In the two Harington miscellanies, Hands A and P transcribe only three poems in 

common, all three of which are by Surrey, and two of which are also included in 

Tottel’s.73 In both of these poems, there are instances in which all three texts disagree, as 

well as instances in which A and P agree against T, both of which may be explained, 

with T depending solely on either MS, by T’s tendency to revise its source texts. In both 

poems, however, there are instances in which T agrees with A against independent 

readings in P, and vice versa. Taken individually, many of these agreements may seem 

accidental, the result of revising a single of the MSS by chance to match the other, 

unconsulted text. But the full collation, as well as certain individual variants, suggests 

strongly that T could not be based on either MS alone, but, just as T is known to have 

drawn from multiple sources for individual Wyatt poems, may have drawn variously 

from both MSS to create a composite text with additional revisions of its own. In the 

longer of the two poems, “Such waiward waies hath loue,” T agrees with either A or P 

against the other a total of fourteen times.74 Ten times T agrees with P against A, 

                                                        

73 There are currently twenty-two poems common to A and P: A nos. 3 (P f. 44), 4 (P f. 46v), 20 (P ff. 67v-68), 
74 (P no. 1), 75 (P no. 3), 77 (P no. 4), 80-84 (P ff. 63-5v), 86-90 (P ff. 58v-62v), 104 (P ff. 30-1), 282-286 (P ff. 80-
1v). Of these, all but no. 3 are in Hand A (see Hughey, 29-34). In P, nos. 3, 4, 20, 80-84, and 104 are in the 
hand of Ellina Harington; nos. 86-90 are in the hand of Frances Harington; nos. 282-286 are in an 
unidentified secretary hand. Only nos. 74, 75 and 77 (all by Surrey) are in Hand P.  
     Three of these poems occur in T: no 74, 77 and 104 (T nos. 1, 4, 125). As no. 104 is transcribed by Ellina in 
P, and is thus definitely later than T, it is irrelevant to the present discussion.  
74 P no. 4; A no. 77; T no. 4. Variants are in the order P/A/T. Line numbers correspond to Tottel's versions. 1: 
wailes/wayes/waies; 2: do/doth/do; 5: he/and/he; 13: he/and/he; 14: or/er/ere; 21: dredd/dead/dred; 30: 
hys/in/in; 35: that lovers/the Lover/that louers; 41: my/the/my; 42: lief/self/life; 43: the/a/a; 44: a/an/a; 46: 
glyns/glyntt/glimse; 47: the/those/the. In P, line 1, ‘wailes’ has been crossed out and replaced by ‘wais’ in 
what appears to be a different hand.  
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including reading ‘dred’ against A’s ‘dead’ at line 21, and ‘life’ against A’s ‘self’ at line 

42. Although subtle—or perhaps because of their subtlety, as it is difficult to account for 

T’s independent, accidental revision toward the P readings—these differences in sense, 

as well as the sheer number of agreements with P against A, make it extraordinarily 

unlikely that T could have depended on A alone as its source text, only by chance 

corresponding so closely with P. However, lines 31-2, which are nearly identical in A 

and T, are omitted in P, making it impossible for P to have been Tottel’s only source for 

the poem. The second poem, “The sonne hath twise brought furth,” has been partially 

excised from A, but the lines that remain show a similar textual relationship between the 

MSS and Tottel's, with T agreeing twice with each MS against the other.75 Perhaps the 

most significant of these variants occurs at line 46, as Tottel's "Lo, if I seke, how I doe 

find my sore," agrees in the interjection with P against A's continuative 'So'. Out of 

context, this agreement may seem especially incidental, but in Tottel's forty Surrey 

poems the word 'Lo' occurs only twice, here and in no. 17, "O happy dames," one of only 

two poems to have without question been transcribed in a MS prior to Tottel's 

                                                        

75 P no. 1; Hughey no. 74; T no. 1. In A, the poem’s final six lines, 50-55, are found at the top of f. 49r, 
immediately following the eleven missing folios preceding the current Surrey group. However, lines 1-9 and 
41-9 are preserved in the BL transcript made for Nott ca. 1810 (BL Add. MS 28635). At the time of 
transcription, A evidently contained the lower quarter of f. 48, with the poem’s first nine lines preserved on 
its recto side and lines 41-9 on its verso, but the partial folio was at some point thereafter removed from the 
MS. These lines are printed by Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, Appendix I.IV, p 374. Variants 
are in the order P/A/T. Line numbers correspond to Tottel's versions. 51: my/good/my; 54: me/my/my; 45: 
(‘she’ entered in later hand)/she/she; 46: loo/So/Lo. 
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publication, with 'loo' occurring in that MS as well.76 By contrast, ‘So’ occurs in line-

initial position over twenty times in T’s Surrey poems. A handful of these are adverbial, 

but the vast majority are used as conjunctions with continuative force, and would thus 

be equally susceptible to replacement with the interjection, had Tottel's editor preferred 

the more forceful reading. It would be an exceptional coincidence, then, had T depended 

solely on A's version of the poem, yet in a unique substitution with the interjection only 

accidentally mirrored the reading in P. Yet again, however, Tottel's version includes two 

lines, 19-20, omitted from P, making it impossible for P to have been Tottel's only source 

for the poem. Neither of these poems, of course, provide conclusive proof that either A 

or P were used as source texts for Tottel's Surrey section (although no number of poems 

could actually prove that point), but the textual and historical evidence supports the 

conclusion that both may have been used, and, in any case, cannot be used to refute the 

possibility. Ultimately, then, the conclusion that both were used would not be essentially 

different from Harrier's conclusion that A was 'on hand' for the construction of the 

Wyatt section of Tottel's. As it stands, T's Surrey section agrees with numerous readings 

in A, extant only within that MS, yet also agrees with numerous, independent readings 

in P, a MS for which there is no historical reason to assume that T may not also have had 

access. Whereas the irrefutability (if not the necessity) of Harrier’s conclusion has long 

been accepted by Wyatt scholars, the analogous conclusion that P may have been on 

                                                        

76 BL Add. MS 17492, f. 55v. See note 3 above.  
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hand for Tottel’s has never been suggested by any Surrey scholar, due in large part, most 

likely, to Hughey’s peremptory orthographic and paleographic analyses of Hand P.  

Yet, just as it is possible that the transcription of Wyatt's A poems post-dates 

Tottel’s, it is equally possible that Surrey’s poems in either or both A and P were 

transcribed by the Haringtons only after T was already in print, in which case they could 

not have served as source texts for T. This chronological ambiguity compels the 

possibility of derivational scenarios analogous to those that precede from Hughey's 

qualified chronology of Wyatt's A poems. That is to say, if either A or P (or MSS derived 

from them) were not sources for T's Surrey, then to account for T's alternating 

agreements with one MS against the other, the two overlapping poems in the three 

miscellanies may ultimately share derivation from one or two MSS X (X>A/P/T), from 

which A and P either independently depart, reproduce emendations made in separate, 

mediate sources (perhaps by a similar 'school' of editors as Wyatt's), or both. Within this 

derivational scenario, when two texts disagree with the third––regardless of whether 

any of the three introduces an emendation itself, or merely reproduces one from a 

mediate source––the latter will represent the line of deviation from X. As with A and T's 

discrepant selections from the Wyatt corpus, it seems likely that this X would not 

include the twenty Surrey poems in Tottel's found in neither A nor P, or else it would 

require the two Harington miscellanies to omit a large number of available Surrey 

poems, despite the sustained interest in Surrey's poetry demonstrated in the two 
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manuscripts.77 It would seem probable then, in this scenario, that Tottel's had access to 

additional Surrey sources (X>A/P/T + Y>T), and, taking into account the Surrey poems 

exclusive to each, that Hands A and P may have as well, with the most exhaustive 

derivational model elaborated as X>A/P/T + Y>T + Z>A + Ω>P, with the understanding 

that Y, Z  and Ω may represent single or multiple Surrey MSS, and that Z and Ω may be 

among Y, as well as among or identical to one another.78 In the abstract, this polygenous 

model is complex, but aside from the difficulty it poses for establishing clear 

derivational relationships between the three miscellanies, not especially problematic. 

There is a specific instantiation of the model, however, that is incredibly problematic to 

any discussion of Surrey's variant texts. Given the possibility that either or both A and P 

are chronologically later than Tottel's, it is conceivable that T itself may be among Z and 

Ω. That is to say, while it is impossible that T is the sole source for either A or P, it is 

entirely possible that the Harington MSS may have been influenced by T's readings in 

their transcriptions from independent sources. Although this possibility has never been 

                                                        

77 The twenty poems in Tottel's Surrey section found in neither A nor P: T nos. 2, 5, 10, 14, 16-8, 20-3, 25-6, 28, 
31, 34-6, 262, 265. One of these, no. 17, occurs in both the Harleian and Devonshire MSS (see note 3 above), 
but the remaining nineteen are exclusive to Tottel's. On the possibility that some or all of these poems may 
have once been included in A, however, see note 71 above.  
78 That Z and Ω may be among Y is unproblematic, as there are only three secular lyrics between Hands A 
and P that are not included in Tottel's (P nos. 3, 16; A no. 75), one of which is included in both MSS (P no. 3). 
As it would only require an omission of two Surrey lyrics, it is easily conceivable that T had access to most, 
if not the entirety of P and A's sources, whereas the converse, while possible, seems far less likely. 
     That Z and Ω may be among or identical to one another is also unproblematic, even though there are 
fourteen Surrey poems exclusive both to Hand P and the Surrey section of A (P nos. 2, 5-16, 18; A nos. 76, 78-
90), as it is conceivable that either or both of the Harington MSS were intended to complement the other, 
rather than either being exhaustive of their source(s). It would be far less understandable if A and P had 
both omitted twenty available Surrey poems yet shared a single source with T. 
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so much as gestured at by any Surrey scholar, it takes no special ingenuity to imagine 

that the Haringtons, in making their own emendations to Surrey's poems, may have 

drawn upon readings from the major contemporary source for Surrey's poetry, a source 

that had itself invested heavily in the project of emending Surrey's verse (with or 

without the Harington's help).79 While this possibility seems plausible enough on its 

own, such dependence on print against manuscript sources would not be unparalleled 

in the Harington MSS, as Hughey has suggested that A's version of Wyatt's Penitential 

Psalms was influenced by variant readings from the first printed version of 1549.80 It 

also, incidentally, would not be unparalleled within the wider history of Surrey's textual 

transmission, as it is almost exactly the situation seen in the most recent critical edition 

of Surrey's verse, as Emrys Jones, ostensibly working from Harington family documents, 

actively or passively adopts readings from Padelford's established print texts, 

reproducing variants not found within the manuscripts themselves. The only difference, 

here, between Jones' edition and the Harington MSS is that the latter make no pretense 

of holding their own manuscript sources sacrosanct.  

The possibility that Tottel's itself may have influenced readings in A and P is a 

problem for the study of Surrey’s poetry in that it somewhat dramatically subverts the 

categorical priority of the Harington MSS vis-a-vis Tottel’s assumed by Jones and the 

                                                        

79 This is also obviously true for Wyatt's A poems, though it has been equally ignored by Wyatt scholars. 
This possibility clearly disturbs the assumption that when A and T agree against E, A or a shared X is the 
source for T's Wyatt readings.  
80 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1: 46-50. 
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vast majority of Surrey scholarship after Padelford. The very fact that there are 

agreements of the Harington MSS with Tottel's against one another presents a challenge 

to this assumption, and not one overcome by simply concluding that the disagreeing 

text contains the emended reading. It is already true, given the possibility that A and P 

may have been sources for Tottel's Surrey, that in instances in which T agrees with one 

Harington MS against the other, it is not possible, in principle, to determine the superior 

variant, as T may derive from a Harington MS an emended or anterior reading, with the 

disagreeing variant representing either an earlier or later textual stage of the poem. It is 

equally true, if T is a source for A or P, that the agreement of a single Harington MS with 

Tottel's tells us nothing immediate about the variant. It is possible, if perhaps unlikely, 

that the concurring Harington MS incidentally adopts an anterior reading from T, in 

which case the disagreeing text, or its antecedent line, would be responsible for the 

emendation. As noted above, however, it is entirely possible that the concurring 

Harington MS actively or passively adopts an emended reading from T, and that the 

disagreeing text represents an earlier stage of the poem. Both of these scenarios––in 

which A and P influence T, and vice versa––undermine the editorially-convenient, yet 

imaginatively-challenged narrative of the Harington MSS furnishing 'the larger part of 

Surrey's poems, in fairly correct versions, that are much more reliable than Tottel's 

Miscellany'. Only the second scenario introduces the possibility that T, rather than 

merely replicating variants from the Harington MSS, may actually produce variant 
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readings in either text, and exposes the MSS' insulation and 'reliability' against Tottel's as 

more of an editorial shortcut than a disinterested conclusion from available evidence.   

Furthermore, agreements of the Harington MSS against T cannot in themselves 

be taken as indications of the superiority of the Harington texts. In addition to the easily 

imagined scenario in which a disagreeing T is itself responsible for an emendation, there 

are, because of extreme uncertainties of derivation, a surplus of scenarios in which 

agreeing Harington variants may actually represent the later textual stage of a poem. It 

may not, for example, be the case that the three miscellanies share immediate derivation 

from a MS X, but that A and P share an intermediate source (e.g. an earlier Harington 

family document) that itself introduces an emendation reproduced by A and P, with T's 

divergent reading preserving an earlier stage of the poem. Similarly, the three may share 

immediate derivation from X, but as Z and Ω may be among or identical to one another, 

it is possible that the Harington MSS share a variant text from which they both, because 

of their similar provenance, adopt readings unavailable to T; or conversely, it is possible 

that Y includes texts with readings not found in X from which T draws; and in both 

cases it is possible that the variant sources represent earlier or later textual stages than X. 

As Z and Ω may be among Y, it is possible that all three miscellanies may have had 

access to the same variant texts, with outcomes analogous to those above. And, of 

course, just as emendations in T may have influenced readings in either Harington MS, 

an emendation introduced by one Harington MS may have influenced a reading in the 
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second, with their resulting agreement against T camouflaging a Harington family 

intervention.  

In no case, then, in the abstract, is it possible to draw firm, unobjectionable 

conclusions about the priority of Surrey's textual variants, despite the agreement of any 

two miscellanies against the third. Very obviously, this is also true of those poems 

(which comprise the near-entirety of the Surrey canon) in which there are only two 

surviving mid-sixteenth century versions, including those found only in Tottel's and a 

single Harington MS, as is the case with thirty-seven of Tottel's forty Surrey lyrics. The 

extraordinary number of possible derivational scenarios, and plausible interactions 

between just the two poems shared by Tottel's, A and P, raises serious objections to the 

immediate assumption of the priority of the Harington texts for those situations in 

which there is only a single Harington MS to compare against T. 

None of this, however, is to argue that Tottel's, on the whole, is not likely the 

most heavily-emended collection of Surrey's verse. There is no doubt, as shown by 

scholars who have compared Tottel’s texts against original authors’ holographs, that T's 

variants, in the aggregate, display a far more systematic, intrusive editorial process than 

do any of the non-holograph manuscripts in which those poems are also found; nor is 

there reason to dispute the claim, produced by way of analogy with these texts, that 

integrally, arithmetically-speaking, T most likely presents the textually-latest iteration of 

its selected Surrey poems. As this claim relates to Tottel’s Surrey variants in their 
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entirety, it is a neutral, if unprovable conclusion; as disseminated among individual 

poems and variants, however, it is the cornerstone problem of a century's scholarship, 

which in dismissing T's readings wholesale has overcorrected for Nott's, and to a lesser 

degree Padelford's, idiosyncratic editions. Yet there is no way, outside of local contexts, 

and often little way within context to determine the standing of T's readings against 

competing manuscript sources', to include not only the Harington MSS, but the Egerton, 

Blage and Devonshire MSS as well. Moreover, it is all too easy to take a circular 

approach to Tottel's Surrey. Assuming that Tottel's engages with Surrey's poems in ways 

similar to those for which we have holograph versions to compare, it is tempting to 

deploy well-noted, broadly-categorizable, and sometimes contradictory features of 

Tottel's known emendations in order to interpret and categorize individual Surrey 

readings as Tottel's inventions. Contortions are nearly inevitable.  

To return to the dedicatory sonnet, there are a total of five linguistic variants 

between the three mid-sixteenth-century versions of the poem:   

     E                  P                 T  
Line 2  Rang   range   rong 
Line 3  if   yf   Dan 
Line 4  sang   sange   song 
Line 12  fewry   Iurye   Iewry 
Line 14  Myght   mowght  Ought 
 

In four of the five cases, E and P agree in all but orthography (or, in the case of 'mowght', 

are lexically equivalent) against Tottel's, and in all four cases it is possible to read Tottel's 

variant as consistent with the anthology's general editorial program. That program, as 
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described by Tottel's major twentieth-century scholar, Hyder Edward Rollins, was 

shaped by a variety of cultural incentives and pressures, as the collection—only the 

second published anthology of secular lyrics in English—was designed to sell to a broad, 

nascent commercial audience. "Confronted with a series of poems in manuscript, 

[Tottel's editor] found them too archaic in rhythm and pronunciation to please his ear, 

and in order to make them acceptable to himself and to prospective readers he revised 

lines without mercy."81 First and foremost, "the goal at which the editor aimed was 

regularity," and his most conspicuous work was metrical, as words were rearranged, 

added or subtracted, or verses simply rewritten to produce iambic lines. This prosodic 

focus extended to larger units as well, as he “disliked refrains and needlessly omitted 

them,” and transformed several rondeaux by Wyatt “into fourteen-line poems that he 

perhaps thought to be,” or perhaps wanted to be, sonnets.82 In an essay on Tottel’s 

revisions to Wyatt’s poems, Joost Daalder broadens Rollins’ account, focusing on the 

many examples of non-prosodically-motivated emendations in T, in which lines are 

rewritten that were already metrical in Wyatt, arguing that the revisions reveal a much 

more extensive process of regularization—of which “metrically prompted changes are 

only [a] part”—and a linked desire on the part of Tottel’s editor to not only tame the 

forms but “to change the meaning” of the poems as well.83 “Any surprise due to 

                                                        

81 Hyder Edward Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany (1557-1587), (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1929), 2: 94. 
82 Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany, 2: 94-95. 
83 Joost Daalder, "Wyatt and Tottel: A Textual Comparison," Southern Review 5 (1972): 4, 6 
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incongruity, paradox or irony, is in danger of being sacrificed in Tottel. He goes to 

surprising lengths to introduce the obvious," and to “change the text in the direction of 

pre-conditioned response," often rewriting the lyrics "to be more sentimental, more 

‘personal’ or predictable.” These changes "often involve" a "deliberate narrowing down" 

of themes, imagery, language, "from general to specific, abstract to concrete," with the 

overall effect, paradoxically, that "the poems become more artificial and less forceful" 

(just as the “metrical revisions regularly involve a marked loss of subtlety and 

vigour”)—a characteristic Hughey recognized, when she wrote of Tottel's 

“neutralization of the sense."84 This reduction of thematic force, and homogenization of 

language, was at times not merely the result of Tottel's revisions, but presumably its 

direct intent, as “invective and colloquial expressions had to go” from the poems as 

well;85 and it was certainly Tottel's intent in many cases, as Rollins notes that "the 

miscellany throughout reveals an editor who worked nervously with his eye on political 

conditions and possible censorship," removing "objectionable words and phrases," such 

as the mention of Wyatt's son from no. 205, or Wyatt himself from the anthology's title 

page, since "Tottel would hardly have jeopardized the success of his volume by 

advertising the connection of the traitor's father with it."86 Conversely, Tottel's hedges its 

                                                        

84 Daalder, "Wyatt and Tottel," 8, 9, 6, 6, 6, 3; Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1: 57. 
85 Daalder, "Wyatt and Tottel," 8. 
86 Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany, 2: 65, 97, 65. 
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bets with no. 199, which "was carefully pruned of its references (complimentary though 

they were) to Queen Mary."87 It had been a bad decade for political gambles. 

And so, in comparison to the E and P text, T's grammatical variants in lines two 

and four—which may be read as participles, or as a participle and object of the 

preposition, with the slightly diminished sense of Homer having 'related the exploits of 

heathen legend’—whatever their potential syntactic and thematic violence, may intend 

to avoid the same vowel ending in four consecutive lines, making the stanza’s rhyme 

scheme accord with the otherwise uniform pattern of three bi-rhymed quatrains, 

followed by a closing couplet, in Surrey's sonnets both in Tottel's and in manuscript.88 

This reading, of Tottel's playing loose with the poem's syntactic structure in the service 

of metrical regularity, squares nicely with the established views on Tottel's editorial 

practices. Then again, T's grammatical variants need not necessarily indicate an 

emendation or violence, as the casual substitution of past finite and participial forms 

was relatively widespread in the sixteenth century; and more significantly, the same line 
                                                        

87 Rollins, Tottel's Miscellany, 2: 97. 
88 Of Surry’s fifteen sonnets in Tottel's, fourteen (to include the dedicatory sonnet) are written in quatrains of 
alternating rhyme (nos. 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 29, 30, 32, 263; 9, 10, 36; 2). The first group of ten are those that have 
traditionally, although somewhat loosely, been called English sonnets; the second group (nos. 9, 10, 36) have 
only three rhymes, with the rhyme scheme ababababababcc. No. 2 has only two rhymes: ababababababaa. 
No. 13 alone does not have alternating rhymes in its quatrains, as an enclosed-rhyme English sonnet: 
abbacddceffegg.  
     Eleven of these fifteen poems also occur in Harington MSS (excluding nos. 8, 10, 36, 2), eight of which 
have rhyme schemes, and line-ending vowel sounds (if not always a rhyme word), identical to their Tottel's 
versions. Of the remaining three, two are missing lines given by Tottel’s in their single manuscript text (no. 9, 
in A, excluding T lines 10 and 12; and no. 13, in P, excluding T line 10) with obvious repercussions on their 
rhyme schemes. The third poem is the dedicatory sonnet. So of the nine complete sonnets found both in 
Tottel's and in manuscript, only the dedicatory sonnet has rhyme sounds that differ between its Tottel’s and 
manuscript versions.  
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of argument that would support Tottel's variants as emendations might also raise 

serious questions about the trustworthiness of the E and P readings, since it is certainly 

as easy to imagine that E and P represent a singular corruption as it is that Tottel’s 

corrected a singular inconsistency in Surrey’s sonnets. So Tottel's 'Dan', in line three, 

restricts and simplifies the grammar, so that the first stanza is a single declarative 

sentence, rather than the protasis of a conditional that stretches into the second stanza, if 

not into the third. Co-ordinating sense and prosodic units, cleverly if somewhat brutally, 

it may be read as a version of Tottel’s favorite trick: like its regularly-marching iambics, 

subtleties of syntax bartered for ease of reading, formal congeniality, metrical and 

rhetorical predictability. Then again, stanza two is even more disjunctive than the first 

stanza of the E and P text, the post-nominal genitive––marker of internal, inalienable 

possession––literally, prosodically alienated from the direct objects it possesses. 

Comparing the variants outside of their structural contexts, as might be done to argue 

the priority of the E and P readings, were it the other way around, Tottel's 'Dan' surely 

evokes the more archaic literary environment; and if the word isn’t colloquial exactly, in 

that it doesn't belong to any particular geographic idiom, it is at least a parlance term as 

potentially oblique to a broadly-commercial reading class as any colloquial expression. 

So Tottel's 'ought', in line fourteen, may neutralize the politically-charged volta––a not 

even thinly-veiled indictment of the former husband of Surrey's first cousin, Anne 

Boleyn. In its now obsolete, but then current use as a past tense transitive verb with the 
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sense of 'render', with 'awake' as past participle, ‘ought’ may deflect a more 

contemporary reading (and the potential political stance taken by printing the 

admonishment of a Tudor by a poet executed for treason, in a poem praising a poet 

whose son was recently executed for treason), restricting the couplet’s action to 

completed events, its focus mainly to David himself as the foremost of ‘princes’ (even 

princes), its message the anodyne perpetuity of disgrace and grace, shame and reform. 

Or else 'ought', as a common, deontic auxiliary, with 'awake' as bare infinitive, may 

make the volta’s suggestion even more obvious and concrete (being one sure to risk little 

displeasure from the illegitimated daughter of Catherine of Aragon), its modality that of 

moral obligation rather than ironic possibility, as in E and P, and if its point is made less 

subtly than in the manuscripts, this may be seen as a typical effect of Tottel’s meddling. 

In all three cases, competing interpretations, moving from the same broad 

understanding of Tottel's editorial program; and in the third case antithetical readings of 

T's editorial intent, both of which may still be used to support E and P as the superior 

text, were one predisposed to this conclusion. Although with heuristic terms as broad as 

'neutralization', 'specific', 'artificial' and 'concrete', it is difficult to imagine what sort of 

linguistic difference could not be invoked to support the manuscripts as the more 

trustworthy vestige of Surrey's original text.89 

                                                        

89 There is a sixth disagreement between two of the texts, but it is difficult to say which of the two represents 
the majority reading, and their relative standing is less interpretable, as their difference is neither properly 
semantic nor grammatical. At line thirteen, T reads 'imprinted' against E's 'yprinted'. The two prefixes, of 
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As for ‘fewry’, it hardly needs saying that 'disordered passion' is a more 

explicable agent for the dearly-purchased death of Uriah, and more appropriate center-

point for the concentrically-radiating sins with which the Penitential Psalms are 

associated, than is Judaism at large. Yet there is a case to be made that Jewry, as 

demonym for the Jewish people, and metonym for Judea, may be a synecdochal title for 

David himself, parallel ‘Macedon’, for Alexander, in line one. It would be a very unusual 

title for David, but no less poetically defensible as Surrey's invention. As Tottel's 

invention, it may move away from emotional or metaphysical abstraction, toward a 

more concrete, personal agent. Or E or its predecessor may have misread a carelessly-

written text. Faced with the two readings, it seems to me that 'fury' is the more 

satisfactory, more subtle of the two, although this perhaps speaks to institutionalized 

misgivings, a sense that at the very best the title cannot be naively detached from its 

normal usage, and of course there are strong personal incentives for me to take this 
                                                        

 

course, do not have the same function, but both are entirely redundant to the participle, the prefix itself 
probably rhythmically-prompted. Neither is philologically more likely to be the superior reading, and the 
emendation (whichever the emendation may be), is more likely explained not as a conscious revision to the 
text, but as an aural slip in transcription. More interestingly, however, the P text, which originally read 
'imprinted', has had the i and the first leg of its m scribbled out, with the remainder of the letter redrawn as a 
y. Padelford notes that this was done by the original hand ("The Manuscript Poems,” 300), but it is difficult 
to be so certain with such a minor alteration. Even if Padelford is correct, however, this still tells us nothing 
definite about the relationship between the three texts. While it is possible that the transcriber of P made his 
own aural slip, and corrected to match E, it is also possible that E reads from P's correction, or that they both 
read from a shared source. Moreover, if the emendation in P was made by a later hand (or even by the 
original hand, but after the original transcription), it is possible that T could be based on the original P 
reading, or vice versa, or that T and P both read from an earlier text, with P later emended to match the E 
reading. All that can be said with any certainty is that P's initial reading was altered, at some point, and for 
some reason, to concur with the reading found also in E. 
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position. That it seems subtler is irrelevant, unless one assumes that the original text 

should be subtler, that emendation is recognizably deliquescent, which is closer to self-

flattery than analysis, and as Frank Kermode has said of specific interpretations of 

distant, religiously-encumbered texts, is "only [a] way of authenticating, or claiming as 

universal, a habit of thought that is cultural and arbitrary.”90 Subtlety, poetic or 

theological, is not precisely a textual condition.  

This speaks, of course, to the problem of the Surrey canon as historically 

constructed. Neither abstractly nor in context can we say with any confidence which of 

these three texts represents the earliest version of the poem, or the latest. And though we 

know that Tottel's cannot be the only source for Surrey's poems in the Harington MSS, 

there is no historical or textual reason to conclude that Tottel's could not be the source 

for this particular poem. Any qualitative argument for the superiority of one text, or one 

variant, over another merely reveals an interpretive bias (even if that bias is controlled 

only by an established narrative) toward what the original text should be.  

It is not enough, however, to say that it is impossible to know what Surrey wrote 

and be done with it, since it is precisely this sort of agnosticism that has emboldened 

probabilistic textual claims among Surrey scholars after Padelford. Whereas Nott's 

eclectic readings––and, to a lesser extent, Padelford's actual editorial practice––implicitly 

considered the known sixteenth-century variants, Tottel's included, as equally viable 

                                                        

90 Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1979), 35. 
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witnesses, to be interpolated among one another at will, subsequent scholarship has 

somehow taken an even less critical approach. The impossibility of knowing what 

Surrey wrote, as invoked by the following generation of textual scholars, has functioned 

less as a motive for detached analysis of the multitude of possible relationships between 

the extant texts than as an excuse to avoid dealing with these possibilities in favor of a 

singularly convenient arrangement among an unconsidered many––an aggregate 

likelihood raised, or collapsed, to distributive principle, reiterated a decade after Jones 

by Daalder, in what remains more or less the final word on the matter: “A difficulty is 

that not all of the manuscript versions of Surrey’s poems are earlier than Tottel. . . . Even 

so, a number of versions are earlier, and others are by common scholarly assent 'earlier' 

in that they are much closer to what Surrey must have written.”91 In its own way, this 

later generation of scholarship, professedly-grounded in historical and textual minutiae, 

has been more cavalier than the first, which, despite its baldly qualitative assessments of 

Surrey's variants, offered restricted, interpretive (and thus debatable) criteria of 

selection, whereas the absolute rejection of Tottel’s readings for those of A and P, as well 

as E, has been canonized against a background of illegitimate scholarly authority. 'Much 

closer', 'fairly correct', 'tolerably trustworthy': the probable has emerged through a 

failure to consider the full extent of what is possible. Taking into account how little is 

actually known about the transmission history of Surrey’s poetry, the number of 

                                                        

91 Joost Daalder, "Wyatt and Tottel," 8 
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possible derivational relationships between the major sixteenth-century sources and an 

original Surrey text is much larger—their possible arrangement at once more complex 

and more straight-forward—than any scholar has allowed.  

Figure 7 illustrates the full range of monogenous derivational scenarios for the 

three sixteenth-century versions of Surrey’s dedicatory sonnet. Allowing for as few as 

one, or as many as three independent lines of derivation from Surrey's original text (S), 

there are a total of nineteen genealogical permutations possible between the three 

versions. However, since we do not know whether Surrey’s text read 'Jewry' or 'fewry' 

(but assuming it to be one of the two), this number must be doubled, as certain 

permutations will obtain only if one of the two readings is initially presumed. Thus each 

scenario is bifurcated into ‘a’ and ‘b’ versions based on the assumption of an original 

‘fewry’ (Sf) or ‘Jewry’ (SJ), respectively.  

To begin reducing the hypothetical to the physically possible, there are several 

syntagmatic conditions that must be met in order for a permutation to obtain. First, as E 

and P are identical in all but the variant, it follows, in a monogenous model, that one  

must derive from the other, or that both must derive from a source identical to one of 

the two; thus the two may not be impeded from one another or a shared source by T. 

Obviously, this condition will apply irrespective of Surrey's original reading, and will 

thus preclude both ‘a’ and ‘b’ scenarios in permutations in which it is not met (nos. 2, 3, 

8, 10). Similarly, either P or T must derive 'Jewry' from the other, or both must ultimately  
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Figure 7: Monogenous derivational possibilities for extant sixteenth-century witnesses 
of ‘The great Macedon that out of Perse chased’ 
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derive it from the same source, as it would be implausible for both to independently 

invent the reading (4a, 5a, 11a, 12a, 13a, 15a, 19a), or for one to accidentally reintroduce 

the original (1b, 2b, 4b, 5b, 11b, 13b, 16b). Likewise, if E is separated from Surrey’s text  

by P or T, it would be implausible for E to accidentally reintroduce Surrey's original 

reading (3a, 4a, 5a, 6a, 10a, 14a, 17a, 18a).  

For the diagrams to be considered exhaustive, however, there are several 

paradigmatic conditions that must also be assumed. First, when texts are derivationally 

independent, there is no chronology implied by either their vertical or horizontal 

relationship to one another. So in nos. 9 and 19, any chronological order of the texts is 

possible; and in no. 8, E may be transcribed at any point prior to T or after P. Secondly, 

between any two points on a line, any number of hypothetical texts may be posited. For 

their comprehensive arrangement, the diagrams are still abstract in that they reduce 

derivation to opaque lines of derivation, with the extant texts as cardinal points, 

although at any preceding point on a line significant emendation may occur, making the 

specific transmission history of the poem, and the actual number of derivations 

incalculable. Thirdly, and following closely from the previous point, where lines 

converge upon a shared source, that source is not necessarily identical to the one shown, 

but may be derived from it, with any number of intermediate texts possible between the 

two, and emendation occurring at any point in between. For example, in no. 7, which 

obviously obtains, the shared source for E and P is not necessarily identical to S, but 
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must only, with the exception of the variant, be identical to E and P, with any number of 

texts and emendations possible between the actual and original source. More 

significantly (within the context of the diagrams, at least), in 16a, which does not 

obviously obtain, the source shared by P and T is not necessarily identical to E, but may 

have itself introduced, or reproduced from a preceding, intermediate source, the Jewry 

variant, logically allowing what, at first glance, would be an implausible scenario to 

obtain. Similarly, in 18b, the text shared by E and P is not necessarily identical to T, but 

may be an Ur-P, thus the scenario need not be precluded by the implausibility of E and 

P independently inventing their nearly identical texts.  

In all, then, there are thirteen scenarios (1a, 6b, 7a, 7b, 9a, 9b, 12b, 14b, 15b, 16a, 

17b, 18b, 19b), or a full third of the hypothetically-possible genealogical scenarios, that 

will obtain within a monogenous model, which demands the very strictest imagination 

of textual transmission. As has been argued at length, however, this is a somewhat 

crude, unnecessary way to think about textual derivation, especially within the context 

of a family preoccupied with the collection and editing of a large array of potentially 

overlapping textual sources. If we allow, then, for a polygenous model, the derivational 

possibilities are expanded considerably, to encompass nearly the full range of 

permutations illustrated in Figure 7. For example, if we allow that P may have had 

access to both E and T––which, again, would be a scenario analogous to Jones' active or 

passive adoption of the variant from the major print source, making P both precursor to 
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and possible influence on Jones' reading––or to one of the two and an original Surrey 

text (or, as always, a text mediate to the two), then twelve more scenarios will obtain: 

(T+E)>P: 2a, 5b, 8a, 8b, 13a, 13b; (S+T)>P: 11a, 12a, 19a; (S+E)>P: 1b, 5b, 10b. Likewise, if E 

or T has access to the other or P and also S (or a mediate text), eight more scenarios will 

obtain: (S+P)>T: 11a, 19a; (S+E)>T: 4b, 11b; (S+P)>E: 6a, 8a, 17a; (S+T)>E: 18a.92 If we allow 

both conditions at once, to account for the fully conceivable, historically plausible 

scenario in which either T or E has access to the other and S, and later, P has access to 

both E and T, we can add 2b (SJ> E/T + E>T + (E+T)>P) and 5a (Sf> T/E + T>E + (T+E)>P). 

Finally, moving from the paradigmatic condition outlined in 16a and 18b in the 

monogenous model, if we allow that a source non-identical to but derived from the 

cardinal source upon which multiple texts converge may itself have polygenous 

derivation, we add 16b (SJ>E/X + E>X>P/T); or if we simply account for its non-identity 

with the cardinal source and allow for later polygeny, we can add 14a (Sf>XJ>P/T + P>E + 

Sf>E) and 10a (Sf>XJ>P/T + T>E + E>P + Sf>E).  

These examples will probably suffice. We now have thirty-eight physically 

possible arrangements between the three texts and S, and still there are non-obtaining 

scenarios for which polygenous derivation has not been considered. That there are a 

                                                        

92 Very obviously, if E or T has access only to the other and P, this would be equivalent to either having 
access only to P, since neither would derive anything from the other. This basic principle explains why 4b, 
for example, will obtain after (S+E)>T but not (P+E)>T, since in the latter scenario T would derive nothing 
from E, whereas in the former, S may be a very different text than P, with T blending (potentially several) 
readings from S and E.  
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greater number of possible derivational paths than scenarios fully examined is due to 

the fact that, with only the basic allowances made above, several of the scenarios may be 

'solved' in multiple ways, since in a polygenous model Figure 7 is not merely a list of 

distinct, self-contained genealogical permutations, but is also a collection of fragments—

pieces of larger derivational scenarios, each 'solution' a sort of plot device or narrative 

elaboration, supplying context, backstory, tying together loose threads to overcome an 

ostensible narrative impasse: deadlocked stories made plausible, irrefutable, indelible. 

To be certain, within a polygenous model, there are cases in which scenarios with the 

same solution become redundant of one another (e.g. 8 and 13, given (E+T)>P)—or 

perhaps one might say they contain the same narrative content, differently framed. Yet 

there are many cases in which scenarios, utilizing the same narrative intervention, tell 

very different stories (e.g. 2a and 8a, given (E+T)>P, which posit crucially different 

textual and chronological relationships between the three texts); and with complex 

enough explanations (combination of plot devices, manipulation of paradigmatic 

conditions), all scenarios, monogenously-obtaining scenarios included, will obtain in 

multiple ways––arriving, at some point, at diminishing returns (if that point has not 

already been reached). But the objective here is not the proliferation of possible 

derivational arrangements, even if, without taxing the imagination much, or the known 

facts at all, the possibilities begin to expand unmanageably. The point is merely to 

concretely demonstrate, over numerous plausible examples, that not only may any of 
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the three texts be the earliest or latest version of the poem, but any could be a source for 

either or both of the others, and any may contain both anterior and posterior readings at 

once. All that can be clearly said about the texts' relationship to one another is that the 

selection of one derivational narrative among the myriad, or the election of one version 

as chronologically or textually superior, can only be arbitrary. Moreover, and most 

significantly, even if one scenario, through some technology, could somehow be proven 

to be the true telling of events, it would still give us no purchase on Surrey's 'original' 

poem. Very obviously, the 'superior' text––whether cardinal, or a source shared by 

cardinal versions––may be responsible for any number of editorial improvements, or 

may follow upon a series of incremental or saltational improvements along the line back 

to S, to include even 'fewry' or 'Jewry' itself, and neither the similarities nor the 

dissimilarities between the extant versions, given their complex and ambiguous 

historical relationships to one another, can be used to infer anything about the textual 

relationship of the superior witness and S. Thus Surrey is refracted, darkly. And the 

elucidation of derivational pathways does not bring us any closer to what Surrey wrote, 

but puts into perspective how far away we have always been.   

We arrive back at the question: what to do with ‘fewry’, now recovered? It 

cannot be inserted into the poem, since by now it is clear that there is no ‘poem’, but 

only three discrete, if entangled poems, reaching backward to nothing. Nor can the 

problem be solved in a variorum edition, which despite its pretext of transparent and 
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noncommittal aggregation, is inherently non-neutral, necessarily privileging a single 

text, while rending and displacing all others: acknowledging their corporeal existence 

while simultaneously denying them one: making them unnecessary, and impossible, to 

actually read. An idealist conceit, the variorum is founded on the presumption of the 

noumenal work, the authorial Work, looming behind or dwelling within the imperfect 

witnesses, and if it does not presume to grasp the Work exactly (though it is already 

complicit in the selection of the base text), still it suggests that it might be grasped, 

intuited or approached by readers' own editing projects. But there is nothing more here 

to grasp, and no acquittal for the choice of a base text at the expense of the mutilated 

two. There are merely three sonnets, which refuse to conjoin, and refuse to signal, and 

the only intellectually honest way to present them is to present them in full, 

synoptically, as autonomous poetic expressions, with autonomous poetic agendas. 

Yet the labor it has taken to make this point demands a more general statement 

about the Surrey canon, since by now it is also clear that we do not possess, or cannot 

claim to possess, linearly-developing versions of Surrey's verse, but only a 

chronologically and textually obscure collection of collections, among which all 

differences are potentially significant. In the first place, the argument against choosing 

readings between the three dedicatory sonnets holds for any number of Surrey poems, 

since it is equally possible that any of the poems in the Harington MSS found also in T 

could be influenced by T, or vice versa, and neither their agreements nor their 
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disagreements can be used to triangulate an S. But further, the general assumption that 

the Harington MSS, even in the aggregate, are a more reliable gauge of Surrey's 'original' 

poetry than is Tottel's––a point I have thus far passed over, for the sake of moving 

forward––is extremely problematic. This assumption, which for over a century has been 

used to support the conventional narrative of Surrey's metrical regularity after Wyatt, 

precedes almost entirely, and from necessity, by analogy with Wyatt's poetry in the 

Harington MSS, T and E, first formalized by Padelford. That is, if Wyatt's Harington 

texts, "by no means unaltered," are still "tolerably faithful to the original" poems in E, 

without "taking the daring liberties one finds in T," then it may be reasonable to assume 

that Surrey’s texts in the same MSS, produced by the same family of textual editors, bear 

a similar textual relationship to Surrey’s original poems; and if the Haringtons' Surrey is 

metrically smoother than their Wyatt, then it stands to reason that Surrey's original 

poems would be smoother as well.93 The danger of this assumption, however, is that it 

conflates original poems with copy texts. The conflation is especially problematic in this 

case, as it is possible that Surrey's poems were in the possession of the Haringtons for 

many years prior to Wyatt's.  

As noted above, it is not known how or when the Haringtons acquired E, but 

there is general agreement among Wyatt scholars that this likely occurred around 1554. 

                                                        

93 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 282-3. 
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Likewise, it is not known how the Haringtons first came into the possession of so many 

of Surrey’s poems, but Hughey offers an answer to the question: 

Sometime before 1546 Harington entered the service of Admiral Sir Thomas 
Seymour, who, with his brother Edward, later Duke of Somerset and Lord 
Protector, was active in bringing about the trial and execution of the Earl of 
Surrey in January, 1546/7. Since Surrey’s personal property was divided among 
the Seymours, it is possible that John Harington secured some of Surrey’s 
manuscripts by this means. . . . Or, again, it may be that Surrey's papers were left 
with his father, Thomas, Duke of Norfolk, who remained in the Tower to be a 
fellow prisoner of John Harington in 1549.94  

 
These are best guesses, of course, just as the consensus timeframe and circumstances in 

which Harington acquired E are best guesses from the known facts. But Hughey’s 

suggestion does raise the real, and unavoidable possibility that Surrey's poems were in 

the possession of the Haringtons, and perhaps in circulation among an active school of 

editors, for nearly a decade prior to Wyatt's. There is no reason to assume that the co-

operative editing project Hughey describes for Wyatt's poetry was limited to, or even 

began with Wyatt's manuscript poems. It is entirely conceivable that E was only later 

enlisted in a project that began much earlier with Surrey's manuscripts, which may have 

been subjected to rounds, and years, of improvements by the time E came into its 

editors' hands. Again, this must remain conjectural, but at the very least, it forces us to 

                                                        

94 Hughey, The Arundel Harington Manuscript, 1:63-4. It should be noted that Hughey, in this same passage, 
allows that "it is even possible that Surrey's boon companion the younger Sir Thomas Wyatt had turned his 
father's poetry manuscript over to Surrey, and that both [E and Surrey's MSS] could have come into the 
possession of John Harington in 1547." This also, of course, is possible. The point here is not to insist that 
Surrey's MSS were edited for a significant period prior to Wyatt's, but only to insist that this may very well 
have been the case.  
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recognize that we have no clear idea how many stages of editing Surrey's poems may 

have passed through, or for how many years they may have been worked on, before 

they arrived at the collected form we have them in the Harington MSS. The analogy that 

would deduce Surrey’s higher degree of metrical regularity in comparison to Wyatt 

must begin from the assumption that the Harington texts move from similar starting 

points relative to the poets' original poems. Yet, all historical guesses being equal, there 

is no reason to assume, and strong reason to resist that this is even probably the case, 

and at the very least it must be it allowed that the MSS possibly represent a more 

advanced stage of editing for Surrey than they do for Wyatt, whether that editing was 

done solely by the Haringtons, or by a larger group of editors of which the Haringtons 

were a part, and this regardless of whether the current Harington texts contributed to T 

or whether the two ultimately derive from shared sources. To be clear, this is not to say 

that the Harington MSS are not ‘closer’ to Surrey's original poetry than is Tottel’s, but 

only that, even if this is the case, they are not necessarily a more reliable gauge of that 

poetry than is Tottel’s, as they may still be closer to T than they are to the original poems 

themselves, from which they may be any number of stages removed. Certainly the 

Harington texts may indicate a lesser degree of metrical regularity in Surrey’s original 

poems than in T, just as they do for Wyatt, but they do not take the measure of his verse, 

and by no means can they be taken to indicate a higher degree of regularity in Surrey’s 

original poetry than in Wyatt’s.  
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Yet it is not surprising that they have been taken this way. The historical picture 

that Hughey presents would not have been unavailable to any prior scholar very much 

concerned with the origins and veracity of Surrey's Harington texts. But a purely 

synchronic comparison between Wyatt and Surrey's Harington poems, at its base, 

proceeds undauntedly from the conventional narrative of Surrey’s role in the invention 

of modern-English versification. Padelford's conclusion from the analogy, differentiated 

from later formulations only by its amazing baldness, lays his trust in the narrative bare, 

as not only does he conclude that Surrey's texts are 'fairly correct', but that the Harington 

versions are even more reliable for Surrey than they are for Wyatt, since "it is reasonable 

to suppose that A"— the "most trustworthy of the Wyatt mss," even if “in almost every 

poem verses are rearranged”—"departs even less from the original version of Surrey’s 

poems, for there was less temptation to emendation, as the metre was more regular and 

the meaning less often in doubt,” which is tantamount to saying that we already know 

Surrey's poems were more metrically regular than Wyatt's, and since the Harington texts 

give us a Surrey who is more metrically regular than Wyatt, these versions must be very 

similar to Surrey’s originals.95 This is the irreducible, embarrassing circularity at the 

center of Surrey's prosodic and textual scholarship. Unless it is the casual dodge, as it 

must also be allowed that Padelford's conclusion may implicitly assume that the 

Harington MSS and T move entirely independently from Surrey's original poems, or 

                                                        

95 Padelford, “The Manuscript Poems,” 284. 
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independently from a source or sources very close to them, which fact, if true, would 

certainly prove a greater regularity in Surrey's original poetry than in Wyatt's. But since 

this assumption is not only completely unwarranted in its own right, but would also 

require Padelford to silently reject Nott's conclusion that Wyatt’s A poems ‘supplied the 

text for Tottel’s publication', or at the very least to silently conclude that A may have 

been a source for T's Wyatt but not for T's Surrey, the choice to position the miscellanies 

in this way––the sole way in which they may be used to verify Surrey's greater degree of 

metrical regularity––would itself demonstrate a bias effected by the conventional 

narrative. This may also, incidentally, help to explain why no later Surrey scholar has 

allowed that the Harington MSS may have been a source for Tottel's Surrey, and vice 

versa. In any case, whether a circularity or a dodge, that this analogy has persisted 

unchallenged as a means of judging Surrey's prosody is a discredit to the scholarship. 

If this scholarship is to progress, it must discard its fictions of reliability—of 

major sources or magus readers, of individual and aggregate variants, and of any 

meaningful purchase on Surrey's actual poems. The critical editions are relics, 

constructed atop these fictions, as even Jones many times follows Padelford's temptation 

to insert readings and entire lines from one source into another, only in his case with the 

original orthography, continuing to write poems that exist nowhere else, and likely 

never existed. What is needed is a more robust, scholastically-leaner edition, in which all 

of the texts, Tottel's included, are presented in full, synoptically, as autonomous poems, 
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with potentially competing poetic agendas, written along potentially incestuous 

genealogical lines. What is not needed, certainly, is a single genius reader to determine 

the significance and priority of the texts or variants, to judge what may or may not be 

mistakes in transcription, or whether readings and lines have been accidentally omitted 

in one version or interpolated into another. Moreover, just as the scholarship should not 

rely on a single reader to choose between versions, neither should one be relied on to do 

the actual reading of the manuscripts themselves. It hardly needs saying that mistakes 

and biases in transcription are all but inevitable, but even if a perfect transcription were 

possible, there are elements of the texts that simply cannot be reproduced in typescript. 

For example, Padelford is much too confident in ascribing corrections in P to the original 

or subsequent hands, as it is extraordinarily difficult to determine from superscript 

insertions, and much more so from internal alterations to a word, the paleographic tics 

that might allow one to postulate a discrete hand, and more often than not the stage of 

emendation is simply impossible to determine. But even if Padelford were entirely 

correct in his ascriptions, and I believe strongly that he is not, the omission or burial in 

annotation of the later hands' emendations obscures the fact that the manuscript is not a 

fixed entity, but a dynamic one, displaying a continual process of editorialization. These 

textural elements are essential aspects of the poems, done injury by abstracted 

reductions to cleanly-read texts. At a more basic level, the paleographic characteristics of 

the major hands themselves, used to affirm the chronological standing of the versions, 
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have until now––with the exception of three small examples from A supplied by 

Hughey––been invisible to scholars working outside of the archives, and so as with the 

sources of local emendations, readers have had to take for granted the authoritatively-

stated conclusions of those who have had access to the manuscripts. What is ultimately 

needed, then, is a fully synoptic facsimile edition, to democratize the study of the texts, 

and to foreground the democratic production of the poems themselves.  

There is no poet Surrey. There is an historical figure Henry Howard, who at least 

in part instigated a collaborative body of verse conveniently referred to, or subsumed by 

that title. There is a generations-spanning Surrey project, one that has never really 

ceased, each new edition collaborating with those that came before, to produce its own 

idealized versions of the poems. There is the fascinating possibility that this project was 

ignited by a constellation of actors revolving through and around the Tower, a 

disenfranchised, irregular class, working together to regularize, revolutionize English 

rhythms, and that at its inception modern-English versification was prison music.96 But 

this is not to suggest new, politically-attractive origin stories. It is only to insist that what 

                                                        

96 On the remarkable array of scholars confined, and literary works produced, between John Harington's 
first and second imprisonments in the Tower, see Hughey, John Harington of Stepney, 30-5, 47-9, and Hughey 
The Arundel Harington MS, 65-6. As Hughey has suggested, "these Tower imprisonments, which provided 
lengthy periods of enforced leisure for groups of cultivated men, may well have [initiated] the beginnings of 
an edited verse collection such as the earlier group of poems in [A] or Tottel’s miscellany” (66). “What more 
natural than that a group of cultivated people, one of whom at least was a real poet, should have whiled 
away the time of enforced leisure with the game of revising and emending other people's verses besides 
writing some of their own, and of making collections of such” (The Harington Manuscript at Arundel Castle, 
423). Of course the imminent threat of execution may have given the 'game of revising', and the collection of 
the poems, more serious stakes than Hughey suggests. 
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we have, what we have always had, is not the record of a single poetic genius, following 

on the heels of another to reformulate the rhythmical possibilities of the language, but 

that of a language community struggling over time with the possibilities of linguistic 

rhythm. Just as a generations-spanning project, integrating dialects from across the 

Aegean, produced the formulas of Homeric verse, which remained part of an active, 

evolving tradition long after the texts we call Homer. Similar to the way in which early-

Christian communities produced their own gospels, drawing from those that came 

before to write their own culturally and grammatically-specific Jesus, through various 

literary devices, composed in stages as the communities evolved. As Margreta de Grazia 

and Peter Stallybrass objected, over two decades ago, to "the solitary and unitary 

authorship that Shakespeareans [were] most loathe to forgo," this "genius is, after all, an 

impoverished, ghostly thing compared to the complex social practices that shaped, and 

still shape, the absorbent" text. "Perhaps it is these practices that should be the objects 

not only of our labors but also of our desires.”97 

Since the eighteenth century, the arc of desire has bent toward an authorial 

Surrey, but even should a holograph manuscript be discovered, that would not make a 

synoptic edition less necessary. If it could be settled whether 'fewry', or 'Jewry', or 

something else entirely were what Henry Howard wrote, this would not diminish the 

                                                        

97 Margreta de Grazia and Peter Stallybrass, “The Materiality of the Shakespearean Text,” Shakespeare 
Quarterly 44, no 3 (1993): 283. 
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variant's importance within the canon, alleviate the difficult fact that for over four and a 

half centuries the dedicatory sonnet has been received as it has. To subdue it with a 

determinate reading, far from reclaiming the historical Surrey, would obscure that very 

thing, obviate the complex cultural and literary problems––editorial problems, reading 

problems, narrative problems––to which the variants bear witness, and bring into 

precise focus. This propagation must be as significant to the custodians of literary 

history as the original text that spawned it. And it would not make less significant the 

work of generations of poets writing under the name Surrey, formulating and 

reformulating the legacy of English language verse, of which the twentieth-century 

versions have equal claim for inclusion. These many voices, this chorus of Surries, have 

more to tell us about our literary heritage, and the poetic project in English, than could 

any one Henry Howard alone. 
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3. The First Heave 
 
In the first place, the monosyllable. The single greatest difficulty besetting the 

prosodic analysis of early modern verse, and accentual-syllabic verse in general, is the 

nearly epidemic mistreatment of the English monosyllable among prosodists, 

proceeding from the widespread failure to distinguish between the phonological 

features of stress and intonation. Over the past century, especially, it has been typical of 

both ‘traditional’ and the more recent phrasalist prosodies to consider these features to 

be rhythmically and structurally analogous—or, in actuality, to make no distinction 

between them at all.  

It is a tenet of intonational phonology that monosyllabic words do not contain 

lexical stress, which inheres only in certain syllables of polysyllabic words. As a marker 

of relative prominence, lexical stress only could, in fact, inhere in polysyllables, which 

have a fixed series of syllables that may enter into stable prominence relationships with 

one another. In connected speech, the monosyllabic word may receive an intonational 

accent, which is also a marker of relative prominence, and which may manifest in 

similar, or practically indistinguishable, acoustic features as lexical stress, but these 

processes are phonologically distinct, the one being inherent and the other discretionary.  

This understanding of the prosodic flexibility of monosyllabic words is 

supported not only by contemporary linguistics, but by the earliest works of prosody in 

English. So Gascoigne, in 1575: 
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Here by the way I thinke it not amisse to forewarne you that you thrust as few 
wordes of many sillables into your verse as may be: and herevnto I might alledge 
many reasons. First, the most auncient English wordes are of one sillable, so that 
the more monasyllables that you vse, the truer Englishman you shall seeme, and 
the lesse you shall smell of the Inkehorne: Also wordes of many syllables do 
cloye a verse and make it vnpleasant, whereas woordes of one syllable will more 
easily fall to be shorte or long as occasion requireth, or wilbe adapted to become 
circumflexe or of an indifferent sounde.1 

 
Puttenham, in 1589:  
 

And for this purpose serve the monosyllables of our English Saxons excellently 
well, because they do naturally and indifferently receive any accent, and in them, 
if they finish the verse, resteth the shrill accent of necessity, and so doth it not in 
the last of every bisyllable, nor of every polysyllable word.2 

 
And even King James, in 1584, though with the exact opposite advice on its use: 
 

Ye aucht likewise be war with oft composing your haill lynis of monosyllabis 
onely (albeit our language haue sa many as we can nocht weill eschewe it), 
because the maist pairt of thame are indifferent, and may be in short or lang 
place, as ye like.3 

 
Appendix C, which provides a prosodic analysis for the one hundred and thirty-

seven poems, and over thirty-two hundred lines of verse in the Wyatt and Surrey 

sections of Tottel’s Miscellany, supplies an initial reading of poems taking into account no 

                                                        

1 George Gascoigne, "Certayne Notes of Instruction in English Verse," in Elizabethan Critical Essays, vol. 1, ed. 
G. Gregory Smith (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1904), 51. 
2 George Puttenham, The Art of English Poetry, eds. Frank Whigham and Wayne A. Rebhorn (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2007), 166. 
3 King James VI, “A short Treatise on Verse,” in Elizabethan Critical Essays, vol. 1, ed. G. Gregory Smith 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1904), 215. 
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factor other than the prosodic flexibility of the monosyllable.4 With this allowance 

alone—and under the assumption, for the sake of absolute consistency in comparison, 

that every line is intended to be iambic—the ratio of metrically regular to irregular lines 

for the two poets comes to 1348/737 for Wyatt against 874/284 for Surrey, or 65% to 75% 

metrical regularity, respectively.  

This would seem, on the surface, to reinforce the received notions of the poets’ 

relative regularity, if perhaps to a lesser extent than the narrative itself would have us 

expect. This initial reading, however, is far too conservative, or too mechanical, to stand 

without qualification, as it excludes two major elements of poetic construction from the 

consideration of regular lines. First, by only acknowledging the lexical stress in 

polysyllables, it basically excludes any line containing words of three or more syllables, 

on the premise that an unstressed syllable will fall in a metrically stressed position. 

However, it is very often, in fact almost always the case that a word of three or more 

syllables will contain a secondary stress in a syllable two-removed from the stressed 

syllable. And even if this were not the case, as a matter of relative, rather than inherent, 

                                                        

4 In the analysis of the poems, the stress patterns of polysyllabic words have been taken from their OED 
citation pronunciations. It is entirely possible that, in some cases, the historical pronunciation differs from 
the contemporary one, though it is also true that stress patterns, being lexical markers, do not change to the 
same extent as, say, vowel sounds over time. In any case, over such a large number of lines, there is no 
reason to expect that this would impact the ratios of one poet more than the other—or, perhaps, that if it 
did, it might effect Wyatt more, and thus reinforce the existing narrative. When a word has multiple cited 
stress patterns, such as the words ‘travail’ and ‘covert’ in No. 1, this is taken into account, though it is not 
noted in the tables themselves. 
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prominence, this syllable may easily occupy a metrically stressed position, with two 

unstressed syllables surrounding it. These situations are easily accounted for in an 

adjusted ratio. But much more importantly, and problematically, the initial ratio also 

excludes any consideration of metaplasm—that is, devices of poetic pronunciation.  

Before discussing the metaplasmic devices present in the poems, we should 

discuss metaplasm generally. There is an embarrassment of terms that have been 

historically used to describe metaplasm in English, and in particular devices of syllable 

reduction or omission. Syncope, elision, crasis, synizesis, aphaeresis, apocope, 

synaerisis, synaloepha, haplology, rabate, these and many other terms have been used to 

refer, with greater and lesser degrees of precision and redundancy to methods of 

syllable shortening in English. This is partially because the majority of prosodic 

terminology has been borrowed (or begged) from classical prosodies, with their 

fundamentally different linguistic and verse parameters, and partially—though it is not 

an unrelated point—from wildly non-standardized use of terms over the past five 

centuries. For its veneer of precision, English prosody has always been sort of a lawless 

field. Nevertheless, The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics has gone some way 

toward narrowing and systematizing major terms, which I will adopt with certain 

necessary qualifications. Per Princeton, syncope: “The omission of a letter, syllable, or a 

sound from the middle of a word;” synaeresis: “The coalescing of two contiguous 

vowels within a word," for example "in the opening line of Paradise Lost, 'Of Man’s First 
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Disobedience, and the Fruit,' the ie in 'Disobedience' changes to what is called a 'y-glide', 

reducing the word from five syllables to four;” and synaloepha: “In mod. usage . . . 

restricted to the coalescing of a vowel at the end of one word with one that begins the 

next word,” for example 'thother’, which is graphically indicated throughout Tottel's.5 

These three terms more or less exhaust the devices of elision (which Princeton considers 

the categorical term for syllable combination and deletion) in English, though, as 

defined, reveal an implicit and fundamentally unsound theory of metaplasm and verse 

rhythm. An immediate problem lies with the description of the vowel process in the 

example of synaeresis. What student, in an introductory poetry course, was not 

instructed to pronounce a word like ‘disobedience’ or ‘beautious’ with a ‘y-glide’, as in 

'beau-tyus'? Unless it was those instructed to pronounce it with the affricate, as in 'beau-

chus', a fundamentally different phonetic texture and syllable weighting, as the latter 

would be with the equally possible ‘beaut-yus’; and why not 'beaut-ǝs', 'beau-tǝs'? To be 

clear, the problem here is not the specific description of the combinatory process but the 

attempt to describe it at all. Any claims to the ‘appropriate’ pronunciation of the 

metaplasm can only be specious, as the specific performance will be impacted by any 

number of historical, cultural, geographical and individual factors, and there is no 

reason beyond convention, which is itself variable, to settle on one or even a range of 

                                                        

5 e.g. 64.37v and 127.27r. On the use of r and v abbreviations in Tottel's line citations, see the introductory 
notes to Appendix C.  
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viable performances. For prosody to be useful, its point must not be to insist upon a 

standardized pronunciation, or suggest any particular pronunciation of the poem 

(which through the use of specialist, ‘objective’ terminologies amounts to the same 

thing), but to consider the texture and rhythm of the poem inasmuch as those things 

inhere in the text itself. As such, it must be concerned not with variable phonetic 

implementation but phonological structures, and as this relates to metaplasm, must limit 

itself to describing the phonemic environment in which a device occurs, before the 

device ‘occurs’—which is to say the phonetic character of its result. Inasmuch as the text 

is analyzable, it is only analyzable at this phonemic, abstract level, and if there is a point 

to prosodic analysis, it should be to describe the textural features of the poem as 

granularly as possible without imposing upon it features that are always historically and 

individually contingent. Moreover, if the poem is not approached in this way, the 

analytical terms becomes confused, despite the attempt to define them precisely. For 

example, if we take the definition of synaeresis—“the coalescing of two contiguous 

vowels within a word”—to be less phonetically prescriptive than the ‘disobedience’ 

example and the meaning of the word ‘coalesce’ suggest, and to allow for a greater 

range of performance than diphthongization, to include processes such as affricatization, 

and, most importantly, simple vowel deletion, then we run into scenarios in which it is 

impossible to distinguish between synaeresis (e.g. Tottel’s repeatedly shortened Boreas 

as Bor-yus, etc.) and syncope (Bor-us). The Princeton prosodist is left to choose between 
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terms that are either overly-prescriptive or entirely redundant, merely perpetuating a 

longstanding problem in the field. For this reason, I will use the terms not in the context 

of their phonetic implementation, but their phonological environment: syncope to 

describe the elision of a consonant or a vowel preceding a consonant (o’er, mem’ry), and 

synaeresis to describe an elision that takes place in the context of two contiguous, word-

internal vowels, regardless of phonetic performance.  

Just as problematically, the Princeton—with the single exception of contiguous 

vowel-terminal and vowel-initial words (e.g. ‘the other’)—treats words themselves as 

discrete architectural units, with inviolable boundaries, when in syllabic verse, not to 

mention connected speech, words are not themselves the fundamental rhythmical unit, 

and word boundaries are highly negotiable. So, for example, if there were a compelling 

reason to consider the segment 'discover and' as disyllabic, then there would be only one 

means by which to conceptualize it: as syncope of the final syllable of discover (disco'er), 

whereas, in connected speech, it may be far more natural (on the analogy of words like 

‘dang’rous’, ‘mem’ry’) to pronounce the segment as a restructuring of phonemes across 

the word boundary (i.e. discov-rand), rather than the deletion of the voiced consonant. 

But there is no term by which to describe this very normal type of linguistic process. 

Therefore, I use the term synaloepha to refer not merely to the 'coalescing' of vowels 

across word boundaries, but to any syllabic restructuring across words.  
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 Lengthening devices are much simpler, and move conversely from the 

shortening devices. Diaeresis refers to the individual pronunciation of contiguous 

vowels generally pronounced as a diphthong (e.g. a three syllable ‘pacient’), and 

epenthesis to the insertion of a vowel, generally a lax vowel, into a word, almost always 

through the syllabification of an ‘ed’ suffix.      

 To begin to discuss the metaplasms in Tottel’s, it should first be noted that the 

history of prosody is littered with scansions of poems that treat the poetic device as a 

synchronic, ahistorical concept in order to secure a regular meter. However, just as the 

performance of a metaplasm is historically and individually contingent, metaplasm itself 

is not a fixed field, and in order to establish a consistent, systematic basis by which to 

analyze rhythmical structure, must be approached inductively rather than deductively. 

Rather than haphazardly reading metaplasm onto a segment—even those that may be 

frequently found in the work of other poets, or across periods (e.g. the common poetic 

elisions of words such as over, ever, other)—it is vital to consider the complete context 

in which segments occur in order to begin to make assumptions about their historical or 

local susceptibility to poetic alteration. This is to insist that metaplasm be approached 

philologically, as a diachronic rather than a synchronic phenomenon.  
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The segment ‘–ever’ occurs eighty-nine times in Wyatt and Surrey’s Tottel’s 

poems, in disyllables ‘ever’ and ‘never’ and in longer compounds such as ‘whatsoever’.6 

Ten of these instances are line-terminal and are thus excluded from analysis, as feminine 

rhymes occur often throughout Tottel’s, making the elision of the segment unmotivated, 

or at the very least making the word metrically inscrutable.7 Three other times the 

segment occurs in lines that are metrically irregular but contain two or more possible 

metaplasms, any of which would regularize the line, and so should for the moment be 

bracketed off.8 Of the remaining seventy-six occurrences of the segment, sixty-six appear 

in lines that are perfectly regular, with no metaplasm at all;9 and another two appear in 

metrically irregular lines in which there is another metaplasm that must occur, alongside 

the disyllabic segment, in order for the line to be regular.10 This is to say that of these 

seventy-six remaining occurrences, sixty-eight appear in lines that are regular if and 

only if the segment retains its normal, disyllabic form. Of the remaining eight, seven 

occur in lines that are metrically irregular but could not be repaired—and in many cases 

                                                        

6 1.4v, 1.11, 1.5v, 4.7r, 5.20v, 5.21v, 13.33, 13.5v, 13.8v, 16.36, 18.25, 18.2r, 18.26r, 18.36r, 18.4v, 22.38, 23.19, 
26.22, 31.3, 31.18, 31.27, 31.37, 33.3v, 264.23, 264.29, 264.35v, 264.38, 264.41, 38.22, 38.23, 39.5, 39.17, 39.18, 
40.26, 44.31, 47.5, 58.9v, 64.15, 64.40, 64.16v, 64.22v, 64.26v, 64.29v, 64.2r, 64.17r, 64.21r, 64.22r, 64.31r, 64.39r, 
64.43r, 64.3vv, 65.36, 65.11r, 65.15r, 65.36, 66.33v, 74.18, 75.3v, 76.16, 76.18, 81.11, 86.28, 89.33, 91.34, 91.6r, 
91.42r, 91.43r, 91.3v, 91.5v, 99.3, 99.6, 99.7, 99.10, 103.11, 104.25v, 104.27v, 104.44v, 104.22r, 107.12v, 111.11, 
111.18, 124.3v, 124.6v, 124.42v, 125.36v, 125.17r, 126.10, 126.16, 127.34, 270.33. 
7 39. 17, 39.18, 40. 26, 64.22v, 91.3v, 91.5v, 99.3, 99.6, 99.7, 99.10. 
8 64.15, 64.43r, 104.44v.  
9 1.4v, 1.11, 1.5v, 4.7r, 5.21v, 13.33, 13.5v, 13.8v, 16.36, 18.25, 18.2r, 18.26r, 18.36r, 18.4v, 22.38, 23.19, 26.22, 
31.3, 31.18, 31.27, 33.3v, 264.23, 264.29, 264.35v, 264.38, 264.41, 44.31, 64.40, 64.16v, 64.2r, 66.33v, 81.11, 86.28, 
107.12v, 124.6v, 124.42v, 125.36v. 
10 5.20v, 65.36. 
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would be made even more irregular—by a monosyllabic segment, making its elision 

unmotivated.11 This leaves only one line in Tottel’s entire Wyatt and Surrey corpus— 

 And eke such way I taught her for to teache 
 That neuer base thought his hart so hye might reche,12 
 
—that would seem to conclusively call for the elision of the segment. It is extraordinarily 

tempting—and, outside of the present context, entirely uncontroversial—to do so. Yet, 

when put in context of the entire corpus, such an elision is dubious. It would seem 

extraordinary, in over three thousand lines, that a segment available for elision should 

occur in such a one-sided, nearly complementary distribution, and for the sake of a 

consistent, conservative comparison of the poets’ rhythmical constructions, it seems 

most reasonable to simply count the line as metrically irregular, rather than allow locally 

unusual tricks of rhythm—regardless of how common they may elsewhere or elsewhen 

be—for the mere sake of regularizing the line. Likewise, if the segment were elided in 

the lines that were originally bracketed off, it would be a miracle of arrangement that it 

was used almost exclusively in the vicinity of other available metaplasms. In these lines, 

also, then, I do not consider the possibility of the elision.    

Similarly, the segment ‘–over’ occurs fifty-four times in Tottel’s Wyatt and 

Surrey, in disyllables such as ‘over’ and ‘lover’ and longer words such as ‘governance’. 13 

                                                        

11 31.37, 47.5, 64.26v, 64.22r, 64.31r, 64.39r, 111.18. 
12 64.20r-21r 
13 1.11, 1.12, 1.27, 1.36, 3.32, 4.28v, 4.36v, 5.22v, 11.3r, 11.8r, 13.10v, 16.28, 17.16, 17.28, 18.18, 18.42r, 18.14v, 
20.28, 26.26, 27.9, 28.33, 34.20, 45.7, 265.21v, 62.19, 63.34, 64.11v, 64.18v, 64.24v, 64.25v, 65.8r, 64.39r, 66.13v, 
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Five times it is line terminal, and thus its elision unmotivated, or the word itself 

metrically inscrutable.14 Four times it occurs in lines that are metrically irregular but 

contain two or more possible metaplasms, any of which would regularize the line, and 

so should for the moment be bracketed off. 15 Of the remaining forty-five occurrences of 

the segment, thirty-five appear in lines that are perfectly regular;16 and four appear in 

metrically irregular lines in which there is another metaplasm that must occur, alongside 

the disyllabic segment, in order for the line to be regular.17 Thus thirty-nine of these 

forty-five segments occur in lines that are regular if and only if the segment takes its 

normal, disyllabic form. Five occur in lines that are metrically irregular but could not be 

repaired by, and in some cases would be made worse by, the elision, and so it is 

unmotivated.18 This, again, leaves a single example in the entire corpus— 

When other louers in armes acrosse,19 
 

                                                        

 

71.21, 86.32, 87.3v, 87.12v, 104.2v, 104.3v, 104.42v, 104.43v, 120.19, 120.22, 124.13v, 124.36v, 125.29, 125.14r, 
126.8, 126.9v, 127.32r, 127.32r, 270.19, 270.20, 271.30.  
14 64.24v, 104.2v, 104.3v, 104.42v, 104.43v.  
15 11.3r, 16.28, 17.28, 26.26, 120.22.  
16 1.11, 1.12, 1.27, 1.36, 3.32, 4.28v, 4.36v, 5.22v, 11.8r, 13.10v, 17.16, 18.18, 20.28, 27.9, 34.20, 265.21v, 62.19, 
63.34, 64.11v, 64.18v, 65.8r, 66.13v, 71.21, 86.32, 87.3v, 87.12v, 120.19, 124.13v, 124.36v, 125.29, 126.9v, 127.32r, 
127.32r, 270.19, 271.30. 
17 18.42r, 18.14v, 64.25v, 126.8. 
18 28.33, 45.7, 64.39r, 125.14r, 270.20.  
19 17.28 
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—of a conclusive-seeming elision of the segment. For the same reasons of distribution as 

above, this makes the syncope here untenable, as well as the possibility that the segment 

is open to elision in the ambiguous lines originally bracketed.   

Finally, the segment ‘–other’ occurs eighty-six times in Tottel’s.20 Five times it is 

line terminal, and thus excluded;21 and five times occurs in lines in which a choice 

between metaplasms may be made, and which are thus bracketed off.22 Of the remaining 

seventy-five, fifty-six occur in lines that are perfectly regular;23 and three appear in 

metrically irregular lines in which there is another metaplasm that must occur, alongside 

the disyllabic segment, in order for the line to be regular.24 Thus fifty-eight of seventy-

five occur in lines that are regular if and only if the segment takes its normal, disyllabic 

form. Fourteen times the segment occurs in metrically irregular lines that could not be 

repaired by the elision, and is thus unmotivated.25 This leaves three lines in the entire 

corpus— 

                                                        

20 1.29, 4.7, 4.18, 4.40, 7.11, 13.2v, 14.22, 15.8r, 15.15r, 15.2v, 17.28, 18.34, 19.25, 19.40, 26.14, 26.16, 26.24, 35.3, 
36.16, 262.16, 263.32, 264.16v, 264.21v, 265.20, 38.33, 39.8, 42.32, 45.17, 47.6, 49.10v, 52.22, 53.12, 54.22, 56.13, 
64.14, 64.36, 64.2v, 64.8v, 64.15v, 64.15v, 64.34v, 64.35v, 64.37v, 64.22v, 64.24v, 64.12r, 64.31r, 65.35, 78.7v, 
82.18, 82.28, 83.16, 85.15, 90.28, 96.30, 98.30, 100.25, 101.14, 104.14r, 104.23r, 104.36r, 109.27r, 113.35, 113.4r, 
113.10r, 113.16r, 113.20r, 113.22r, 113.28r, 123.20, 124.28r, 124.32r, 124.8v, 124.12rr, 125.35v, 127.12, 127.28, 
127.35, 127.37, 127.38, 127.40, 127.2r, 127.16r, 127.25r, 127.34r, 127.2v. 
21 64.8v, 64.34v, 64.35v, , 127.37, 127.38. 
22 7.11, 49.10v, 96.30, 98.30, 113.35. 
23 1.29, 4.7, 4.18, 4.40, 13.2v, 14.22, 15.8r, 15.15r, 15.2v, 19.25, 19.40, 26.14, 26.16, 26.24, 35.3, 36.16, 262.16, 
263.32, 264.21v, 265.20, 38.33, 42.32, 45.17, 53.12, 54.22, 64.15v, 64.15v, 64.37v, 64.22v, 64.24v, 64.12r, 65.35, 
78.7v, 82.18, 82.28, 85.15, 100.25, 101.14, 104.14r, 104.23r, 104.36r, 109.27r, 113.4r, 113.10r, 113.16r, 113.20r, 
113.22r, 113.28r, 124.32r, 124.8v, 124.12rr, 125.35v, 127.35, 127.2r, 127.25r, 127.34r.  
24 17.28, 18.34, 127.28. 
25 264.16v, 39.8, 47.6, 52.22, 64.14, 64.36, 64.2v, 64.31r, 83.16, 123.20, 124.28r, 127.40, 127.2v, 127.12. 
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For ech by other doth liue and haue reliefe,26 
 

And yet there is another betwene those heauens two27 
 

She reft my hart: and I a gloue from her: 
Let vs se then if one be worth the other28 

 
—that would seem to conclusively call for the elision of the segment. Yet again, in the 

context of the entire corpus, this severely one-sided distribution of the segment makes 

its availability for elision seem dubious. This is further supported, in this case, by Tottel’s 

frequent, graphically-indicated synaloepha of ‘other’ preceded by the article or a 

preposition (e.g. ‘thother’, ‘tother’).29 And again, this should lead to resisting the elision 

in the bracketed-off lines, as to accept them would be to embrace an unbelievably 

distributed, locally unusual device merely for the sake of regularization.  

 Taken as a group, these segments do more, however, than merely provide 

context for reading a handful of metrically ambiguous lines, but point to something 

fundamental about the character of the verse itself. What they all have in common is that 

their elision, by deleting a voiced consonant at the coda of a stressed syllable, would 

distort beyond recognition the segments as lexical entities (made clear enough by the 

fact that ‘over’ and ‘other’ would both elide to a lexically indistinguishable ‘o’er’). 

Neither, by simple physiological constraints, would it be possible to not delete the 

                                                        

26 90.28 
27 127.16r 
28 56.13 
29 26.14, 64.15v, 64.35v, 64.37v, 124.28r, 127.40, 127.12, 127.37 
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consonant and still produce the segments as monosyllabic, as the place of articulation of 

the consonant (dental or labiodental) is as far towards the front of the mouth as possible, 

necessarily followed—regardless of the specific pronunciation—by a retracting tongue 

movement creating the second syllable, unlike, for example, a word such as ‘fallen’, in 

which the place of articulation of both consonants (alveolar ridge) is the same, allowing 

for a non-syllable-inducing transition between the two phonemes. In avoiding these 

elisions, (whether they were in use by contemporary poets, or not yet 

conventionalized—a subject for further philological study), what the poems demonstrate 

is a preference for normal articulatory processes. That is to say, they show a preference 

for the recognizable pronunciation of words in normal speech rhythms, rather than the 

integration, seen so prominently in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century verse, of 

conventionalized and artificial poetic devices, unmoored from normal pronunciation.      

This is reflected throughout the corpus, as nearly the entire inventory of 

metaplasms—meaning, in practice, those phonological situations that occur repeatedly 

and consistently in contexts that would repair a metrically irregular line—reflect 

exceptionally common cross-cultural and cross-historical linguistic processes, moving 

from the most basic, shared aspects of English speech production. The two most 

common syllable-reducing metaplasms by far, nearly exhausting the list, involve either 

the syncope of a lax vowel in a penultimate syllable followed by a sonorant consonant 

(e.g. memory, counselor, Pyramus); or the synaeresis of a tense vowel or semivowel 
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followed by a lax vowel (e.g. continual, furious, prayer, power), both of which are very 

common practices in connected speech, regardless of the exact phonetic nature of their 

production, to the point that the shortened version of such words sometimes becomes 

lexicalized (e.g. every). Likewise, the examples of synaloepha in the poems move 

through the exact same processes, with the most common example by far being the 

connection of the tense vowel or semivowel to a following lax vowel (e.g. ‘many a’30), 

followed by the deletion of a lax vowel from the ultima of a word ending in a sonorant 

when followed by a word beginning with a vowel (e.g. ‘discover and’ as ‘discov’rand’, 

effectively mimicking the process seen in the single words above). That the vast majority 

of the metaplasms seen in the corpus are explainable with recourse only to these two 

very common processes further emphasizes the poems’ close relationship to the normal 

rhythms of connected speech.  

There is only one major exception, in fact, to this rule, and it involves another 

historically-conventional poetic elision: of the segment [vowel + ‘ven’], as in ‘heaven’, 

‘even’, ‘geven’, ‘graven’, etc. Phonologically speaking, this segment is closely analogous 

to the non-elided segments considered above, in that it contains a voiced consonant at 

the coda of a stressed syllable, the deletion of which would fundamentally distort the 

lexical character of the word in question. If there is a difference, it is only that the 

following consonant, articulated at the alveolar ridge, does not require a backward 

                                                        

30 16.25, 16.26, 16.28, 51.9r, 57.20, 64.15, 64.16r, 67.38, 127.37r. 
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tongue movement, making it possible, perhaps (and perhaps depending on the speaker), 

to approximate the consonant sounds of the segment as a single syllable. Still, however, 

the sound would be severely distorted, if even recognizable, in order to avoid a syllabic 

‘n’. In any case, the segment occurs forty-seven times in Tottel’s Wyatt and Surrey 

poems. 31 Eight times it is line terminal; 32 and twice in lines with a choice of metaplasms, 

here bracketed off. 33 Of the remaining thirty-seven, seven occur in lines that are 

perfectly regular; 34 and four in metrically irregular lines that could not be repaired by 

the elision.35 Thus in eleven of the thirty-seven cases, the elision is unmotivated. Of the 

remaining twenty-six, twenty-one occur in metrically irregular lines that may be 

regularized only by the elision of the segment; 36 and five in lines in which there are 

multiple metaplasms that must occur, alongside the elision, for the regularization of the 

line. Thus in twenty-six of the thirty-seven cases, a line will be regular if and only if the 

segment is elided. Despite it’s difficult pronunciation, then, it seems indisputable that 

the segment is available for elision, as it would be very strange for the segment to occur 
                                                        

31 1.26 heavens, 10.17 Heaven, 12.23 heaven, 18.16v heavens, 18.37 even, 23.14 even, 25.18r haven, 31.4 
heavenly, 31.35 heavens, 31.40 heavens, 262.22 graven, 64.2v geven, 64.19v heavenly, 65.38 graven, 66.4v 
geven, 72.32 haven, 89.13v driven, 91.17r heaven, 96.28 Geven, 103.12 heaven, 108.27 Even, 113.35 geven, 
120.22 geven, 122.3 driven, 124.11v heaven, 124.29v even, 124.15rr even, 125.37r geven, 127.22 heaven, 127.23 
heavenly, 127.27 heven, 127.28 seven, 127.29 heavenly, 127.32 even, 127.2r heavens, 127.8r seven, 127.14r 
heaven, 127.15r even, 127.16r heavens, 127.18r seventh, 127.18r heaven, 127.29r eleven, 127.39r seven, 127.42r 
seven, 127.43r heven, 127.10v seven, 127.11v heven. 
32 127.27, 127.28, 127.14r, 127.15r, 127.42r, 127.43r, 127.10v, 127.11v. 
33 120.22, 127.16r. 
34 18.16v, 25.18r, 64.2v, 72.32, 124.11v, 127.18r, 127.18r. 
35 10. 17, 262.22, 96.28, 124.29v. 
36 12.23, 18.37, 23.14, 31.35, 41.40, 64.19v, 65.38, 66.4v, 89.13v, 91.17r, 103.12, 108.27, 113.35, 122.3, 124.15rr, 
125.37r, 127.2r, 127.8r, 127.29r, 127.39r.  
1.26, 31.4, 127.23, 127.29, 127.32. 
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so frequently in this particular context—nearly in inverse proportion to the ratio of 

‘regular’ to ‘irregular’ lines across the corpus—unless something about the context were 

specifically selecting for it. And as opposed to the previous segments, it may also begin 

to provide us with some insight to the ratios we might expect from phonological 

segments open to metaplasm. Regardless of whether the elision is possibly 

pronounceable or merely conventionalized, it is only through this sort of painstaking, 

contextual analysis that we can begin to understand what is or isn’t (or is very likely or 

very unlikely to be) present and structural in the poems.  

A final, major difficulty in a large-scale prosodic analysis is the imposition that 

rhyme places on verse structure. Rhyme, in essence, is the most condensed form of 

meter, matching not only phonetic sequence with phonetic sequence, but also stress 

pattern with stress pattern. Just as no single syllable in a line of verse is distinct, but 

exists in relationships of relative prominence to those around it, and cannot be read 

without reference to those around it, no single line of rhymed accentual-syllabic verse 

stands alone. In most cases the irregularities created in the presence of rhyme are 

obvious, and need little comment. Surrey’s line, 

To Wiattes Psalmes should Christians then purchase? 
 

doesn’t require the presence of its rhyming line, 
 
 The stedfast hope, the swete returne to grace 
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to be read as a ‘wrenched rhyme’, and the irregularity here really has nothing to do with 

rhyme itself (other than the selection of the word), but the simple misalignment between 

metrical and lexical stress, since the line would be equally irregular in the context of 

non-rhyming verse. However, in rhymed accentual-syllabic verse, lines that on their 

own may be perfectly metrical may, in the context of end rhyme, wreak havoc on the 

rhythm of the poem, as in Wyatt’s line, 

 Stay him by the arme, where so he walk or go,37 
 
which has neither a misalignment between metrical and lexical stress (being composed 

of all monosyllables), nor is even unexpected in the context of Wyatt’s poetry, as the 

patterned interspersing of nine and eleven syllable lines is frequent throughout his 

verse. It does, however, become irregular in the context of its rhyming line,  

 What he hath spit treade out, and please him so.38 
 
This is not exactly a ‘wrenched rhyme’, since no words have been misaccented for the 

sake of rhyme, yet the expectation of the rhyme, and the matching accentuation between 

phonetic sequences, creates rhythmical dissonance in the verse. As an issue of 

rhythmical construction, this needs tracking—in particular because it is far more 

common in Wyatt’s poetry than in Surrey’s, and is essential to any transparent 

comparison of his rhythmical regularity vis-a-vis Surrey. In Appendix C, this situation 

                                                        

37 126.18 
38 126.20 
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in which no terminal word in a rhyming pair is misaccented, and thus not ‘wrenched’, is 

contained in the separate category ‘Staggered Rhyme’, to indicate that the rhyming 

words are staggered across metrical positions. In these types of situations, there are also, 

however, examples of lines that, while themselves staggered with lines that come before, 

create a sort of anchor rhythm for a line or lines that follow. So in Wyatt No. 115, the 

hendecasyllabic line five,  

 Angre, wrath, wast, and noyce are my children dere, 
 
is counted as staggered in following line three’s decasyllabic, 
 
 Nature, my mother: Craft nourisht me yere by yere, 
 
yet is itself followed by another hendecasyllabic in line seven, 
 
 Monster, of sea, or of land, or of els where. 
 
In the case of the latter line, matching a previously established, if staggered rhyme, the 

Appendix does not count it as staggered itself.  

There is a final difficulty to take into account where rhyme is concerned, 

involving the motivation of metaplasm by rhyme. Rhyme, by its very nature, draws the 

rhythm of a line forward to meet it, and at some real level, in rhymed verse, the 

fundamentally important element is the concurrent stress patterns in the rhyme itself—

whether achieved through lines with the same number of syllables, or a proportionally 

greater or fewer number, as in Poulter’s measure—since a staggered rhyme will always 

be more jarring than misaligned words in rhyming lines. For this reason, in a line with 
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staggered rhyme, if a common metaplasm would produce a misalignment between 

lexical and metrical stress among other words or within itself (making it, under normal 

circumstances, unmotivated), I allow the metaplasm in order preserve the rhyme. The 

latter of these two scenarios, which possibly seems the more egregious, applies 

primarily to the epenthesis of an unstressed monosyllable with the past tense or 

denominal ‘ed’ suffix, and is perhaps justified on the analogy of the somewhat common 

metrical misalignment (the suffix in stressed position) of ‘ed’ words whose root ends in a 

dental plosive (t, d), and is thus necessarily pronounced. In any case, the point is 

somewhat moot in that it will effect neither the ‘Unadjusted’ nor the ‘Adjusted’ ratios in 

Appendix C, as any line with a metrical misalignment will be reflected in both. 

However, it makes some considerable difference as to the texture of the poetry itself, and 

to patterns across the corpus, and thus it is my thought that it should be tracked, rather 

than swept under the blanket heading of ‘irregular’.   

In the end, taking everything above into account, the final ratio of regular to 

irregular lines in Tottel’s Wyatt and Surrey poems amounts roughly to respective 

percentages of 82% to 90%. The difference between the ‘irregular’ Wyatt and the 

‘regular’ Surrey comes down to less than a single line per every ten. Or to use another 

measure, it amounts almost precisely to the difference of one line per sonnet.  

 These numbers, even still, are probably too conservative. They do not account for 

a major class of words that are very commonly found in metrical misalignment in both 
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Wyatt and Surrey’s poems. Words such as farewell, therein, within, without, into, unto, 

upon, nothing, sometime, welcome, welfare, have conventionalized lexical stress, yet are 

comprised of etymologically distinct monosyllabic words that for much of their history, 

including examples from the early modern period, have been written as separate words. 

It seems possible, in fact, to conceive of them as something like compound 

monosyllables, with a variable, or at least looser stress assignment than other lexical 

items, and their use in Tottel’s certainly suggests this possibility. However, because they 

do have conventionalized stress patterns, I count their misalignments as metrical 

irregularities.  

 Additionally, even though he comes out surprisingly well in the comparison, this 

analysis is still probably very unfair to Wyatt. For one, his staggered rhymes very often 

have multiple metrical misalignments, all of which, as well as the rhyme itself, would be 

simultaneously corrected by treating the line as a headless catalectic, reading a pause 

into the unstressed position at the beginning of the line. Also, as has been noted from 

time to time by readers of the Egerton manuscript, his ‘incorrectly’ accented words 

frequently correspond to Romance language pronunciations of derived words, most 

often French; and his own spelling, for example in the Egerton’s Penitential Psalms, is 

often very French-influenced. Like a sixteenth-century Ezra Pound, it is not difficult to 

think of Wyatt, immersed in foreign poetic influence, structuring his poems with foreign 

linguistic rhythms, perhaps recognized by and carried over into Tottel’s. It may well be 
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that Tottel’s, with its program of metrical regularization a sort of prosody guide in its 

own right, gives us some purchase on how Wyatt would be read in the mid-sixteenth 

century. Finally, it should be noted that the greatest concentration of Wyatt’s ‘irregular’ 

lines come from poems that were unfinished at the time that the Egerton MS passed out 

of his hands, which can easily be seen by comparison to Appendix B, which lists the 

poems that Wyatt marked, with his signature, as ready to be transcribed from the 

manuscript. These poems are in general far more regular than the unsigned poems, 

which comprise a significant portion of Tottel’s Wyatt.  

In any case, these points are excluded from the comparison, as the most 

important thing, at this juncture, is merely the transparent analysis, based on consistent, 

locally-justifiable criteria, that considers the poets received verses within the exact same 

standards—adjustable and readjustable with further study.    

For now, this is what the foundational myth of modern English verse is built 

upon, what has supported all the oscillation and invective, as Wyatt’s ‘roughness’ has 

been devalued and revalued: a difference of less than one line per ten.  
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Appendix A 

The following table lists the currently-known sixteenth-century manuscript 

witnesses of Surrey's verse, as well as the entirety of his canon in the major print 

editions.  

Most, but not all of the manuscript poems are given in Peter Beal, "Henry 

Howard, Earl of Surrey," Index of English Literary Manuscripts, Vol 1, part 2 (New York: 

R.R. Bowker Company, 1980), 533-42. Additional manuscripts are given by A.S.G. 

Edwards, "Manuscripts of the Verse of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey," Huntington 

Library Quarterly 67, no 2 (2004): 283-293. 

While Beal's list is the principle source for Surrey's manuscript poems, its 

organization is somewhat uncongenial to a comparative study of Surrey's texts. 

Likewise, the arbitrary numbering systems used by Surrey's editors make it surprisingly 

laborious to confer between the print versions of his poems. This synoptic chart attempts 

to mitigate these difficulties.  

Manuscripts are abbreviated as follows. A: The Harington MS at Arundel Castle; 

Ash: Bodleian, MS Ashmole 176; B: Trinity College, Dublin MS 160 (the Blage MS); C: BL 

Cotton MS Titus A. XXIV; D: BL Additional MS 17492 (the Devonshire MS); E: BL 

Egerton MS 2711; H: BL Harley MS 78; Harg: BL Hargrave MS 205; P: BL Additional MS 

36529; R: Bodleian, Rawlinson. poet. 85. Poems found in the 1769 edition of Nugae 
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Antiquae are listed with the abbreviation NA and the page number of the 1769 text (on 

their potential significance, see Chapter 2, note 71). 

P nos. are from Bishop Percy's marginal numeration in P, which terminates after 

number 18. A nos. and folio designations are from Ruth Hughey, The Arundel Harington 

Manuscript of Tudor Poetry (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1960). Tottel's texts marked with 

an asterisk occur under 'Uncertain Authors'.  

Finally, Beal's list includes poems whose incipits are quoted in musical settings, 

which have been excluded here. In two cases (nos. 21 and 28), entire poems have been 

given musical settings in manuscript music books, and these are referred to by Beal's 

manuscript numbers. Four additional witnesses (all versions of no. 41) are listed by their 

Beal numbers, two of which are written on the last blank leaf of printed texts, and two of 

which occur in early seventeenth-century manuscript copies of Sir John Harington's 

epigrams, one in Harington's own hand. 

 
 
 
Pad.  
no. 

Nott 
pp. 

Jones 
no. 

T no. Beale 
nos. 

A ff. 
[no.] 

P ff. 
[no.] 

Other Line begins 

1 20 7 10     Alas! so all thinges   
2 19 2 2     The soote season,   
3 17 6 13 18  f. 55v 

[10] 
 I neuer saw youe,  

4 16 4 6 37  f. 55v 
[11] 

 Love that doth raine  

5 18 5 7 29  f. 56 
[12] 

 In Cipres springes—  

6 15 3 12 57-58  f. 57 
[17] 

 Set me wheras the  

7 20  9 2 f. 212v 
[298] 

  Brittle beautie, that  
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Pad.  
no. 

Nott 
pp. 

Jones 
no. 

T no. Beale 
nos. 

A ff. 
[no.] 

P ff. 
[no.] 

Other Line begins 

8 17 8 14     The golden gift that   
9 40 10 36     The fansy which that  
10 5 14  75  f. 56v 

[16] 
 Yf he that erst the   

11 1 11 1 66-67 f. 49 
[74] 

ff. 50-v 
[1] 

 The sonne hath twyse  

12 32  21     Although I had a  
13 5 1 16     When ragyng loue,  
14 7  24 1  f. 53v 

[5] 
NA p. 183-4 As oft as I behold  

15 23  3 72  f. 54 
[6] 

NA p. 185-6 When youthe had  

16 39 19 23     O lothsome place!  
17 37  25     Though I regarded  
18 4 12 20     Geue place, ye louers  
19 8 20 262     Syns fortunes wrath   
20   282* 19   H f. 30v I that Vlysses yeres  
21 12 23 17 45-48   H f. 30v  

D ff. 55-v 
NA p. 187-8 
Beale 46 

O happy dames   

22 24 13 4 60-62 ff. 50-1 
[77] 

f. 53 
[4] 

B f. 178 Such waywarde wais  

23 21 15 5     When sommer toke  
24 34 16 18 31-

32.5 
   In winters iust  

25 29 18 22     To dearly had I 
26 30 21 26     Wrapt in my careless  
27 31 22 243* 17 f. 37 

[72] 
  Gyrtt in my giltlesse  

28 9 17 265 20-28   Ash f. 97-v 
Beale 24 

If care do cause men   

29 3 9 8 15  f. 55 
[8] 

 From Tuscan cam  

30 50 26 11 71  f. 55 
[9] 

 When Windesor 

31 48 27 15 59  ff. 51-v 
[2] 

NA p. 189-91 So crewell prison!  

32 53 33  35-36 ff. 49-v 
[75] 

ff. 52-v 
[3] 

 London, hast thow  

33 14 24 19 16 ff. 54-v 
[85] 

  Good ladies, you that  

34 26  264 4 ff. 51-2 
[78] 

  Eache beeste can   

35 78 36  73-74 f. 52v 
[80] 

f. 63  Wher recheles youthe 
[Proem to Psalm 88] 
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Pad.  
no. 

Nott 
pp. 

Jones 
no. 

T no. Beale 
nos. 

A ff. 
[no.] 

P ff. 
[no.] 

Other Line begins 

36 80 37  68-69 f.53 
[82] 

f. 63v  The soudden stormes  
[Proem to Psalm 73] 

37 51 38 34     The stormes are past, 
38 44 31 29 64-65  f. 56 

[13] 
E f. 85v The greate Macedon,  

39 51 34 35     My Ratclif, when  
40 44 32 32 63  f. 56v 

[15] 
 Th' Assyryans king-- 

41 43 40 27 38-44  f. 54v 
[7] 

C f. 80 
Beale 38, 41,          
     42, 42.5 

Marshall, the thinges  

42 42 39 28 49   H f. 29 Of thy lyfe, Thomas,  
43 41 25 33 33-34 f.50 

[76] 
 C f. 83 Laid in my quyett  

44 47 30 263 30  f. 56v 
[14] 

 In the rude age when  

45 46 29 30 3  f. 57 
[18] 

 Dyvers thy death doo  

46 45 28 31    H f. 15v W. resteth here, that  
47 48 35      Norfolk sprang thee,  
48 66 43  5-6 ff. 55-v 

[86] 
ff. 58v-9  I, Salamon, Dauids  

[Ecclesiastes 1] 
49 67 44  7-8 ff. 55v-6v 

[87] 
ff. 59-60  From pensif fanzies,  

[Ecclesiastes 2] 
50 70 45  9-10 ff. 56v-7v 

[88] 
ff. 60-1  Like to the stereles  

[Ecclesiastes 3] 
51 73 46  11-12 ff. 57v-8 

[89] 
ff. 61-2  When I be thought  

[Ecclesiastes 4] 
52 75   13-14 ff. 58-9 

[90] 
ff. 62-v  When that repentant 

[Ecclesiastes 5] 
53 85 47  50 ff. 52-v 

[79] 
  Thie name, O Lord,  

[Psalm 8] 
54 83 50  51-52 ff. 53v-4 

[84] 
ff. 65-v  Giue eare to my suit,  

[Psalm 55] 
55 78 48  55-56 ff. 52v-3 

[81] 
ff. 63-v  Oh Lorde, vppon  

[Psalm 88] 
56 80 49  53-54 ff. 53-3v 

[83] 
ff. 64-v  Though, Lorde, to  

[Psalm 73] 
57 89 41      They whisted all,  

[Aeneid Bk. II] 
58 127 42  70   Harg, ff. 1-8 But now the  

[Aeneid Bk. IV] 
 56  278*     The sun, when he   
 162      D f. 7v My fearful hope from  
 163      D f. 8 Your fearful hope  
       R, f. 115v The longer lyfe the  
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Appendix B 

The following table lists Wyatt’s poems in the Egerton MS marked 'Tho'––

indicating Wyatt's authorial approval of the text1––alongside their iterations in the 

Arundel MS and in Tottel's Miscellany. The table rectifies omissions from Richard 

Harrier's transcript of the Egerton,2 as well as mistakes made in Joost Daalder's more 

recent essay on the significance of this marginal notation, as Harrier reproduces fifty-six 

instances of the abbreviation, against Daalder's list of sixty. The additional poems listed 

by Daalder include Harrier nos. 89 and 97, which in the Egerton are clearly marked 

'Tho', and nos. 91 and 92, which clearly are not. Thus the total number of Wyatt’s 'Tho' 

poems is fifty-eight.  

In addition, Harrier places no. 89 on f. 59r, rather than 59v, and no. 57 on f. 38r, 

rather than 38v. These are minor mistakes, owing to the innumerable, anesthetizing 

difficulties of this sort of scholarship. But as Harrier's transcript is the only readily-

available source for the Egerton texts, they stand in need of correction.  

A nos. and folio designations are from Ruth Hughey, The Arundel Harington 

Manuscript of Tudor Poetry (Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1960). 

 

 

                                                        

1 see Joost Daalder, “The Significance of the ‘THO’ Signs in Wyatt’s Egerton Manuscript,” Studies in 
Bibliography, Vol. 40 (1987), pp. 86-100.  
2 Richard Harrier, The Canon of Sir Thomas Wyatt’s Poetry (Cambridge, Harvard U Press, 1975). 
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Harrier 
no. 

E ff. A ff. 
[no.] 

T no. First Line 

1                   f. 4r                  69                 Behold love thy power how she dispiseth 
10 f. 11v    f. 63v 

[102]                
46 Eche man me telleth I chaunge moost my devise 

13 f. 13r    f. 65v 
[106] 

99 ffarewell Love and all thy lawes for ever 

16 f. 14v    f. 65v-6 
[108] 

39 There Was never ffile half so well filed 

19 f. 16r      Thou hast no faith of him that hath none 
23 f. 19r     60 In faith I wot not well what to say 
27 f. 21r     f. 66v 

[111] 
 Though I my self be bridilled of my mynde 

33 f. 24r    f. 67v-67 bis 
[117] 

97 Like to these vnmesurable montayns 

34 f. 24v      53 Madame wth outen many wordes 
35 f. 25r      Ye old mule that thinck your self so fayre 
36 ff. 25v-26r       Such happe as I ame happed in 
37 f. 26v      52 They fle from me / that sometyme did me seke 
38 f. 27r-v      There was never nothing more me payned 
39 f. 28r-v    f. 75v 

[131] 
 Patience though I have not 

42 f. 29v    f. 68-v 
[125] 

68 Who hath herd of such crueltye before? 

44 f. 31r    f. 63v 
[103] 

54 Alas madame for stelyng of a kysse 

45 f. 31v      What no perdy ye may be sure 
46 f. 32r     55 The wandering gadlyng in the sommer tyde / 
47 f. 32v    f. 67 bis 

[118] 
40 The lyvely sperkes that issue from those Iyes 

48 f. 33r    f. 68-v 
[126] 

56 What nedeth these threning wordes and wasted wynde 

49 f. 33r    f. 67 bis 
[119] 

57 Ryght true it is and said full yore agoo 

50 f. 33v    f. 67 bis 
[120] 

266 What wourde is that / that chaungeth not 

51 ff. 34r-v      At moost myschief 
52 ff. 35r-v     65 Marvaill no more all tho 
53 ff. 36r-v    f. 78-v 

[135] 
66 Where shall I have at myn owne will 

54 f. 37r    f. 68v 
[127] 

67 She sat and sowde / that hath done me the wrong 

57 f. 38v    f. 78v 
[136] 

 That I cannot your crueltie constrain 

58 f. 39r    f. 77 
[133] 

 To wisshe and want and not obtain 

59 f. 40r    f. 68v 
[128] 

71 Some tyme I fled the fyre that me brent / 

60 f. 40r     72 he is not ded that somtyme hath a fall 
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Harrier 
no. 

E ff. A ff. 
[no.] 

T no. First Line 

61 f. 40v    f. 68v 
[129] 

73 the furyous gonne in his raIing yre / 

63 f. 42r      What deth is worse then this 
64 f. 42v     85 Thenmy of liff/decayer of all kynde / 
65 ff. 42v-43r     86 Ons as me thought fortune me kyst 
66 ff. 43v-44r     87 My lute awake perfourme the last 
67 ff. 44v-45r      If chaunce assynd 
68 f. 45r     88 Nature that gave the bee so fee a grase, / 
69 f. 45v      I have sought long with stedfastnes 
70 f. 46r      Lyke as the Swan 
72 ff. 47r-v      Syns ye delite to knowe 
73 ff. 47v-48r       Hevyn and erth & all that here me plain 
74 f. 48v      Comfort thy self my wofull hert 
76 f. 50r     112 Desire alas my master & my foo / 
77 f. 50r     267 Venemus thornes that ar so sharp & kene 
79 f. 53r      To cause accord or to aggre 
82 f. 54v     123 In downtfull brest, / whilst moderly pitie, / 
83 f. 54v     120 Off cartage he that worthie warier 
84 f. 55r    f. 97 

[137] 
 Processe of tyme worketh suche wounder 

87 ff. 58r-v      All hevy myndes 
88 f. 59r      To seke eche where where man doeth lyve 
89 f. 59v        O goodely Hand 
90 ff. 60r-v      Lo What it is to love 
93 f. 62r       I lede a liff/vnpleasant/nothing glad / 
95 ff. 62v-63r      Yf in the world ther be more woo 
97 f. 63v-64v      Moste wretchid hart most myserable 
98 f. 64v    f. 67 bisv-8 

[123] 
43 You that in love finde lucke and habundance 

101 f. 66r     63 From thes hye hilles as when a spryng dothe fall 
103 f. 66v     f. 68 

[124] 
44 If waker care if sodayne pale Coulor 

Total  58  21 32  
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Appendix C 

The following tables present, in condensed form, prosodic analyses of Wyatt and 

Surrey’s poems in Tottel’s Miscellany. The first row of each table lists the total number of 

lines per poem, the ratio of metrically 'regular' to 'irregular' lines before any metaplasmic 

devices are considered ("Unadjusted Ratio"), and the ratio once devices are counted 

("Adjusted Ratio"). The second row lists the devices of elision I take to be present in each 

poem. As the specific phonetic character of these devices is open to dispute, the entire 

row may be conflated into a single Elision column. The third row, conversely, lists 

lengthening devices: syllabic-extension devices in the first two columns, and, as a 

metrically-lengthening/focusing device, the placement of syllables with secondary or 

tertiary stress in metrically-stressed positions in column three. These columns are 

discrete. The final row lists misalignments of lexical and metrical stress accounted for in 

the “Adjusted Ratio” column in row one.  

A point of nomenclature: r and v abbreviations appended to line numbers are an 

imperfect response to a difficulty presented by Rollins’ numeration, in which poems’ 

lines are not consecutively and discretely numbered, but are counted according to their 

placement on individual pages, with page headings and poem titles also counted. So, on 

the first page of poems, the heading “Songes and Sonettes” and the title “Descripcion of 

the restlesse state / of a louer, with sute to his / ladie, to rue on his di- / yng hart,” are 

numbered lines one through five, with the first line of verse numbered six. Obviously, 
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under this scheme, line reference becomes a problem for poems that extend over a single 

page, making for redundant line numbers in individual poems, situations in which a 

poem’s later lines are given earlier numbers than those that precede them (when a poem 

begins beneath the first verse line of a page), in many cases both, and multiply-

redundant line numbers in poems that extend over several pages. One way of dealing 

with this problem would have been to append page numbers for every line in each such 

poem, but this proved ungainly, leading often to eight digit citations for single words. 

Another solution would have been to count the lines in each poem and reference them 

discretely, though as these numbers wouldn’t concur with the numbers in the text, and 

many poems number into the hundreds of lines, this seemed even more impractical. 

Instead, when a poem runs over a single page, I represent the succeeding pages with 

right-side (r) and left-side (v) abbreviations, and in the few cases in which a poem 

extends to four or more pages, represent successive right and left-side pages with 

successive abbreviations (rr, vv, etc.). So, for example, in Wyatt no. 64—a 147 line poem 

beginning on page 45 and stretching over four pages—line 120, numbered 43 at the 

bottom of page 47, and line 121, numbered 2 beneath the heading “Songes.” at the top of 

page 48, would be cited 64.43r and 64.2.vv, respectively.  

Bolded words in the “Other Stress” column are line-terminal, and thus represent 

wrenched rhymes. Italicized words are those, as explained in Chapter Three, in which 

lexical stress has been conventionalized, but which are comprised of etymologically-
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distinct monosyllabic words, sometimes separated in early modern English texts, and 

which may be potentially thought of as compound monosyllables, with an only loosely-

fixed lexical stress.  

A final point about redundancy between columns. Epenthesized words of three 

syllables or more, correctly accented, would also naturally be included in the 

‘polysyllable promotion’ column, but as this is implied, for the sake of simplicity, and to 

avoid the possibility of a single word being counted twice in the ‘Unadjusted Ratio’ 

column, they are not. However, metaplasms that are incorrectly accented by the fact of 

being metaplasms will be listed in both rows two or three as well as row four.     

SURREY  
Total Lines / Poems Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
1158 / 40 874 / 284   (75% / 25%) 1039 / 119   (90% / 10%) 
 
WYATT 
Total Lines / Poems Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
2085 / 97 1348 / 737   (65% / 35%) 1703 / 382   (82% / 18%)     
 
 
[1] Descripcion of the restlesse state of a louer, with sute to his ladie, to rue on his diyng hart. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
55 43/12 50/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
26. heauens 26. seeth  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
8. despoiled  
13. parched 
13. restored 

 7. lustinesse 
9. cruelness 
11. healthfulnesse 
36. couertly   

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 10. vnder 

18. nothing 
21. alwaies 
33. nothing 
7v. sometime 
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 [2] Description of Spring, wherin eche thing renewes, saue onelie the louer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 10/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
33. repaired  28. nightingale 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
30. Somer 
37. Winter 

26. season 
35. swalow 

 

 
 
 
[3] Descripcion of the restlesse state of a louer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
32 28/4 32/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
6. loked 
26. appered 
34. norished 

 33. secretely 
 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
 
[4] Description of the fickle affections panges and sleightes of loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
50 41/9 45/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
34. desired 
5r. reuiued 

 9. pondereth 
21. outwardly 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 11. into 

19. vnto 
24. vnder 
30. without 
30. sicklesse 
36. into 
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[5] Complaint of a louer, that defied loue, and was by loue after the more tormented. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
48 33/15 46/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
16. clothed 
18. changed 
26. pricked 
33. betrothed 
34. thanked 
5v. curssed 
7v. asked 
16v. empressed 
18v. turned 
19v. agreued 
20v. increased 

 17. garmented 
9v. Vnwillingly 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
23. Nothing 22v. vnto  
 
 
[6] Complaint of a louer rebuked. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 12/2 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
35. Taketh 26. liueth  
 
 
[7] Complaint of the louer disdained. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 10/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
5. thawed 
6. fired 
7. dissolved 

  

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
10. Endlesse 7. poyson 

11. frozen 
16. into 

11. found 
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[8] Description and praise of his loue Geraldine. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 6/8 8/6 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
  30. Widsor alas 

31. beauty of 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  28. Geraldine 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
23. Fostered 
27. Honsdon 
29. Hampton 
32. Happy 

20. sometyme 
 

 

 
 
[9] The frailtie and hurtfulness of beautie 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 2/12 4/10 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
4v. Daungerous 
12v. farest 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
9v. enticed  8v. ieopardie 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
35. Brittle 
2v. Flowring 
3v. Tickell 
4v. Daungerous 
5v. Costly 
6v. Slipper 
8v. Iewel 
10v. Enmy 

35. beautie 
3v. treasure 
7v. geason 
13v. redy 
13v. morowe  
13v. shaken 

 

 
 
[10] A complaint by night of the louer not beloued 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 9/5 10/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
17. disturbed  27. inwardly 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
17. Heauen 
22. Bringing 

17. nothing 
19. about 
25. sometyme 

19. bring 
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[11] How eche thing saue the louer in spring reuiueth to pleasure. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 12/2 14/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
  3r. discouer and 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  8r. ouercast 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[12] Vow to loue faithfully howsoeuer he be rewarded. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 12/2 14/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
17. temperate 
23. heauen 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[13] Complaint that his ladie after she knew of his loue kept her face alway hidden from him. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 13/1 14/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  8v. euermore 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[14] Request to his loue to ioyne bountie with beautie. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 14/0 14/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
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[15] Prisoned in windsor, he recounteth his pleasure there passed. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
54 40/14 47/7 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 32. cruell 

43r. doest 
 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
9r. dispoyled 
10r. dazed 
16r. chased 
19r. trayned 
25r. clothed 
26r. ybreathed 
40r. unsupped 

 18r. nimblenes 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
3v. Eccho 32. prison 

33. Windsor 
3r. into 
19r. trayned 
25r. forest 
8v. banishe 
8v. releefe 

 

 
 
 
[16] The louer comforteth himself with the worthiness of his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
30 21/9 27/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
39. draweth 35. worthier 

 
25. many a 
26. many a 
28. many a 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
19. Troye  13. cruelly 

28. ouerronne 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
35. Seruyng 
3r. Ioyful 

12. extreme  

 
 
 
[17] Complaint of the absence of her louer being vpon the sea. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
42 32/10 36/6 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
19. Furdering  40. spoyle of 
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
30. Drowned  14. rememberance 

16. gouernance 
34. mariner 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
19. Furdering 
20. Toward 
30. Drowned 
 

28. other  
28. lovers 
32. window 
7v. mingled 

28. across 

 
 
[18] Complaint of a diyng louer refused vpon his ladies iniust mistaking of his writyng. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
82 57/25 78/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
20. vttering 
37. even  
28r. befallen  
32r. knowest 
42r. knoweth 
15v. power 

14. Boreas 
10r. Doest 
2v. piteous 
 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
15. vnclothed 
21. amazed 
28. cursed 
33. learned 
34. cursed 
14r. shryked 
19r. chanced 
29r. reversed 
3v. changed  
14v. belonged 

 22r. recompenst 
40r. emperour 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
19. Vnder 
38r. Into 
39r. Welcome 

23r. likewise  
23r. also  
38r. welcome 

 

 
 
 
[19] Complaint of the absence of her louer being vpon the sea. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
44 37/7 39/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
17r. sowre 8r. saith 

 
 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
38. Sometime 
5r. Welcome 

20. exile 
4r. welcome 
5r. welfare  
19r. vnto 

 

 
 
[20] A praise of his loue: wherin he reproueth them that compare their Ladies with his. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
30 26/4 30/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
31. sayen 36. saith  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
37. sealed  35. Penelope 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
 
[21] To the Ladie that scorned her louer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
32 31/1 31/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
27. Vnto   
 
 
 
[22] A warning to the louer how he is abused by his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
22 19/3 21/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
24. beloved 
31. fayned 

  

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 23. vnto  
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 [23] The forsaken louer describeth & forsaketh loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
40 35/5 38/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
14. Even   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
21. scaped 
38. desired 

  

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 27. without 

28. also 
 

 
 
[24] The louer describes his restlesse state. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
24 22/2 23/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  26. bitterly 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 20. Cupide  
 
 
[25] The louer excuseth himself of suspected change. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
48 41/7 47/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 12v. flieth  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
35. passed  36. honeste  

7v. enterprise 
20v. fickleness 
33v. felicite 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
15v. Into    
 
 
 
 
[26] A carelesse man, scorning and describing, the suttle vsage of women towarde their louers. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
30 28/2 29/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
26. power   
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 20. somtime  
 
 
 
[27] The meanes to attain happy life. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
16 10/6 14/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
12. delicate   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
14. discharged  9. gouernance 

11. continuance 
13. simplenesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
4. Martiall 12. diet  
 
 
 
[28] Praise of meane and constant estate. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
20 7/13 9/11 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  29. palacelyke 

31. violenter 
33. ouerthwartes 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
32. Lightninges 
34. Hopeth 

22. compasse 
24. coward 
24. shonning 
26. gladly 
26. halseth 
27. dangers 
28. lothsom 
32. mountaines 
35. sendeth 
36. Phebus 
39. wisely 

33. depe 
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[29] Praise of certain psalmes of Dauid, translated by sir. T.w. the elder 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 7/7 10/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
8. power 8. Darius  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
10. fayned  11. sepulture 

15. penitence 
17. concupiscence 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
8. Darius 7. Macedon 

7. Persie 
12. purchase 
15. Dauid 

7. chased 
 

 
 
 
[30] Of the death of the same sir. T.w. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
36. Pyramus 30. enuious  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
25. Lurked  23. diuersly 

24. liuelyhed 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
25. Lurked 
33. Honour 

25. envy 
 

 

 
 
 
 
[31] Of the same 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
38 21/17 33/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
3. W(yatt) 
4. heavenly 
35. heauens 
40. heauens 

20. courteous 
 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
4. encreased 
13. assured 
26. reposed 
33. Lived 
38. receiued 

 17. vnparfited 
24. reconcile 
25. represent 
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
32. Happy 
33. Lived 
37. Witnesse 

16. Chaucer 
30. vnto 

 

 
 
[32] Of Sardinapalus dishonorable life, and miserable death. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 10/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 5. Thassirian  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
9. semed 
14. Drenched 

15. impacient 14. womanish 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
14. Drenched 
15. Feble 
18. Murthered 

8. vanquisht  

 
 
[33] How no age is content with his own estate, & how the age of children is the happiest, if they had 
skill to vnderstand it. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
28 25/3 26/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 13v. happiest  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  8v. messengers 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 7v. vnto 

13v. therin 
 

 
 
 [34] Bonum est mihi quod humiliasti me. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
17 11/6 14/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
23. determed  20. ouerblowne 

26. company 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
27. Thraldom 
28. Danger 
34. Vnto 
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[35] Exhortacion to learne by others trouble. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
6 1/5 5/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 7. Wiat  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  3. chastisement 

5. aduertisement 
6. Solomon 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 4. callyng  
 
 
[36] The fansie of a weried louer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 10/4 14/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
10. served 
12. semed 
23. pleased 

  

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 11. alway  
 
 
[262] The constant louer lamenteth. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
24 20/4 22/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 5. enuieth 

11. Borias 
 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
6. raygned   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 5. enuieth 

22. graven 
 

 
 
 
[263] A praise of sir Thomas wyate thelder for his excellent learning. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 13/1 13/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
2r. Failed   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
2r. Failed   
 
 
 
[264] A song written by the earle of Surrey by a lady that refused to daunce with him. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
76 58/18 71/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
39v. power 25v. deuour  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
17. seemed 
18. pleased 
19. semed 
26. bowed 
29. deserued 
37. moved 
5v. crowned 
12v. assured 
17v. preserved 
17v. died 
28v. coyed 

 15v. willingly 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
25. vnto 
32. Lyon 
2v. Cruell 
16v. Other 

14v. likewise 
 

22. bone 

 
 
 
[265] The faithfull louer declareth his paines and his vuncertein ioies, and with only hope 
recomforteth somwhat his wofull heart. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
60 45/15 57/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
20v. wavering 
24v. showers 

24. continually 
 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
33. desired 
11v. perced 
22v. plonged 
29v. passed 

 24. continually 
25. pensiueness 
28. destenie 
31. instrument 
15v. forgetfulnes 
26v. pacientlie 
37v. afterwarde 
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 19. sometime 

27. vnder 
22v. plonged 

 

 
 
 
[37] The louer for shamefastnesse hideth his desire within his faithfull hart. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 1/13 5/9 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  6. residence 

10. negligence 
11. reverence 
14. enterprise 
18. faithfully 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
7. Into 
14. Leauyng 
 

5. harber 
7. preaseth 
8. campeth 
8. banner 
9. suffer 
12. hardinesse 
13. forest 
15. appeareth 
16. maister 
16. feareth 

 

 
 
[38] The louer waxeth wiser, and will not die for affection 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
30. amorous   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
27. fixed 
29. stirred 

 25. continual  

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 24. hatyng 

26. buried 
29. thunhappy 
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[39] The abused louer seeth his foly, and entendeth to trust no more. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  7. instrument 

14. returnable 
15. agreable 
16. therwithall 
16. recompence 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 8. other 

13. apparence 
 

 
 
 
[40] The louer describeth his being striken with sight of his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
29. Dased  27. vehemence 

30. lightenyng 
33. paciently 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
29. Dased 28. presence 

29. vnto 
30. striken 
33. bearyng 
34. after 

 

 
 
 
[41] The wauering louer wylleth, and dreadeth, to moue his desire. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 6/8 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
8. folowyng   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
6. assured  
10. armed 

 7. company 
11. libertie 
12. crueltie 
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 5. wonted 

5. mislead 
11. lockyng 
13. vnder 

 

 
 
[42] The louer hauing dreamed enioying of his loue, complaineth that the dreame is not either longer 
or truer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 13/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
27. dangerous 
28. broughtest 
29. madest 

 30. body in 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
26. fained   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
32. Painelesse   
 
 
 [43] The louer vnhappy biddeth happy louers reioice in Maie, while he waileth that moneth to him 
most vnlucky. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 4/10 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
15. Mischanced  7. iolitie 

8. slugardy 
12. commonly 
14. nativitie 
16. veritie 
18. perplexitie 
19. felicitie 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 9. obseruance 

15. ruler 
11. unhappy 

 
 
 
[44] The louer confesseth him in loue with Phillis. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 11/3 13/1 
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Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
30. Thunfayned   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 22. colour 

31. Brunet 
 

 
 
[45] Of others fained sorrow, and the louers fained mirth. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 7/7 10/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
7. Couering 12. cruel  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
15. fayned  6. thonorable 

7. represent 
9. Hannibal 
14. contrary 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
5. Cesar 
7. Couering 

5. Egypt 
7. gladnesse 
8. outward 
14. hideth 
15. mery 

 

 
 
[46] Of change in minde. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 5/9 8/6 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  27. diuersnesse 

28. diuersnesse 
32. variable 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 21. reason 

22. purpose 
22. season 
25. maner 
26. fashion 
29. after 

23. guise 
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 [47] How the louer perisheth in his delight, as the flie in the fire. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 9/5 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
12. foloweth 
14. desteny 

 8. contrary of 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
5. Never 
6. Other 

  

 
 
 
 [48] Against his tong that failed to vtter his sutes. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 12/2 13/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
19. power   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
19. honoured    
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 20. rendred  
 
 
 
 [49] Description of the contrarious passions in a louer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 11/3 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
  10v. another, and 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 8v.without 

11v. sorow 
 

 
 
 
[50] The louer compareth his state to a shippe in perilous storme tossed on the sea. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 6/8 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
17. charged 
24. forced 
27. Wrethed 

 17. forgetfulnesse 
20. cruelnesse 
21. readinesse 
24. fearfulnesse 
26. hinderance 
27. ignorance 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
27. Wrethed 18. winter 

20. stereth 
29. reason 
29. comfort 

18. passe 

 
[51] Of douteous loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 6/8 10/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
  9r. many a 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  35. Paradise 

6r. extremity 
10r. hardinesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
7r. Frosen 
 

2r. vnder 
8r. earnest 
11r. frutelesse 

 

 
 
[52] The louer sheweth how he is forsaken of such as he somtime enioyed. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
21 11/10 13/8 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 21. continuall  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  22. otherwise 

27. therwithall 
30. gentlenesse 
33. newfanglenesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
21. Busily 
23. Twenty 
31. Into 

16. stalkyng 
22. fortune 
23. especiall 
24. after  
32. goodnesse 
33. also 
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[53] To a ladie to answere directly with yea or nay. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
12 9/3 9/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
9. Answer 7. alway 

8. pity 
 

 
 
[54] To his loue whom he had kissed against her will. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 6/2 8/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 21. rediest  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  19. greuously 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[55] Of the Ielous man that loued the same woman and espied this other sitting with her. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 6/2 7/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  31. sodeinly 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 32. despite 32. boot 
 
 
[56] To his loue from whom he hadd her gloues. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 7/1 7/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
  13. other 
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[57] Of the fained frend. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
7 6/1 7/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
  20. many a 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
[58] The louer taught, mistrusteth allurementes. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
21 17/5 20/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
7v. suretie   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
2v. Imprisoned  32. contraries 

2v. liberties 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
4v. Alwayes 4v. thirsty  
 
[59] The louer complayneth that his loue doth not pitie him. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
21 12/9 16/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
27. rored 
32. framed 
33. cloked 

 19. exclamacion 
25. heauinesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
24. Many 16. causyng 

22. rivers 
30. pitie 
33. beauty 

 

 
 
[60] The louer reioyseth against fortune that by hindering his sute had happily made him forsake his 
folly. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
21 12/9 18/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
10. sekest 
14. sekest 
19. lower 

18. cruell 
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  3. wonderous 

5. dolourous 
12. honestie 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
19. Wenyng  6. joyous 

22. hapt 
 
 
[61] A renouncing of hardly escaped loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
16 8/8 11/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  25. crueltie 

26. libertie 
27. wofully 
28. tragedy 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
28. Finisht 
3v. Welcome 

35. dreadeth 
36. leseth 

29. pleasure 

 
 
[62] The louer to his bed, with describing of his vnquiet state. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
21 13/8 15/6 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
  11. forgetter of 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  19. ouerthwart 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
10. Quieter 8. sorow 

16. nothing 
17. causeth 
22. causeth 
24. labour 

 

 
 
 
[63] Comparison of loue to a streame falling from the Alpes. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 7/1 8/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  37. remedy 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[64] wiates complaint vpon Loue, to Reason: with Loues answer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
147 64/83 114/33 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
10. horrible 
29. amorous 
37. counseler 
12v. laborous 
19v. heauenly 
27v. knoweth 
35v. knowest 
38v. draweth 
41v. clatteryng 
8r. knoweth 
24r. toward  
28r. ignorant 
4vv. errour 
7vv. hower 

13v. tediousnesse 
26vv. audience 

15. many a 
16r. many a 
43r. any honest  
10vv. honour and 
27vv. to haue  
 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
8. tryed 
9. Charged 
17. oppressed 
19. passed 
21. escaped 
29. traced 
30. araced 
39. tempered 
25v. thralled 
27r. learned 
24vv. accused 
 

17. pacience 
31. frailnesse 
 

17. pacience 
19. hitherto 
20. profitable 
22. deceauable 
23. forceable 
24. mishappinesse 
25. vngentlenesse 
27. bitternesse 
31. frailnesse 
39. tempered 
13v. tediousnesse 
14v. dangerous 
18v. ouertake 
20v. tiranny 
21v. misery 
30v. resident 
33v. languishment 
34v. paraventure 
36v. aduersair 
2r. euermore 
5r. wretchednes 
9r. Hanniball 
9r. troubelous 
10r. Achilles 
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11r. Thaffricane 
12r. glorious 
18r. womanhod 
23r. honesty 
24r. gentlenesse 
25r. fidelity 
26r. aduersity 
39r. ouerthrowen 
2vv.euerywhit 
12vv. Considering 
28vv. resolucion 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
9. Charged 
16. Torment 
38. Whettyng 
13v. Alwayes 
22r. Euermore  
26r. Pacience 
31r. Sweter 
39r. Never 
41r. Doutyng 
 

5. froward 
5. maister 
14. other 
19. passed 
20. profitable 
26. hony 
28. semblance 
36. onely 
38. alwayes 
2v. geuen 
4v. obstinate 
14v. errour 
22v. hower 
22v. rested 
25v. over 
26v. ruler 
31v. daily 
31v. threaten 
36v. greuous 
39v. vnkinde 
4r. alone 
11r. Scipion 
11r. famous 
22r. content 
22r. maistresse  
34r. vnder 
37r. thousand 
37r. dishonesties 
23vv. reuerence 

26. gall 
32v. torment 
4r. frame 
21r. reche 
37r. drawen 
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[65] The louers sorowfull state maketh him write sorowfull songes, but Souche his loue may change 
the same. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
32 24/8 28/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
38. grauen 17r. Continually  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
36. proued  8r. ouerthwart 

12r. perfitly 
17r. continually 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
33. Maruell 37. also 

38. letters 
21r. fortune 

 

 
 
 
[66] The louer complaineth himself forsaken. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
44 32/12 40/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
4v. geven 
13v. sayeth 

16v. Happiest  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
11v. falsed 
12v. returned 

 18v. cruelnesse 
23v. steadfastnesse 
25v. comfortlesse 
33v. euermore 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
36. Comfort 
14v. Fortune 
16v. Happiest 

32v. also  

 
 
 
[67] Of his loue that pricked her finger with a nedle. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 4/4 6/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 39. piteous 38. many a 

 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
4v. Grudgyng 3v. maister  
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[68] Of the same. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 4/4 7/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
10. caused 
11. Wished 
15. pricked 

 8. cruelty 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
11. Wished   
 
 
 
[69] Request to Cupide, for reuenge of his vnkinde loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 8/6 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
24. vnarmed  27. triumpeth 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
22. Broken 
24. Weaponed 

19. power 
26. spitefull 
27. proudly 
29. breaketh 

27. triumpeth 

 
 
 
[70] Complaint for true loue vnrequited. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 6/8 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 15. cruelty  

 
 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
9. cloked  3. steadfastnesse 

4. doublenesse 
5. craftinesse 
9. doublenesse 
10. steadfastnesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
7. Soonest 14. maistresse  
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[71] The louer that fled loue now folowes it with his harme. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 7/1 7/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
18. Somtime   
 
 
[72] The louer hopeth of better chance. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 6/2 6/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
33. After 30. Fortune  
 
 
[73] The louer compareth his hart to the ouercharged gonne. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 5/3 7/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 5. furious  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
6. rammed   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 8. sunder  
 
 
[74] The louer suspected of change praieth that it be not beleued against him. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
12 10/2 11/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
16. Accused   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
20. Sooner   
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[75] The louer abused renownseth loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
13 10/3 13/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
31. vsed  31. crueltie 

2v. libertie 
4v. extremitie 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[76] The louer professeth himself constant. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 8/0 8/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[77] The louer sendeth his complaintes and teares to sue for grace. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
32 28/4 30/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
4r. nourished  34. crueltie 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 31. also 

10r. forcyng 
 

 
 
[78] The louers case can not be hidden how euer he dissemble. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
40 37/3 38/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
30. fixed   
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
31. Alwayes 
18v. Depely 

30. fixed 
 

 

 
 
[79] The louer praieth not to be disdained, refused, mistrusted, nor forsaken. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
20 16/4 20/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  34. sodenly 

36. honestly 
2r. fantasy 
5r. stedfastnesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[80] The louer lamenteth his estate with sute for grace. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
28 20/8 27/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  19. sobernesse 

21. stedfastnesse 
22. gentlenesse 
25. willingly 
27. vnfaynedly 
2v. incontinent 
3v. consumingly 
6v. crueltye 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
19. Vnder 19. colour  
 
 
 
[81] The louer waileth his changed ioyes. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
40 36/4 37/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
35. turned   
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
19. Sometyme 15. also  

26. comfort 
 

 
 
[82] The louer lamenteth other to haue the frutes of his seruice. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
28 21/7 27/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
26. power 
 

4v. cruelty 21. lenger I 
29. hony, I 
35. lenger I 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  34. gredely 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 23. fansie  
 
 
[83] To his loue that had geuen him answere of refusell. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
20 17/3 19/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
10. countenance   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  11. comfortlesse 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
16. Namely   
 
 
[84] To his ladie cruel ouer her yelden louer. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
32. prisoners 
 

35. powers 
2r. seest 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  8r. execrable 

9r. miserable 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 32. prisoners 

33. lyon 
35. vnder 
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[85] The louer complaineth that deadlie sicknesse can not helpe his affeccion. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 6/2 6/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 13. enmy 

14. wythers 
13. kinde 

 
 
[86] The louer reioiceth the enioying of his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
26 16/12 24/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
2v. sheweth 
7v. power 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
27. asked 
33. semed 
36. reuiued 

 28. euermore 
32. ouerturnde 
3v. wondersly 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
10v. Nothing 
 

23. fortune 
12v. promesse 
14v. soueraigne 

 

 
 
[87] The louer complayneth the vnkindnes of his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
40 27/13 31/9 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
39. makest 29. continually  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  28. cruelly 

29. continually 
31. remedy 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
19. Labour 
38. Vengeaunce 
7r. Playning 
16r. Labour 

30. affection 
2r. vnder  
5r. witherd 
7r. vnto  
13r. beauty 

34. shot 
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[88] How by a kisse he found both his life and death. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 4/4 4/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
22. Nature 23. hony 

23. wondrous 
23. fashion 
25. poyson 
25. alteracion 
27. secrete 
27. operacion 

 

 
 
[89] The louer describeth his being taken with sight of his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
24 20/4 21/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
13v. driuen 5v. fleeth  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  35. sodainely 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 38. into 

5v. into 
 

 
 
[90] To his louer to loke vpon him. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 3/5 7/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
23. hydest 
24. easily 
25. madest 

25. doest 
 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 28. reliefe   
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[91] The louer excuseth him of wordes wherwith he was vniustly charged. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
48 45/3 48/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
3r. power 
17r. heaven 

10r. Continually  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  10r. Continually 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[92] Of such as had forsaken him. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 3/5 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  8. libertie 

10. company 
12. aduersitie 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 8. pleasant 

11. bodies 
14. elles 

 
 
[93] A description of such a one as he would loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 5/3 6/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
17. wonderous   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
22. crisped   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 21. without 

22. also 
 

 
 
 
[94] How vnpossible it is to finde quiet in his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 5/9 8/6 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  2r. quietnesse 

3r. rightwisely 
4r. wrongfully 
5r. bitternesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
27. Ever 
6r. Any 

29. alike  
32. waterles 
32. vpon 
32. mountaine 
33. returne 
33. into 
33. fountaine 
5r. after 

 

 
 
[95] Of Loue, Fortune, and the louers minde. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 7/7 9/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 14. sleeth  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
23. dasshed    
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
16. Burneth 
17. Liueth 

15. folishe 
16. sildam 
22. falleth 

12. often 

 
 
[96] The louer prayeth his offred hart to be receiued. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 9/5 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
  30. any other 

36. he is 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
28. Geuen 35. exile 

35. comfort 
37. wander 
37. naturall 
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[97] The louers life compared to the Alpes. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 7/7 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 15. continually 7. burden of 

12. do attire 
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  6. vnmesurable 

15. continually 
17. Vnmoueable 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
10. Vnder 10. craggy 

19. alwaies 
 

 
 
[98] Charging of his loue as vnpiteous and louing other. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 1/13 5/9 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
22. amourous 
32. sorowfull 

31. continually 
 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  28. wofully 

31. continually 
32. busily 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 23. languor 

23. lovely 
24. kindled 
25. errour 
26. distayned 
27. lower 
29. colour 
30. another 
31. sighyng 

30. dere  
34. stroy 

 
 
[99] A renouncing of loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 7/7 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  10. libertie 

12. auctoritie 
13. propartie 
15. hytherto 
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
3. Farewell 
5. Senec 
 

3. euer 
7. errour 
7. parseuer 

 

 
 
[100] The louer forsaketh his vnkinde loue, 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 10/4 11/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 27. Vnsaciat  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
32. Ploweth 24. after 

31. bearyng 
32. water 

 

 
 
[101] The louer describeth his restlesse state. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
28 25/3 26/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  27. libertie 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
3. Sometime 27. alway  
 
 
[102] The louer lamentes the death of his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 11/3 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  40. desteny 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
39. Daily 5r. alwayes  
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[103] The louer sendeth sighes to mone his sute. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
14 8/6 12/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
11. prayer  
12. heauen 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  21. pitefull 

22. disceiuably 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 9. vnto 

20. assaile 
 

 
 
 
[104] Complaint of the absence of his loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
100 75/25 87/13 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
29. hower 
3v. hower 
6v. howers 
44v. sheweth 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
31. sored 
15v. desired 
31v. darked 
34v. thenflamed 
17r. crisped 

 29v. entermete 
41v. vnderneth 
44v. evermore 
9r. forbecause 
15r. accompany 
34r. vndiscrete 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
8v. Westward 27. succours 

31. vnto  
18v. somethyng 
32v. also  
33v. record 
34v. record 
37v. vnto 
40v. cristall 
11r. within  
37r. sometime 
42r. somtime 

7r. twain 
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[105] The louer blameth his loue for renting of the letter he sent her. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
12   
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  18. cruelty 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
19. Tormentes 11. also 

13. written 
13. teare  

 
 
[106] The louer curseth the tyme when first he fell in loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
24 20/4 22/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  4r. memorie 

6r. company 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 25. beawtie 

25. beholde 
34. also 

 

 
 
[107] The louer determineth to serue faithfully. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
36 21/15 34/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  20. aduersitie 

22. paciently 
24. cruelty 
27. willingly 
28. paciently 
34. paciently 
37. cruelnesse 
39. willingly 
2v. paciently 
8v. paciently 
12v. whatsoeuer 
13v. willingly 
14v. paciently 
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Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 26. vnto  

3v. fortune 
 

 
 
 
[108] The louer suspected blameth yll tonges. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
12 11/1 12/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
27. Euen   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
 
[109] The louer complaineth and his lady comforteth. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
32 28/4 30/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
6r. sekest 
16r. wouldest 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 20r. suffer 26r. trew 
 
 
 
[110] why loue is blinde. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 7/1 7/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
32. Vanquisht   
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[111] To his vnkinde loue. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
20 11/9 15/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
3. power 
 

6. continuall 
13. doest 
14. doest 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
17. Cruell 7. sleeplesse 

8. nothing 
12. triumph 
17. rebell 
18. never 

 

 
 
[112] The louer blameth his instant desyre. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 3/5 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
26. sekest 
31. Euen 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
29. forced  29. mutabilitie 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
26. Sometime 
27. Sometime 

25. altred 
 

 

 
 
[113] The louer complayneth his estate. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
30 25/5 27/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
36. geuen   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  35. secretely 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
5r. Vnto 5r. sometime 

15r. alway 
21r. alway 
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[114] Against hourders of money. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 8/0 8/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[115] Discripcion of a gonne. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 2/6 2/6 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
2. Vulcane 
3. Nature 
5. Angre 
7. Monster 

2. Minerua 
3. nourisht 
5. children 
8. defend 

4. naught 
5. dere 
 

 
 
[116] wiat being in prison, to Brian. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 3/5 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 18. Brian  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  15. innocence 

17. righteousnesse 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
13. Clinkyng 
17. Malice 

 12. teares 

 
 
 
[117] Of dissembling words. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
6 6/0 6/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
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Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[118] Of the meane and sure estate. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
10 6/4 9/1 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
6r. knowen 
7r. unknowen 

 31. quietnesse 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 4r. after  
 
 
[119] The courtiers life. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
7 3/4 3/4 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
9. decked   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 9. decked 

10. felyng 
11. sundry 
15. fettred 

11. play 

 
 
[120] Of disappointed purpose by negligence. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 2/6 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
22. geuen 18. warriour  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  19. ouercome 

23. vnpossest 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 20. likewise 

21. conquest 
23. balance 
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[121] Of his returne from Spaine. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 5/3 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
30. sheweth   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
27. Tagus 
30. Gaineward 

 33. live 

 
 
[122] Of sodaine trustyng. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
7 3/4 5/2 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
3. Driuen   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  6. faythfully 

7. verifie 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 4. without 4. why 
 
 
[123] Of the mother that eat her childe at the siege of Ierusalem. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 2/6 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 14. furious  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  13. motherly 

18. generate 
20. sepulture 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
 13. pity 

19. agaynst 
19. nature 

15. unhappy 
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[124] Of the meane and sure estate written to Iohn Poins. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
112 77/35 89/23 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
33r. speakest 
16v. power 
16v. surety 
15rr. Euen 

22v. Goeth 
 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
29. swimmed 
39. chered 
4r. stroyed 
30r. asked 

 25. forbicause 
5r. weleaway 
15r. delicates 
41r. weleaway 
5v. euermore 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
33. Sometime 
13r. Richely 
28r. Thother 
35r. Welcome 
43r. Vnder  
26v. Sergeant 

33. sometime 
22r. trusting 
23r. sister 
39r. sister 
4v. before 
5v. nature 
5v. after  
6v. whither 
12v. threshold 
16v. surety 
20v. maruell 
29v. euen 
39v. trauell 
40v. knotted 
6rr. continue 
18rr. inward 

2v. Fraunce 
32v. appease  
11rr. dome 
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[125] Of the Courtiers life written to Iohn Poins. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
105 69/36 85/20 

 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
28. power 
37r. geuen 

25v. lyon 
27v. dieth 

6r. gentle and 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
25. wrapped 
39r. vsed 

 15v. innocent 
21v. libertie 
23v. eloquence 
40v. extremitie 
4r. dronkennesse 
4r. fellowship 
6r. therewithal. 
8r. eloquence 
8r. cruelty 
14r. tyranny 
24r. libertie 
30r. delicates 
32r. outwardly 
36r. beastlinesse 
40r. christendome 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
24. Rather 
29v. Passeth 
32r. Rather 
 

24. vnder 
25. wrapped 
26. learning 
27. because 
34. sometime 
36. honour 
3v. Bacchus 
13v. counsaile 
18v. Ceaser 
18v. Cato 
28v. Alexander 
29v. musick  
29v. manifold  
29v. Apollo 
30v. Topas 
30v. noble 
9r. Iustice 
10r. offence 
11r. pitifull 
14r. louer 
15r. Prynces 
38r. treason 

27. mocke 
30v. tale 
31v. tolde 
15r. rayghne 
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[126] How to vse the court and him selfe therin, written to syr Fraunces Bryan. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
91 58/33 71/20 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
8. groweth 
19. mightest 
22. Likest 
36. knowest 
21r. diligent 
29r. mayest 
2v. Laughest 
4v. Wouldest 

18. doest 
33. doest 
40. goeth 
 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  9v. pouertie 

11v. aduersitie 
12v. therwithall 
13v. prosperitie 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
9. Reason 
13. Brian 
16r. Sometime 
23r. Executor 
36r. Auaunce 

24. manger  
26. courtier 
7r. vpon 
16r. also  
19r. alway 
30r. vpon 
30r. bridle 
32r. also  
32r. idle 
33r. sister 
33r. daughter 
35r. better 
35r. besought 
37r. laughter 
10v. mislikes 
11v. sometime 
13v. litle 

13r. feese 
18r. go 
23r. wurs 
40r. dede 
10v. blame 
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[127] The song of Iopas vnfinished. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
77 45/32 62/15 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
17. wanderyng 
22. heauen 
23. heauenly 
23. powers 
23. power 
26. heuen 
29. heauenly  
29. powers 
32. euen  
3r. heauens 
8r. seuen 
16r. heauens 
29r. eleuen 
39r. seuen 

32. Carieth 
32. continuall 
9v. houres 
 

37r. many a 
6v. the east 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
20. crisped 
28. placed 
37. drawen 
19r. aged 

 28. firmament 
37. imaginacion 
6r. vncorrupt 
10r. sensible 
36r. Mercury 
9v. carieth 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
32. Carieth 
38. Toucheth 
40. Artike 
 

22. contents 
35. alway 
40. northward 
4r. water 
6r. simple 
15r. iustly  
16r. betwene 
27r. frendly 
31r. therin 
43r. wherin 
2v. bodyes 
10v. also  
12v. tother 

31r. styckes 
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[266] Of his loue called. Anna. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
7 7/0 7/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
   
 
 
[267] That pleasure is mixed with euery paine. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 3/5 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
16. flowers   
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
22. ioyned  17. medicine 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
15. Venemous 
17. Poison 

21. sometime  

 
 
268. A riddle of a gift geuen by a Ladie. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
8 4/4 5/3 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
 28. albeit  
Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
31. Conster 27. willingly 

30. againe 
 

 
269. That speaking or profering bringes alway speding. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
6 4/2 6/0 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
5. power 
6. power 

  

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
   
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
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270. He ruleth not though he raigne ouer realmes that is subiect to his owne lustes. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
21 8/13 16/5 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
19. power 
20. gouernour 

17. Indian 
30. Indian 

21. noble and 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
21. meued 
23. fixed 
32. Ycharged 

31. precious 16. sensuall 
20. gouernour 
32. couitise 

Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
20. Subject 
29. Vnto 
 

16. bondage 
18. trembleth 
26. wretched 
34. profet 

18. Thylee 
26. bee 

 
 
[271] whether libertie by losse of life, or life in prison and thraldome be to be preferred. 
Total Lines Unadjusted Ratio Adjusted Ratio 
28 11/17 13/15 
Syncope Synaeresis Synaloepha 
27. deliuerance 
 

8. piteously 
14. lieth 

 

Epenthesis Diaeresis Polysyllable Promotion 
  8. piteously 
Initial Stress Other Stress Staggered Rhyme 
9. Whether 
18. Rather 

11. determinacion 
12. libertie 
12. pryson 
13. mischiefe 
15. delivered 
16. thraldome 
19. libertie 
19. prison 
25. reason 
26. libertie 
27. deliuerance 
29. deliuer 
31. thraldome 
33. libertie 
33. pryson. 

9. doubt 
24. grevance  
28. best 
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